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Abstract
The Semantic Web uses a number of knowledge representation (KR) languages to represent the
terminological knowledge of a domain in a structured and formally sound way. Such KRs are typ-
ically description logics (DL), which are a particular kind of knowledge representation languages.
One of the underpinnings of the Semantic Web and, therefore, a strength of any such semantic
architecture, is the ability to reason from data, that is, to derive new knowledge from basic facts.
In other words, the information that is already known and stored in the knowledgebase is extended
with the information that can be logically deduced from the ground truth.
The world does, however, generally not fit into a fixed, predetermined logic system of zeroes
and ones. To account for this, especially in order to deal with the uncertainty inherent in the
physical world, different models of human reasoning are required. Two prominent ways to model
human reasoning are similarity reasoning (aka analogical reasoning) and inductive reasoning. It
has been shown in recent years that the notion of similarity plays an important role in a number
of Semantic Web tasks, such as Semantic Web service matchmaking, similarity-based service
discovery, and ontology alignment. With inductive reasoning, two prominent tasks that can benefit
from the use of statistical induction techniques are Semantic Web service classification and (semi-)
automatic semantic data annotation.
This dissertation transfers these ideas to the Semantic Web. To this end, it extends the well-
known RDF query language SPARQL with two novel, non-deductive reasoning extensions in order
to enable similarity and inductive reasoning. To address these issues, specifically to implement the
two novel reasoning variants by using SPARQL, we introduce the concept of virtual triple patterns.
Virtual triples are not asserted but inferred. Hence, they do not exist in the knowledgebase, but,
rather, only as a result of the similarity/inductive reasoning process.
To address similarity reasoning, we present the iSPARQL (imprecise SPARQL) framework—
an extension of traditional SPARQL that supports customized similarity strategies via virtual triple
patterns in order to explore an RDF dataset for similar resources. For our inductive reasoning
extension, we introduce our SPARQL-ML (SPARQL Machine Learning) approach to create and
work with statistical induction/data mining models in traditional SPARQL.
Our presented iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML frameworks are validated using five different case
studies of heavily researched Semantic Web and Software Analysis tasks. For the Semantic Web,
these tasks are semantic service matchmaking, service discovery, and service classification. For
Software Analysis, we conduct some experiments in software evolution and bug prediction. By
applying our approaches to this large number of different tasks, we hope to show the approaches’
generality, ease-of-use, extensibility, and high degree of flexibility in terms of customization to the
actual task.

Zusammenfassung
Das Semantic Web basiert auf einer Reihe von formalen Beschreibungssprachen, um das Wissen
der Welt formal abzubilden. Eine spezielle Familie solcher Sprachen sind Beschreibungslogiken
(engl. description logics), mit deren Hilfe es mo¨glich ist, aus den vorhandenen Fakten in der Wis-
sensbasis neues Wissen (neue Zusammenha¨nge) zu extrahieren. Dies wird erst durch pra¨zise Infe-
renzregeln mo¨glich, welche es erlauben, aus den modellierten Beziehungen und Konzepten neues
Wissen abzuleiten. Das Resultat dieser rein logischen Deduktion ist eine noch gro¨ssere Wissens-
basis, welche das maximal mo¨gliche, logisch ableitbare Wissen u¨ber die Welt entha¨lt.
Wie das ta¨gliche Leben jedoch zeigt, passt die Welt nur schwer in ein streng logisches System
von 0 und 1. Die Menschen wenden nebst dem rein logischen Weg mittels Deduktion noch viele
andere Mo¨glichkeiten der kognitiven Wissensgewinnung an. So geho¨ren z.B. das Schliessen durch
A¨hnlichkeitsvergleiche sowie die Induktion (also das Gegenteil von Deduktion) zu den ga¨ngisten
Formen menschlichen Schlussfolgerns/Denkens.
Wie schon mehrfach gezeigt, spielen das Schliessen aufgrund von A¨hnlichkeit und Induk-
tion auch im Semantic Web ha¨ufig eine wesentliche Rolle. Vor allem in den Gebieten Service
Matchmaking, Service Discovery und Ontology Alignment hat die A¨hnlichkeitsinferenz eine im-
mer gro¨ssere Bedeutung erhalten. Auf der anderen Seite ko¨nnen Induktionstechniken auch fu¨r
Service Classification und Semantic Annotation angewendet werden.
Die vorliegende Dissertation bescha¨ftigt sich deshalb mit der Erweiterung der traditionel-
len, rein Logik-basierten Semantic Web Infrastruktur mit A¨hnlichkeitsschliessen und induktivem
Schliessen. Zu diesem Zweck wird die RDF-Abfragesprache SPARQL mit dem Konzept der Vir-
tual Triple Patterns erweitert, um diese zwei neuen Arten des Schlussfolgerns zu ermo¨glichen.
Virtual Triples geho¨ren nicht zur assertierten, sondern zur erweiterten, hergeleiteten Wissensbasis.
In dieser Arbeit wird die Methode des Schliessens durch A¨hnlichkeit innerhalb des vorgestell-
ten iSPARQL (imprecise SPARQL) Systems implementiert. Insbesondere ermo¨glicht iSPARQL
die Erstellung von spezialisierten A¨hnlichkeisstrategien mit deren Hilfe die obenerwa¨hnten Auf-
gaben stark vereinfacht werden ko¨nnen. Schlussfolgern mittels statistischer Induktion wird durch
die SPARQL-Erweiterung SPARQL-ML (SPARQL Machine Learning) bewerkstelligt.
Beide Systeme werden mithilfe von fu¨nf verschiedenen Fallstudien aus den Bereichen Se-
mantic Web und Software Analysis umfangreich auf Herz und Niere evaluiert. Hierzu werden aus
dem Bereich Semantic Web Service Matchmaking, Service Discovery und Service Classification
untersucht. Im Bereich Software Analysis bescha¨ftigen wir uns mit Software Evolution und Bug
Prediction. Es ist das Ziel dieser Dissertation, die allgemeine Gu¨ltigkeit, der Nutzen, die Einfach-
heit und die hohe Anpassungsfa¨higkeit an das konkrete Problem der zwei neuen Inferenzsysteme
durch eine detaillierte Evaluierung glaubhaft darzustellen.
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Part I
Introduction, Background, and
Preliminaries

1
Motivation
Someone who insists on reason for certainty might, for instance, starve to death, as
they would not infer the benefits of food based on previous observations of nutrition.
An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding
DAVID HUME
The vision of the Semantic Web is to interlink data from divers heterogeneous sources using a
semantic layer as “glue” technology. The result of this combination process constitutes the often
cited Web of data that makes data accessible on the traditional Web such that other applications
can understand and reuse it more easily [Auer et al. 2007; Bizer et al. 2007]. This is particularly
important due to the volume of available data constantly growing, and the need to share these data
with other research groups (organizations) has become an essential business process.
The semantic layer, therefore, plays an important role in data integration, where its goal is
to merge heterogeneous data from different sources into a single, consistent data source, thereby
providing the user with a unified view of these data. Unified data views, in turn, enable the creation
of unified query interfaces, thereby allowing the user to quickly find related information from
initially different locations.
The semantic glue above-mentioned basically comprises a rule-based meta-data layer for ex-
posing the meaning of data in a machine-readable format. Here, the term ‘rule-based’ refers to the
logic-based foundations of the Semantic Web, which use a number of knowledge representation
(KR) languages in order to represent the terminological knowledge of a domain (i.e., a data source)
in a structured and formally sound way. In the Semantic Web, these knowledge representation lan-
guages are typically description logics (DL) [Baader et al. 2003] which are a particular kind of
knowledge representation languages. Also, in this context, ‘meta-data’ means self-describing;
that is, the raw data is tagged with additional information in order to express its meaning in the
format of these DL languages.
The most universal knowledge representation languages are the XML-based Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF)1 and the Web Ontology Language (OWL)2 that has a more expressive
1http://www.w3.org/RDF/
2http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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vocabulary than RDF in terms of its ability to describe the data. These languages/formats enable
(i) the combination of heterogeneous data under a common representation scheme by the use of
ontologies and (ii) permit us to give the data some well-defined, logic-based semantics, thereby
turning the otherwise meaningless data into information typically stored in a knowledgebase (KB).
Hence, ontologies serve as a formal specification of the conceptualization of this knowledge in
terms of classes and relations among them [Gruber 1995].
1.1 Description Logic Reasoning
So far, so good. Now what? At this point, we are able to transfer the data that comes, for instance,
from traditional relational databases to Semantic Web knowledgebases by using ontologies and a
set of description logic languages.
Typically, the information in a knowledgebase is stored as asserted (i.e., atomic) facts. Such a
piece of information could, for example, be the proposition “The type of service A is tourism,” or
in triples notation [ serviceA type tourism ]. Hence, the only information an applica-
tion accessing this knowledgebase can retrieve is what is already there (i.e., nothing more than a
single fact about a single service).
Now suppose that the knowledgebase also includes the information [ serviceB type
serviceA ] so as to express that service B is a specification of service A (B might, for instance,
deliver information about hotels in a given city). One of the underpinnings of the Semantic Web
and, therefore, a strength of any such semantic architecture, is the ability to reason from the data,
that is, to derive new knowledge (new facts) from basic facts. In other words, the information that
is already known and stored in the knowledgebase is extended with the information that can be
logically deduced from the ground truth.
Example 1.1.1 (Description Logic Reasoning). Given the two facts about the services men-
tioned previously, a deductive reasoning system is able to infer that if service B is of type
serviceA, and A is of type tourism, then service B must also be of type tourism (as-
suming a transitive type relation). Thus, the traditional built-in description logic reasoning
capabilities of the Semantic Web are able to employ the entailment shown in Figure 1.1 in a
transitive manner.
[ serviceA type tourism ]
[ serviceB type serviceA ]︸︷︷︸
asserted information
=⇒︸︷︷︸
reasoning
[ serviceB type tourism ]︸︷︷︸
derived information
Figure 1.1: Classical deductive description logic reasoning process using inference rules and
assuming a transitive type relation.
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KB: Asserted Triples
Extended KB: Asserted Triples + Derived Triples from (1)
+ Derived Triples from (2) and (3)
(= Virtual Triples)
(1) D
escription Logic R
easoning
(2) Sim
ilarity R
easoning
(3) Inductive R
easoning
Entailment
this thesis
Figure 1.2: The traditional Semantic Web infrastructure supports a deductive logic-based ac-
cess to the Semantic Web. It offers a retrieval (or reasoning) approach for data based on facts and
classical deductive description logic reasoning (leftmost arrow). On the other hand, the two novel
reasoning extensions presented and evaluated in this thesis extend the traditional Semantic Web
infrastructure with similarity (aka analogical) and inductive reasoning. Similarity reasoning is
implemented using similarity measures. Generally, it denotes the process of deriving new triples
based on resemblance between objects (see the arrow in the middle). Inductive reasoning is re-
alized by statistical induction techniques. In this extension, new triples are derived by drawing
conclusions about an object using statistics from an observed sample (rightmost arrow).
This situation is also depicted in Figure 1.2, which shows schematically, via the leftmost arrow,
the typical description logic reasoning process for inferring additional, derived triples from a set
of asserted triples in a knowledgebase. To summarize, the above example is a simple application
of classical deductive logic, where the rule of inference over the type (subclass) hierarchy makes
the proposition of B being of type tourism a valid conclusion.
1.2 What Is This Thesis All About?
Metaphorically speaking, if this world were only black and white (i.e., if it had no noise, impre-
cision, or conflicts of any kind), simple rule-based inferencing is all that we could expect from
a classical deductive reasoning system as supported by the current Semantic Web infrastructure.
All the conclusions that could be drawn given certain well-defined semantics such as the ones that
come with the RDF/OWL languages will always be true if and only if the premises (i.e., asserted
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knowledge, ground truth) are true. Otherwise, they will be false without any exception.
But the world is (fortunately!) not just black and white. In between black and white, there
exists an indefinite number of colors painting the world’s surface and making it as beautiful as it
is today. The truth is that the world does generally not fit into a fixed, predetermined logic system
of zeroes and ones. Everyday life demonstrates again and again that we are performing some kind
of reasoning under uncertainty, which does not follow the strict rules of formal logic.
Consider, for example, a doctor having to provide a medical diagnosis for one of his patients.
Although he knows from his experiences and similar courses of disease that this special therapy
seems to be best, there is, however, some risk involved, as such an inference is defeasible (i.e.,
can be called into question)—medical advances may invalidate old conclusions. In other words,
our actions are almost always driven by our heart and spirit (i.e., by belief, experience, vague
assumptions) rather than by formal logical implication.
To account for this, especially in order to deal with the uncertainty inherent in the physical
world, different models of human reasoning are required. Philosophers and logicians, among
other, have, therefore, established new fields of science in which they discuss and investigate such
new types of human reasoning [Mohanan 2008]. Two prominent ways of modeling human rea-
soning to some extent are similarity reasoning (also known as analogical reasoning) and inductive
reasoning.
At this point, it is immensely important to understand the difference between similarity and in-
ductive reasoning as they are defined in this thesis. Simply speaking, similarity reasoning denotes
the process of drawing conclusions based on resemblances between objects. Inductive reasoning
means reasoning from sample-to-population (i.e., evidence-based reasoning).3 In inductive rea-
soning, the premises are only believed to support the conclusions, but they cannot be (logically)
entailed.
The aforementioned medical diagnosis example is clearly a form of inductive reasoning, as
there is some evidence from the number of past treatments that this particular therapy is suitable
for this patient. However, medical progress could easily invalidate such inferences.
This thesis transfers the ideas of similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning to
both the Semantic Web and Software Analysis. To this end, it extends the well-known
RDF query language SPARQL with two novel, non-deductive reasoning extensions in
order to enable similarity and inductive reasoning.
Traditional RDF query languages such as SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Lan-
guage) [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008] or SeRQL (Sesame RDF Query Language)
[Broekstra and Kampman 2003] support a logic-based access to the Semantic Web. They offer
a retrieval approach for data based on facts and classical deductive description logic reasoning.
The extensions presented and evaluated in this work, on the other hand, extend traditional Seman-
tic Web query answering with similarity and inductive reasoning as follows:
3If ‘inductive’ simply means ‘not deductive,’ then similarity reasoning is clearly not deductive, and hence, is a form
of inductive reasoning. Note however, that, in this thesis, similarity reasoning is not understood as a form of inductive
reasoning.
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(i) similarity reasoning: by imprecise queries using similarity measures
(ii) inductive reasoning: by statistical induction as exemplified by data classification
1.2.1 Similarity Reasoning
Similarity reasoning—our first novel reasoning extension to SPARQL—is implemented using sim-
ilarity measures. Similarity reasoning is also called analogical reasoning, which “is the process
of making inferences on the basis of parallels between two entities or domains” [Mohanan 2008].
Figure 1.2 depicts, schematically, this novel extension which is used to derive additional triples
from a set of asserted triples in a knowledgebase. Such derived triples establish between two en-
tities a similarity relation that exists only virtually, and which is neither asserted in nor inferred
from the ground truth using the typical RDF/OWL description logic semantics.
Example 1.2.1 (Similarity Reasoning). Consider again the knowledgebase consisting of the
two (asserted) triples
[serviceA type tourism] and
[serviceB type serviceA]
as well as the triples
[serviceB description ‘‘hotel and food service’’] and
[serviceC description ‘‘accommodation information service’’]
that describe a service C for which no type information is available. Assume that we can deter-
mine by some measure, that C and B are similar to each other because they have similar service
descriptions (e.g., that both are dealing with some kind of tourism information). Therefore, we
can infer by similarity that C also has type serviceA and, hence, also type tourism. This
situation is depicted in Figure 1.3.
[ serviceA type tourism ]
[ serviceB type serviceA ]
[ serviceB desc “hotel and food service” ]
[ serviceC desc “acc. inform. service” ]︸︷︷︸
asserted information
=⇒︸︷︷︸
reasoning
[ serviceB type tourism ]
[ serviceC isSimilarTo serviceB ]
[ serviceC type serviceA ]
[ serviceC type tourism ]︸︷︷︸
derived information
Figure 1.3: Novel similarity reasoning process using similarity measures. By inferring the
isSimilarTo relation, we can conclude that service C must also have type serviceA, and,
hence, also type tourism.
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In this thesis, it is assumed that there is a close connection between similarity and probability
in the sense that similarity can be treated as a measure of probability due to the fact that it enables
us to define the degree of match between the query terms and the triples in the knowledgebase (i.e.,
it estimates the probability of the query object being an object of the knowledgebase). Approaches
introducing the notion of similarity/probability into query engines, therefore, frequently originate
from the overlap of the database and information retrieval research in which the users are typically
allowed to formulate inexact queries in order to trade-off precision vs. recall.
If the degree of matching between the query terms and the triples in the knowledgebase meets
some user-defined constraints (e.g., it is not smaller than a given threshold), the triples are included
in the answer set and returned to the user. Hence, similarity reasoning can be used to extend the
reach of queries.
As a consequence, such imprecise and/or fuzzy querying techniques have been a heavily inves-
tigated subject in the computer science literature in recent years. Such studies typically focus on
data integration (e.g., [Cohen 2000]), semi-structured search (e.g., [Schlieder 2003]), query eval-
uation and optimization (e.g., [Cheng et al. 2003] or [Dalvi and Suciu 2007]), or ranking functions
(e.g., [Chaudhuri et al. 2004]).
1.2.2 Inductive Reasoning
Our second proposed reasoning extension to SPARQL—inductive reasoning (see rightmost arrow
in Figure 1.2)—builds on statistical induction techniques. In contrast to similarity reasoning, in
statistical induction the goal is to draw conclusions about an individual given some statistical
evidence such as probabilities, averages, or deviations from a previous examined population. In
other words, statistical induction techniques do not derive additional triples (knowledge) based
on similarity/parallels between entities, but on some (oftentimes/possibly precomputed) statistics
about the data. Data prediction/classification is a typical example of statistical induction, which
is also heavily used in this thesis (see Chapter 5).4
Example 1.2.2 (Statistical Induction). Suppose that, from a set of 5 services, 3 are related
to the tourism sector (i.e., have type tourism) and 2 in the medical sector (see Figure 1.4).
Given only this information, we could conclude that, for a new, not yet examined service F (one
that is outside the original sample of five services), there is a probability estimate of 0.6 (i.e.,
3
5 ) that the service is of type tourism. Because the probability estimate for type medical is
only 0.4 (i.e., 25 ), we infer that F must also be located in the tourism sector. Such inferences are
also called quantitative probabilistic reasoning [Mohanan 2008].
The inductive reasoning approach presented in this thesis works similarly: it involves a clas-
sification step performed by the query engine in order to predict, for instance, the membership
4Note that, in this work, we treat prediction as a synonym for classification unless otherwise stated. There might,
however, be a slight distinction between the two depending on context and application. In the words of Gregory
Piatetsky-Shapiro: “If you are trying to classify existing data, e.g. group patients based on their known medical data
and treatment outcome, I would call it a classification. If you use a classification model to predict the treatment outcome
for a new patient, it would be a prediction.” For more information, please refer to http://www.kdnuggets.com/
faq/classification-vs-prediction.html.
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[ serviceA type tourism ]
[ serviceB type tourism ]
[ serviceC type tourism ]
[ serviceD type medical ]
[ serviceE type medical ]︸︷︷︸
asserted information
& [ serviceF type ??? ]︸︷︷︸
new/unseen data
=⇒︸︷︷︸
reasoning
[ serviceF type tourism ]︸︷︷︸
derived information
Figure 1.4: Novel inductive reasoning process using statistical inference methods. For the
new service F, the probability estimate for type tourism is higher (i.e., 35 ) than the probability
estimate for type medical (i.e., 25 ). Therefore, we can conclude that F must also be located in
the tourism sector.
of a data sample (individual/instance) to a particular class with some prediction accuracy. For
the classification task, this approach employs algorithms from machine learning such as decision
trees, support vector machines (SVMs), and regression models [Witten and Frank 2005].
1.3 Our Approach
To address these issues, specifically in order to implement the two novel reasoning variants by
using SPARQL, this thesis introduces the concept of virtual triple patterns (VTPs). Figure 1.2
shows the relation between asserted, ‘ordinary’ derived (1), and extraordinary derived triples (2)
+ (3). Ordinary triples are inferred using the traditional description logic reasoning system of the
Semantic Web by applying the fundamental RDF/OWL inference rules (see Section 1.1). The
extraordinary triples are the result of applying the two novel ways of reasoning to the Semantic
Web—similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning. In the following, a short overview of the
technique we use to introduce these novel ways into SPARQL is given.
1.3.1 Virtual Triple Patterns
Typically, a Semantic Web dataset is made of a large number of RDF triples, which model the rela-
tions among all data instances in terms of a so-called subject and object, and a predicate
to link them up. As an example, consider the triple pattern [ serviceA hasName name ],
which relates service A to its name by the hasName predicate. An RDF dataset can then be
conceptualized as a graph that is spanned by these triples. Query evaluation can thus essentially
be reduced to the task of matching a number of triple patterns (called graph patterns) to an RDF
graph.
Virtual triples, on the other hand, are not asserted but inferred. Hence, they do not exist in
the knowledgebase but only exist as a result of a reasoning process. In this thesis, virtual triple
patterns (VTPs) are triple patterns that are not matched against the asserted RDF graph. Instead
of that, they perform pattern matching as the result of calling some user-defined piece of code.
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VTPs can be thought of conceptually as ordinary function calls that consist of the function name
followed by a list of arguments in parentheses, and which have a return value. In this work, two
types of virtual triple patterns are introduced according to the two novel reasoning extensions to
SPARQL:
(i) similarity reasoning:
[ similarity similarityMeasure ( serviceA serviceB ) ]
(ii) inductive reasoning:
[ prediction predict ( model serviceA ) ]
Typically, similarities between resources (services in this example) are not part of the asserted,
queried knowledgebase. Therefore, the first type of virtual triple pattern is used to compute this
similarity (i.e., to infer a relation between the elements in the triple pattern that is only virtual).
In the above example, it does so by calling a function similarityMeasure that computes the
similarity between the list of services passed to the function by the object of the triple pattern.
In the case of inductive reasoning—our second proposed reasoning extension—the second
type of virtual triple pattern basically works the same way, but has completely different semantics.
It calls a function predict that, given some previously learned prediction/classification model
and an instance to be classified (i.e., service A), is able to make any kind of prediction while
depending only on the chosen model (e.g., predicting the service category to be either tourism
or not). To summarize, VTPs are the foundations for enacting similarity reasoning and inductive
reasoning by using the SPARQL query engine.
1.4 Importance to the Semantic Web
In recent years, it has been shown that the notion of similarity plays an important role in a number
of Semantic Web tasks such as Semantic Web service matchmaking (e.g., [Klusch et al. 2006] and
[Klusch 2008]), similarity-based data retrieval (e.g., [McRae-Spencer and Shadbolt 2006]), and
ontology alignment (aka ontology mapping) (e.g., [Euzenat and Valtchev 2003]). The relevance of
similarity reasoning for the Semantic Web lies, thus, in its ability to contribute to the solution for
these tasks by drawing conclusions from data based on similarity assessments.
It is important to realize that researchers are still trying to find sound user-defined similar-
ity measures to achieve good results for these tasks. Finding good similarity measures is, how-
ever, data- and context-dependent, and needs to be reconsidered every time new data is inspected
[Bernstein et al. 2005b]. Nonetheless, good similarity measures are crucial for the success of
the earlier-mentioned Semantic Web tasks. By integrating similarity reasoning into SPARQL, this
thesis proposes a unified framework that is easy-to-use, easily extendable, and generally has a high
degree of flexibility in terms of customization for the actual Semantic Web task.
Regarding inductive reasoning, a number of past researches have highlighted the crucial ele-
ment of statistics for the Semantic Web (e.g., [Gilardoni et al. 2005] or [Heß et al. 2004]). Two
prominent tasks that can benefit from the use of statistics are Semantic Web service classification
and (semi-) automatic semantic data annotation. Support from tools that are able to work au-
tonomously is needed to add the required semantic annotations. Consequently, a big challenge for
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Semantic Web research is not if, but how to extend the existing Semantic Web infrastructure with
statistical inferencing capabilities. As we will show in this thesis, we obtained a powerful and yet
easy-to-use tool to facilitate Semantic Web service classification and (semi-) automatic semantic
annotation by extending traditional SPARQL with inductive reasoning capabilities through virtual
triple patterns (see Section 1.3).
To summarize, the Semantic Web can substantially benefit from the two novel reasoning exten-
sions to SPARQL. As we will show in the remainder of this work, the proposed unified, SPARQL-
based frameworks not only help to solve important Semantic Web tasks, such as service match-
making, data retrieval, service classification, and ontology alignment, but also help to establish
the semantic glue mentioned at the very beginning of this thesis by (semi-) automatic semantic
annotation (through classification).
1.5 Contributions
The main contribution of this dissertation to the research community is the application and eval-
uation of two novel reasoning extensions to the RDF query language SPARQL: (i) similarity
reasoning—making inferences based on resemblance (analogy) between objects, and (ii) inductive
reasoning—drawing conclusions about new objects from the population using statistical inference
techniques. Essentially, this process comprises the proposition, application, and evaluation of two
generic frameworks that exploit virtual triple patterns in order to implement these novel reasoning
extensions for the Semantic Web.
Specifically, the contributions can be summarized as follows:
• To address similarity reasoning, this thesis presents the iSPARQL (imprecise SPARQL)
framework—an extension of traditional SPARQL that supports customized similarity strate-
gies via virtual triple patterns in order to explore an RDF dataset for similar resources. Sim-
ilarity measures are used to compute the degree of match between query terms and data
instances and, thus, to rank the results according to the computed similarity (confidence
value).
In doing so, three novel approaches for integrating similarity querying and SPARQL are
presented and formally evaluated. Furthermore, the syntax and semantics for each of the
three approaches are elaborated in detail. The main emphasis is, thereby, put on the virtual
triple pattern approach—the approach this thesis is primarily focused on (see Section 1.3).
• For the inductive reasoning extension, we present our SPARQL-ML (SPARQL Machine
Learning) approach for creating and working with statistical induction/data mining models
in traditional SPARQL. The major contribution of our proposed SPARQL-ML framework
is the ability to support data mining tasks for knowledge discovery in the Semantic Web .
Our extension introduces new keywords to the SPARQL syntax to facilitate the induction of
models as well as the use of these models for prediction/classification. As a consequence,
the new syntax elements and semantics of SPARQL-ML will be theoretically elaborated and
discussed.
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The SPARQL-ML framework enables prediction and classification of unseen data (or fea-
tures) and relations in a new dataset based on the results of a mining model. To achieve this
goal, it uses virtual triple patterns to call prediction functions that take an induced/learned
model and an (unseen) data instance as inputs, and then return the prediction of the instance
as output
• We validate the iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML frameworks using five different case studies
of heavily researched Semantic Web and Software Analysis tasks. For the Semantic Web,
these tasks are semantic service matchmaking, service discovery, and service classification
(i.e., service annotation). For Software Analysis, we conduct some experiments for software
evolution and bug prediction.
By applying our approaches to this large number of different tasks, we hope to show the
approaches’ generality, ease-of-use, extensibility, and high degree of flexibility in terms of
customization for the actual task.
1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured in five parts. The outline is as follows:
• The introductory Part I presents a summary of the most important related work that is rele-
vant in the context of this thesis in Chapter 2. Specifically, we review a number of relevant
scientific efforts in the area of the Semantic Web in general and SPARQL in particular.
Furthermore, as similarity measures are key to perform similarity reasoning, we review a
number of studies that investigate similarity measures from a theoretical and practical point
of view. We also discuss the work achieved in terms of the Semantic Web/Software Analysis
tasks we use to evaluate our novel similarity reasoning extension.
Addressing our inductive reasoning extension to SPARQL, we proceed with a discussion of
the most important related works in the research areas of the Semantic Web and Statistical
Relational Learning. Finally, we briefly summarize the scientific efforts that are related to
the tasks we chose to evaluate the power of our inductive reasoning extension.
As mentioned, similarity measures are the key elements for performing similarity reasoning.
Therefore, Chapter 3 reviews a number of similarity measures from different categories
(e.g., vectors, strings, sets, graphs, etc.). The chapter closes with a very brief presentation
of SimPack—our generic Java library of similarity measures for the use in ontologies.
• Part II contains the main contribution of this dissertation. It presents the fundamentals of our
two novel non-deductive reasoning extensions to the Semantic Web: similarity reasoning,
accomplished through iSPARQL (in Chapter 4), and inductive reasoning, implemented in
SPARQL-ML (Chapter 5). A key element to the success of similarity reasoning and induc-
tive reasoning with SPARQL are virtual triple patterns. Chapters 4 and 5, therefore, present
an elaborate treatment of the concepts behind virtual triple patterns tailored to iSPARQL and
SPARQL-ML. In particular, the syntax, grammar, and semantics of virtual triple patterns are
described, as well as their integration into the official SPARQL grammar.
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• Part III evaluates the applicability of our novel similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning
frameworks, iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML, to a set of Semantic Web and Software Analysis
tasks. The tasks related to the Semantic Web are presented in Chapter 6, whereas the tasks
related to Software Analysis follow in Chapter 7.
The goal of our experiments is to demonstrate the usefulness, simplicity, and flexibility of
our approaches in different research areas. The subdisciplines chosen from the Semantic
Web are semantic service matchmaking (Section 6.1), semantic process retrieval (Section
6.2), and semantic service classification (Section 6.3). For Software Analysis, we address
software evolution analysis (Section 7.1) and software bug prediction (Section 7.2).
• Part IV summarizes and discusses the work presented in this thesis in Chapter 8. General
limitations of the presented similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning extensions to the
Semantic Web are discussed, and directions for future work are provided.
• Finally, Part V (i) shows the query prefixes we use in the queries throughout this thesis,
(ii) lists the bibliographic references, and (iii) closes with a short biographic note about the
author of this dissertation.

2
Related Work
Der Weg zum Herzen einer Intellektuellen fu¨hrt u¨ber ihre Bibliothek.
Fermats Letzter Satz (p. 78)
SIMON SINGH
The major contribution of this dissertation is the specification of two novel reasoning exten-
sions to the RDF query language SPARQL. These extensions are similarity reasoning and in-
ductive reasoning. The former relies on similarity measures, whilst the later uses statistics and
elements from probability theory to reason from data. These extensions are implemented in the
iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML frameworks that will be presented in the remainder of this thesis.
This chapter, therefore, briefly reviews the most important related work.
We start with a short summary of some important Semantic Web publications to set this thesis
into perspective. Specifically, we review a couple of studies that influenced the history and devel-
opment of SPARQL. Second, as our similarity reasoning extension relies on similarity measures,
we review some of the measures which are relevant in the context of this work. We also summarize
some studies about approximate querying as they share some commonalities with our iSPARQL
approach. Finally, Section 2.2.3 gives an overview of some of the most important related works
addressing the tasks we performed to evaluate our similarity reasoning extension to SPARQL.
Last but least, Section 2.3 introduces some related approaches to inductive reasoning. Again,
we summarize studies that deal with the tasks we perform in order to evaluate our inductive rea-
soning extension. These tasks are semantic service classification for the Semantic Web and bug
prediction for Software Analysis.
2.1 Semantic Web
In 1989, Alexander Borgida [Borgida et al. 1989] presented his work about the CLASSIC language,
which can be regarded as an early approach to the Semantic Web. CLASSIC is a language for
structural, partial descriptions of objects in a relational database management system. It is worth
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mentioning this work for several reasons: first, CLASSIC allows the user to describe both the
intensional structure of objects as well as their extensional relations to other objects (which in
RDF terminology is achieved through data and object type properties); second, using CLASSIC
it is possible to describe objects only partially and to add more information about them over time;
third, CLASSIC can be used both as a data description as well as a data query language; and
fourth, the CLASSIC system is able to infer new knowledge about objects (i.e., it performs an
early kind of reasoning by applying a limited form of forward-chaining rules [Russell and Norvig
2003]).
12 years later, in 2001, Tim Berners-Lee [Berners-Lee et al. 2001] published his famous arti-
cle about his vision of a true Semantic Web as an extension of the current Web in which data is
given well-defined meaning through ontologies (i.e., formal specifications of the conceptualiza-
tion of a domain [Gruber 1995]). This is an important improvement to, for instance, XML, which
allows the user to structure the data but does not say what the data in fact means.1 Such seman-
tically enriched data can then be meaningfully manipulated by autonomous computer programs
also referred to as agents. These agents can be given user- and data-specific preference criteria to
perform, for instance, matchmaking (i.e., matching a user’s requests with a provider’s offers).
In this context, another crucial element mentioned in [Berners-Lee et al. 2001] is the idea of
a common language to describe services that can then be discovered by agents (e.g., OWL-S).2
We address this task in the evaluation in Section 6.1.1, where we show the benefits of similar-
ity reasoning for the task of Semantic Web service matchmaking using our proposed iSPARQL
framework (see Section 4).
Furthermore, one of the most important building blocks of the Semantic Web is, as argued in
[Berners-Lee et al. 2001], automated reasoning, which denote the process of deriving new infor-
mation from existing, asserted information through classical deductive description logic (DL) rea-
soning rules (refer to Figure 1.2). Pure deductive DL reasoning is, however, not sufficient for some
tasks. On the contrary, as we will show in this dissertation, tasks such as service matchmaking and
classification can substantially benefit from additional, non-deductive reasoning capabilities.
Five years later, Shadbolt, Hall, and Berners-Lee [Shadbolt et al. 2006] critically revisited
some of the statements made in [Berners-Lee et al. 2001]. Specifically, they emphasized the
need for shared semantics for data integration—a task that is of particular importance in the life
sciences [Lam et al. 2007]. As explained in [Shadbolt et al. 2006], most of the motivation for
a Semantic Web came from the tremendous amount of valuable information stored in traditional
relational databases. This information must be exported into a system of URIs and given well-
defined meaning. As Shadbolt et al. say “The data exposure revolution,” which should increase
the amount of available RDF data to push the Semantic Web even further, ”has, however, not yet
happened.”
Many approaches, such as web pages, UDDI service repositories,3, or electronic white and
yellow page directories have therefore been presented in order to automatically generate semantic
annotations for conventional data sources. As we will demonstrate in this thesis, by extending tra-
ditional SPARQL with inductive reasoning capabilities through SPARQL-ML (see Chapter 5), we
1http://www.w3.org/XML/
2http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
3http://uddi.xml.org/
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obtain such a powerful and yet easy-to-use tool to enable (semi-) automatic semantic annotation.
2.1.1 SPARQL
In recent years, the RDF query language SPARQL has gained increasing popularity in the Seman-
tic Web. SPARQL stands for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, and offers well-known
constructs from database technology, such as SELECT, FILTER, and ORDER BY. Furthermore,
SPARQL’s specifications define a protocol for the communication between a query issuer and a
query processor. The SPARQL language currently has the status of a W3C Recommendation and
is described extensively in [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008].
As the language was used increasingly over time by different parties for different applications,
it became clear that it needed a more mathematical basis in terms of an algebra, similar to the re-
lational algebra used for relational databases [Codd 1970]. This was especially important because
the need for optimization of SPARQL queries also arose as people wanted to use ever growing
RDF datasets for their experiments. Among those who dealt with the development of an algebra
for SPARQL, it was Cyganiak [Cyganiak 2005] who described as one of the first how to transform
(a subset of) SPARQL into relational algebra. Relational algebra is, as argued by Cyganiak, the
language of choice when analyzing queries in terms of query planning and optimization. Fur-
thermore, he defined the semantics of the relational algebra operators and discussed a translation
into SQL, which is important for executing the queries against the traditional relational databases
storing the RDF data.
One year after Cyganiak’s work was published, Pe´rez [Pe´rez et al. 2006] conducted an ex-
tensive analysis of the semantics and complexity of SPARQL, focusing on the algebraic operators
JOIN, UNION, OPTIONAL, and FILTER. The semantics and complexity of these operators were
studied in great detail, and Pe´rez presented insights into query optimization possibilities. In par-
ticular, they introduced well-defined graph patterns that can be transformed to patterns in normal
form that, when matched against the underlying RDF dataset, result in improved query execution
time. The theoretical framework they presented is build around sets of solution mappings that are
created in the process of matching the query’s basic graph patterns (BGP) to the underlying RDF
graph [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008]. These sets of mappings are iteratively joined if they
are compatible (i.e., if they agree in the values of their shared variables).
It is important to say that the study of Pe´rez et al. heavily influenced the work presented in
this thesis. Both of our proposed similarity and inductive reasoning extensions to SPARQL are
based on virtual triple patterns (see Section 4.3.1) that are theoretically defined in the algebraic
notation of [Pe´rez et al. 2006]. ARQ property functions—the implementational foundations of
virtual triple patterns—are, however, not addressed in [Pe´rez et al. 2006].4 It is, therefore, one
of the contributions of this thesis to reflect on the semantics of such property functions, as both
iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML heavily rely on them.
Last but not least, the approach of Siberski et al. [Siberski et al. 2006] is related to our iSPAR-
QL framework (refer to Chapter 4). In their work, they proposed SPARQL extensions to allow the
user to query RDF data with user-defined preference criteria. To achieve this goal, a new solution
modifier and keywords have been added to the official SPARQL grammar. Then, the answers
4http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/library-propfunc.html
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which are not dominated by any other answers have been returned to the user.
The main difference from our iSPARQL approach is the way the results are ranked: iSPAR-
QL uses a multitude of similarity strategies (focusing on different dimensions of resources) to
determine an overall degree of similarity between resources. To that end, it employs weighting
schemes to give more or less preference to one of the dimensions considered. Finally, the ranking
is produced by ordering the results according to the final similarity score. Hence, preference cri-
teria require an explicit formulation of one’s preferences while iSPARQL allows for their implicit
determination by a similarity measure—the approach preferred in information retrieval.
2.2 Similarity Reasoning
Similarity measures are one of the key elements in order to implement our novel similarity reason-
ing extension to SPARQL. This section, therefore, reviews a few that are relevant in the context of
this thesis. Furthermore, some studies from approximate querying are summarized briefly, as they
share some commonalities/similarities with our proposed reasoning extension. The section closes
with an overview of some of the most important related works regarding the Semantic Web and
Software Analysis tasks with which we chose to evaluate our extension.
2.2.1 Similarity Measures
The concept of similarity is a heavily researched subject in the Semantic Web [Ehrig et al. 2005],
Information Retrieval [Rorvig 1999], Software Engineering [Mishne and de Rijke 2004], Machine
Learning [Doan et al. 2003], Case-Based Reasoning [Osborne and Bridge 1996], Database Re-
search [Cohen 2000], and Artificial Intelligence [Hebrard et al. 2005]. Typically, the similarity
measures in those studies can be grouped into the following five categories:
• vector similarity measures,
• set similarity measures,
• text similarity measures (including string measures),
• information-theoretic similarity measures,
• and graph similarity measures (including tree measures).
Furthermore, a number of studies investigated the theoretical foundations of similarity in gen-
eral (e.g. [Batagelj and Bren 1995] and [Orozco and Belanche 2004b]). Similarity measures are
used to compute the similarity between (i) (complex) Semantic Web resources of ontologies (i.e.,
classes, properties, and individuals), and (ii) between ontologized software source code artifacts
(i.e., classes, methods, and fields).5
5It is important to understand that in order to apply, for instance, a vector or graph similarity measure, these objects
under comparison need to be transformed to vectors or graphs first. Section 3, therefore, shows some concrete examples
of these transformations/representations.
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Theories of Similarity
The theory of similarity has been extensively researched in the area of Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR), where the goal is to retrieve a problem solution to a given problem description from a case
base (e.g., [Richter 1992], [Osborne and Bridge 1996], [Griffiths and Bridge 1997], and [Osborne
and Bridge 1997]). In CBR, similarity measures are used to compare a new problem description
with problem descriptions for which a solution was already found. The solution for the most
similar description is then taken as a solution for the new problem description.
In an early position paper in 1989, Porter [Porter 1989] investigated similarity assessment in an
agent-based CBR system. Specifically, the question was as follows: how can an agent determine
the degree of similarity between cases to treat them alike? Porter proposed two approaches to
measure similarity: first, in the computation approach, intrinsic (in his jargon superficial) features
of cases are compared to measure their similarity; second, in the representation approach an
explicit, possibly taxonomic, representation of cases to determine similarity is proposed. That
is, in the second approach, the cases are extended with abstract features regarding their nature,
which, in turn, can be exploited to infer even more useful information for similarity assessment—
the standard reasoning techniques using ontologies and deductive inference rules in the Semantic
Web today.
Among the many studies in case-based reasoning, Richter [Richter 1992] proposed as one of
the first a mathematical framework for the representation of similarity. This framework is applied
in the PATDEX-System in order to perform fault diagnosis of technical systems. The structure
of problem descriptions is either represented logically or analytically (i.e., in predicate logic us-
ing the problem’s attributes and values, or as vectors of real numbers). For both representations,
Richter presented a number of basic mathematical concepts to measure the similarity of descrip-
tions. These concepts encode both ordinal and cardinal information about the similarity of prob-
lem descriptions. Ordinal similarity measures state that two or more objects are similar but not
to which extent—this information is specified only by cardinal measures. Richter also reasons
about the amalgamation of similarity measures—methods that combine different measures into
a universal one—and distance functions to study the relations of problem descriptions (i.e., their
closeness/similarity).
In another extensive study, Batagelj [Batagelj and Bren 1995] investigated different types of
equivalences over resemblance measures (i.e., measures of similarity/association). The contribu-
tions of Batagelj are threefold: first, in the same sense as in [Richter 1992], the theoretical basis of
resemblance measures and dissimilarities is established; second, different types of equivalence re-
lations between resemblances are defined, such as order equivalence and topological equivalence;
third, a dissimilarity measure between resemblances is proposed to summarize their equal/unequal
behavior on the same datasets. In total, Batagelj reviewed 22 resemblance measures from the lit-
erature and investigated their equivalence on binary vectors. As a result, the resemblances from
the literature could be group into distinct equivalence classes.
Two years later, Griffiths [Griffiths and Bridge 1997] presented a comprehensive theory and
framework for performing instance-based learning (IBL) in a case-based reasoning system. In
IBL, the goal is to learn, from a training data, a function that consists of pairs of input training
examples and desired function outputs (numeric values in regression or class labels in predic-
tion/classification). Inspired by [Richter 1992], Griffiths presented the mathematical definitions of
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similarity measures as used in IBL algorithms. In particular, [Griffiths and Bridge 1997] (i) ex-
plains in detail how optimal similarity measures are chosen to classify problem descriptions, and
(ii), shows how the performance of instance-based learners can be improved if they are allowed
to change their definition of similarity (i.e., if the learning algorithm is able to learn a similarity
measure from the training samples rather than using a single, fixed measure).
In 1999, Santini [Santini and Jain 1999] proposed the Fuzzy Feature Contrast (FFC) model to
determine the similarity between faces and textures in a visual information retrieval system. FFC is
inspired by Tversky’s famous Feature Contrast Model [Tversky 1977]. In order to derive the FFC
model from Tversky’s contrast model, Santini first summarizes the theories about similarity from
the literature and collects them in a unified, theoretical framework. The concept of geometric
distance is reviewed and the related distance axioms discussed. Finally, fuzzy logic [Klir and
Yuan 1995] is used to model new kinds of similarity measures, which are able to compare objects
that cannot (can hardly) be described by binary features only (as assumed by Tversky’s Feature
Contrast Model). Such objects are, for instance, images of faces, in which one feature could be
the length or the narrowness of the mouth.
In a more recent study, Orozco [Orozco and Belanche 2004b] proposed a mathematical frame-
work for similarities and dissimilarities that is, as argued by the authors, capable of embracing
most of the earlier theories, such as the ones in [Tversky 1977], [Osborne and Bridge 1997], and
[Santini and Jain 1999]. In [Orozco and Belanche 2004b], both similarity (in their sense coinci-
dence between objects) and dissimilarity (i.e., divergence between objects) are formally defined
and their mathematical properties examined. Particular attention is turned on equivalence and
transformation functions: the former defines the set of functions, which, when applied to similar-
ities (dissimilarities) result in equivalent similarities (dissimilarities) (i.e., those result in the same
orderings of the input arguments). Here, the concept of equivalence functions between similarities
(dissimilarities) basically denotes the same as the equivalence relations between resemblances de-
fined in [Batagelj and Bren 1995]. Transformation functions, in turn, specify a family of functions,
which when a applied to a similarity result in a dissimilarity (and vice versa). Both the definition of
equivalence and transformation functions finally lead to the concept of duality between similarities
and dissimilarities.
As pointed out by [Orozco and Belanche 2004b], the study/framework is incomplete, as it (i)
does not investigate the mathematical properties of transformation functions exhaustively enough,
and (ii), does not address aggregations of different similarities (dissimilarities) into overall ones.
These issues are covered in another study [Orozco and Belanche 2004a], in which similarity ag-
gregation operators—the counterpart to our similarity aggregation schemes (see Section 4.2.2) are
defined and mathematically analyzed in detail.
Brief Overview of Measures
Vector Similarity Measures First of all, Rorvig [Rorvig 1999] examined five different vector
similarity measures used to compute the closeness of documents in different TREC (Text REtrieval
Conference) topic document sets.6 These measures are the Dice, the Jaccard, the cosine, the
overlap, and the asymmetric measure, which are, as argued by the author, very common measures
6http://trec.nist.gov/
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in information retrieval research. They are reviewed in more detail in Section 3.2.1.
The same set of measures and latent semantic analysis (LSA) were taken in a psychological
experiment by Lee [Lee et al. 2005] in order to analyze the correlation between them and hu-
man judgements. In particular, the ability of the measures was validated when they succeeded in
assigning two documents approximately the same similarity that humans assigned to them. The
results of this experiment were not very promising: none of the measures examined were able to
model the human judgments accurately enough.
To analyze the performance of web page clustering algorithms, Strehl [Strehl et al. 2000]
evaluated the quality of a variety of vector-based document similarity measures: Euclidean, cosine,
Pearson correlation, and Jaccard. In addition, Strehl discussed Minkowski distances including the
Manhattan and Euclidean distances for special parameter settings. These two methods were then
evaluated for their ability to convert distances (dissimilarities) to similarities, a factor that is also
implemented in SimPack: common distance conversion and logarithmic distance conversion (see
Section 3.1.1).
Last but not least, in a recent report, Haenelt [Haenelt 2007] reviewed the characteristics of
different well-known vector similarity measures frequently used in information retrieval and dis-
cussed their selection criteria depending on their mathematical properties and empirical evaluation.
Text and String Similarity Measures Probably one of the most famous similarity measures
for character strings is based on the Levenshtein edit distance [Levenshtein 1966]. The Leven-
shtein string similarity determines the closeness of two strings in terms of the number of insert,
removal, and replacement operations of individual characters to transform one string into another
string. Predefined weights are assigned to each of these operations to compute the edit distance
between strings. As we show in Section 3.1.1, distances (i.e., dissimilarities), in turn, can easily
be transformed into similarities.
Cohen [Cohen et al. 2003a] evaluated a large collection of string similarity measures in the
context of a name-matching task. The measures taken into account include, although the list
is hardly exhaustive, Levenshtein, Monge-Elkan, Jaro, Jaccard, TF-IDF (with cosine similarity),
Jensen-Shannon, as well as level two functions also called recursive matching schemes—functions
that, first, split up the strings and, second, compute similarity as the summation over the similari-
ties of the individual parts [Monge and Elkan 1996].
The work of Cohen is particularly important in the context of this thesis, as all of these mea-
sures are implemented in SecondString—an open-source, generic Java library. SecondString is
fully accessible through SimPack—in other words, all of SecondString’s measures can be used in
SimPack (refer to Section Software Packages at the end of this section to get more information
about SecondString).7
Information-Theoretic Similarity Measures This paragraph reviews a number of approaches
that rely on the notion of information content to compute the similarity between entities (e.g.,
resources in ontologies, concepts in taxonomies such as WordNet,8 or software source code arti-
facts). The term ‘information content’ comes from Information Theory [Shannon 1948], and can
7http://secondstring.sourceforge.net/
8http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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be conceptualized as the amount of description needed to describe these entities. For more infor-
mation, please refer to Section 3.2.4, which presents a more elaborate treatment of information-
theoretic similarity measures.
To estimate the similarity between pairs of words, Resnik [Resnik 1995] proposed an approach
using WordNet and a large corpus of English words. The values assigned to the words (i.e., their
information content) are calculated as the negative of the log probability of the concepts represent-
ing the words in WordNet (i.e., − log(Pr(c))), where probability is defined as the relative frequency
of encountering a word from the English dictionary in the WordNet taxonomy. Similarity between
two words is then computed using the information content of the most recent common ances-
tor (MRCA) concept of the two input concepts in the taxonomy (i.e., as a function of the shared
information of the words under comparison).
Inspired by Resnik and the simple distance-based approach from Rada (see next paragraph)
[Rada et al. 1989], Jiang [Jiang and Conrath 1997] presented a combined node-based and edge-
counting method that outperformed either of the pure approaches.
A slightly different approach was proposed by Lin [Lin 1998], in which an information-
theoretic measure is presented that, in contrast to Resnik, takes into account both the informa-
tion content of the most recent common ancestor of the concepts under comparison as well as the
information content of the concepts themselves. Performing the same experiment as Resnik and
Jiang, Lin showed that his measure outperformed both the measures of [Resnik 1995] and [Jiang
and Conrath 1997] in terms of correlation with human similarity judgements.
Graph and Tree Similarity Measures Many studies investigated similarity measures for trees
and graphs. In the following, a small selection of studies examining measures for different kinds
of graphs (trees) is reviewed. Similarity measures for trees and graphs are of particular interest
in the Semantic Web, as an ontology can be represented as a graph of RDF/OWL class nodes
connected by properties. Therefore, solutions using algorithms from graph theory can often be
applied to find the closeness between Semantic Web resources.
Rada [Rada et al. 1989] proposed a distance measure called Distance based on the minimum
path length between nodes in semantic nets. Rada’s application area was the retrieval and ranking
of biomedical literature. Rada first investigated the mathematical properties of Distance, and,
second, evaluated the performance of Distance (i) at measuring the similarity between terms in
MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)—a large semantic network of terms to index resources in the
life sciences—and (ii) to compare text documents.
Another interesting study was conducted in 1992 by Zhang [Zhang et al. 1992], who proposed
an algorithm to compute the edit distance between unordered, labeled trees, which arise naturally
in some life science studies (e.g., studies in genealogy). Such trees are trees in which the left-to-
right order among sibling nodes does not matter, and only ancestor relations are important.
However, the investigation of ordered, labeled trees is also important in some applications.
For instance, in Software Analysis, detecting structural similarities in source code is important
for change detection (i.e., in to quantify the evolution of the software system). A method of
discovering common substructures in such trees is proposed by Wang [Wang et al. 1999], in whose
work an algorithm based on the edit distance between trees is presented.
A different approach to measuring the similarity between verb meanings is proposed by Wu
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[Wu and Palmer 1994], in whose work relatedness is defined in terms of the path lengths between
the concepts representing the verbs in a hierarchical structure. In particular, the distances between
the verbs’ concept representations and their most recent common ancestor (MRCA), as well as the
distance between the MRCA and the root concept of the hierarchy are used to determine similarity.
It is worth mentioning the study of Budanitsky [Budanitsky and Hirst 2001], who evaluated
intensively the performance of both distance-based measures and measures from Information The-
ory in order to determine the semantic distance of concepts in WordNet. These measures include
the methods from Resnik [Resnik 1995], Jiang [Jiang and Conrath 1997], Lin [Lin 1998], as well
as those from Hirst [Hirst and St-Onge 1998], and Leacock [Leacock and Chodorow 1998].
Valiente [Valiente 2002] described a number of algorithms for the detection of (sub-) graph
(tree) isomorphisms between different graphs (trees). The isomorphism problem consists of find-
ing a mapping from the vertices of the first graph (tree) to the vertices of the second graph (tree)
such that they are identical. Such a mapping is called an isomorphism. Based on the identification
of common (sub-) graphs (trees), a number of similarity measures are defined that can be used
to compare ontologies and abstract syntax trees (ASTs) in Software Analyis. We, therefore, im-
plemented a number of such algorithms in SimPack that we would later use in our evaluations in
Chapters 6 and 7.
Software Packages
As mentioned earlier, similarity measures are key to performing similarity reasoning. We, there-
fore, implemented a set of such measures in SimPack—our generic Java library of similarity mea-
sures for the use in ontologies (see Section 3.3).9 There exist, however, a number of related
software packages implementing similarity measures.
Cohen [Cohen et al. 2003b] implemented SecondString, a library of measures for the task of
matching entity names (for instance in databases) [Cohen et al. 2003a]. SecondString includes a
large number of different string similarity measures and level two distance functions [Monge and
Elkan 1996]. Furthermore, it offers methods to systematically evaluate the performance on test
data.
Chapman [Chapman 2004] presented SimMetrics, a large, open-source library designed to
compute the similarity between strings. SimMetrics is intended for studies in information inte-
gration and related fields. SimMetrics includes more than 20 measures from a variety of research
fields such as statistics, bioinformatics, artificial intelligence, information retrieval, and databases.
In the same year, Euzenat [Euzenat 2004] presented the Alignment API—a collection of tools
designed to compute and evaluate the alignments between two ontologies. The API includes
seven string-based alignment measures such as the Levenshtein measure [Levenshtein 1966] and
the Jaro-Winkler measure [Winkler 1999]. Furthermore, it includes SMOA (the String Metric for
Ontology Alignment), which was proposed in [Stoilos et al. 2005] (see Section 3.2.3 for more
details about these measures).
In [Oldakowski 2005], Oldakowski presented SemMF—a framework for calculating the se-
mantic similarity of objects represented as RDF graphs. SemMF implements three kinds of match-
ers in order to compute the similarity between two concepts in ontologies: (i) a taxonomic matcher,
9http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/simpack.html
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(ii) a numeric matcher, and (iii) a string matcher. The taxonomic matcher is used to compute the
similarity between two concepts based on the ontological distance between them (i.e., based on
the is-a/subsumption relations between them). The other two matchers are needed to compute
the similarity between literal string values and numeric values (modeled by datatype properties in
RDF). The framework was evaluated in the context of matching job offers with applicants’ profiles
represented in RDF.
To perform semantic service matchmaking, Klusch [Klusch et al. 2006] implemented a set of
four similarity measures from the literature within the proposed OWLS-MX matchmaker. These
measures are the cosine, the extended Jaccard, the loss of information (LOI) based similarity, and
the Jensen-Shannon similarity measure. These measures are briefly reviewed in Chapter 3.
Finally, in a more recent approach, Janowicz [Janowicz et al. 2007] implemented the Sim-DL
(SimCat) package, which offers similarity measures for concepts and individuals both represented
in expressive description logics. Sim-DL combines classical deductive description logic reasoning
and similarity reasoning in a unified framework. The software is implemented as a Prote´ge´ plug-
in and evaluated in the GIScience domain (i.e., in semantic, geographical information systems).10
Sim-DL includes measures that are comparable to the ones proposed by Lin [Lin 1998] and Rada
[Rada et al. 1989] (see Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5).
Note that, among those packages, SecondString, SimMetrics, the measures from the Align-
ment API, and the measures from OWLS-MX are included in SimPack (i.e., they are available as
external software packages via customized measure interfaces).
2.2.2 Approximate Querying
Approximate querying is a technique used to search a dataset for the nearest-neighbor(s) of the
query search terms. In databases (and on the traditional Web), users are required to formulate
queries that precisely match the structure of the database in order to retrieve results. However, this
often places a burden on users who require a detailed view of the schema (and the data) stored
in the database. As a consequence, exact querying frequently provides an incomplete (or even
empty) answer set as queries are over- or underspecified.
Therefore, approximate querying techniques are often applied in such instances where exact
querying constricts the queries’ search space too significantly. Such vague or imprecise query
search terms are, thus, useful for extending the reach of queries and to increase their retrieval
performance.
A common approach for handling the problem of overspecified queries is to return similar
results when no precise matches to the query exist, which obviously requires a similarity measure.
Clearly, querying a dataset in this way can be regarded as a form of similarity reasoning. In the
remainder of this section we, therefore, review some of the most important related works in that
field.
For the context of this thesis—particularly for our proposed similarity reasoning framework
iSPARQL (see Chapter 4)—the work of Cohen [Cohen 2000] was highly inspiring. To perform
data integration, Cohen presented WHIRL (Word-based Heterogeneous Information Representa-
tion Language) and the notion of similarity joins, by which data is joined through similarity rather
10http://protege.stanford.edu/
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than on equality. In WHIRL, the TF-IDF weighting scheme from information retrieval [Baeza-
Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999] is applied together with the cosine similarity measure (Section 3) in
order to determine the relatedness of text-/string-valued attributes in relational databases.
Two similar approaches are proposed by Gravano, employing string joins [Gravano et al. 2001]
and text joins [Gravano et al. 2003] in order to correlate information from different databases and
web sources respectively. In [Gravano et al. 2001], the goal was to correlate different databases
to create unified views of the data. This is interesting, for instance, when collecting information
from a customer who subscribed to various services of an organization. The approach proposed
by Gravano is based fundamentally on the comparison of the positions of the matching q-grams
of two strings within a certain range. Positional q-grams are substrings of length q of the original
strings under comparison augmented with the information of the start of the q-gram (i.e., the index
of the first character of the q-gram in the original string). The intuition behind this approach is that
similar strings share a large number of common positional q-grams (i.e., that are within a small
edit distance).
The second fundamental concept proposed in [Gravano et al. 2001] is that of user-defined
functions (UDFs) in object-relational databases. UDFs are user- and data-specific functions which
take attributes from (multiple) tables as inputs and return either a single value or a relational
table as output. Our novel similarity and inductive reasoning extensions to SPARQL are both
implemented using virtual triple patterns. As explained in Section 1.3, the foundations of these
patterns are property functions to call a user-defined piece of code. Property functions, therefore,
are clearly a form of UDFs.
Furthermore, the approaches of Corby [Corby et al. 2006] and Zhang [Zhang et al. 2007] are
also of particular interest in the context of this thesis. In 2006, Corby [Corby et al. 2006] presented
the Corese search engine that defines an RDF query language, thereby enabling both ontological
and structural query approximations. Corese’s theoretical foundations are Conceptual Graphs
(CG)—a particular notation for semantic networks originally introduced by Sowa [Sowa 1983].
Before the Corese search engine can be used, the queried RDF dataset needs to be translated
to GCs in a preprocessing step. Later, during query evaluation, the Corese queries themselves
are also translated to GCs. Corese’s search algorithm then tries to find mappings between the
translated data and queries using two different approaches. First, ontological approximation deals
with ontological distances between types of the query’s and the annotation’s concept nodes (i.e.,
Corese retrieves not only resources whose annotations are specializations of the query, but also
those whose annotations are semantically close). Structural approximation, on the other hand,
deals with structural divergences between the query and the annotation structure, which allows the
user to search for resources related by an arbitrary relations path between them.
Secondly, Zhang [Zhang et al. 2007] presented their SPARQL-based Semplore system, which
combines structured querying with keyword searches using existing information retrieval indexing
structures and engines from Apache Lucene.11 Their idea was to treat the individuals in an RDF
dataset as documents that will be indexed in a preprocessing step. For each of the documents, a
number of fields is defined which store/summarize certain characteristics of the individuals (e.g.,
their concept types, relations to other individuals, textual description, etc). The search terms in
a SPARQL query are then looked up in an inverted document index to retrieve all the individual
11http://lucene.apache.org/
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which can be associated with these terms. As a limitation, the Semplore search engine restricts
SPARQL queries to queries whose basic graph patterns form a tree (rather than a graph as perfectly
possible in RDF). Furthermore, for reasons of scalability, queries are limited to define only a single
target variable (i.e., the query result is unary).
2.2.3 Evaluation/Validation Tasks
This section reviews some works related to the tasks we used to evaluate our novel similarity rea-
soning extension to SPARQL. These tasks are semantic service matchmaking and semantic process
retrieval from the Semantic Web and source code evolution analysis from Software Analysis.
Note that, for the context of this thesis, it is important to present a small portion of related
works about software domain ontologies. This is because we evaluate the usefulness of similarity
reasoning and, thus, our iSPARQL framework, by using our generic EvoOnt software modeling
ontologies in Section 7.1. EvoOnt is an extensible software modeling/data exchange format based
on OWL.
The section closes with brief overview of some important related studies about ontology align-
ment. Note that, although we did not evaluate our similarity reasoning extension in the context
of ontology alignment, we think that it is a perfect candidate for similarity-based reasoning ap-
proaches, and thus, it is worth mentioning some of the studies conducted in this field.
Semantic Web Service Matchmaking
In 1999, Sycara [Sycara et al. 1999] proposed LARKS—the Language for Advertisement and Re-
quest for Knowledge Sharing. Using LARKS, it is possible to add semantic mark-up to Semantic
Web services that can be discovered by autonomous software agents. The language defines a spec-
ification for the input and output parameters of services (among others) as well as for constraints
on these values that must be taken care of. Furthermore, it presents a matchmaking algorithm that
matches service requests and advertisements based on their semantic descriptions. The work of
Sycara et al. is also relevant to this thesis, as their matchmaking process contains a similarity filter
that computes the distances between service descriptions using TF-IDF (term frequency—inverse
document frequency) [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999] as well as other ontology-based simi-
larity measures.
Three years later, Paolucci [Paolucci et al. 2002] continued the work of [Sycara et al. 1999]
with a matchmaking solution based on DAML-S—a semantic markup language for web services.12
One of the major differences between these approaches is that the one in [Paolucci et al. 2002]
relies solely on classical deductive reasoning, while the one in [Sycara et al. 1999] also applies
similarity measures in order to perform Semantic Web service matchmaking.
Also related is the work of Di Noia [Di Noia et al. 2004], which proposed a service matchmak-
ing approach based on CLASSIC [Borgida et al. 1989] (see Section 2.1 for a brief description of
the CLASSIC language). They discussed a purely logic-based implementation that matches ser-
vice demands and supplies based on their explicit normal form (i.e., service demands and supplies
12http://www.daml.org/
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are terminologically unfolded into their full names, number restrictions, and universal role quan-
tifications). The matchmaking algorithm then distinguishes between potential and partial matches
of demands and supplies (i.e., matches with no conflicts and matches with conflicting properties
of demands and supplies).
In the years 2005–2008, Klusch and colleagues [Klusch et al. 2006] continued the work on
semantic service matchmaking they started in [Sycara et al. 1999] by introducing the OWLS-MX
matchmaker. As its name already implies, OWLS-MX focuses on the matchmaking of services
described in the OWL-S format, the successor of LARKS and DAML-S.13 The main focus of
the matcher lies on a service profile’s input and output (I/O) parameters. In comparison to the
approaches proposed in [Di Noia et al. 2004] and [Paolucci et al. 2002], OWLS-MX uses both
logic-based as well as crisp IR-based matching criteria to identify services which match with a
given query service.
Specifically, OWLS-MX successively applies five different matchmaking filters: exact, plug
in, subsumes, subsumed-by, and nearest-neighbor. Among these, the first three are purely logic-
based, whereas subsumed-by and nearest-neighbor are hybrid, as they incorporate a similarity
measure to compute the syntactic similarity between query and service I/O concept terms. As
such, the hybrid filters let some “syntactically similar, but logically disjoint” [Klusch et al. 2006]
services be included in the answer set of a query, and thus, help improve query precision and
recall. To compute the similarities, OWLS-MX relies on similarity measures that have been shown
to perform well in information retrieval (as demonstrated in [Cohen et al. 2003a]).
Also in 2005, Jaeger [Jaeger et al. 2005] presented an approach for separately matching the
service I/O concepts, a service category, and some user-defined service matchmaking criteria. The
four distinct matching scores are aggregated so as to result in an overall matchmaking score. The
result is a ranked list of relevant services in decreasing order of similarity. In contrast to the
approaches of [Sycara et al. 1999] and [Klusch et al. 2006], the approach of Jaeger et al. does not
apply any user- or data-specific similarity measures for matchmaking, and, thus, relies purely on
the traditional description logic reasoning rules given by the RDF/OWL semantics.
The approach presented in [Jaeger et al. 2005] could, however, be extended with similarity
measures in order to complement logic-based reasoning with similarity reasoning in order to im-
prove OWL-S service matching. A possible candidate for such a semantic similarity measure
is proposed by Hau [Hau et al. 2005], in whose work the similarity between OWL objects is
computed as the ratio of the shared to the total information about the objects. This information-
theoretic approach was originally proposed by Resnik [Resnik 1995] and refined by Lin [Lin 1998]
to measure the relatedness between synsets in WordNet. To measure the relatedness between OWL
objects, Hau computes description sets holding the information of the shared and unified informa-
tion of the objects.
The relevant description sets are basically created from OWL-S service profiles as they contain
sufficient information for Semantic Web service matchmaking as argued by the authors. Service
models and groundings are, therefore, given lower importance in the matchmaking process. It is
important to mention that we adapted this approach in all our matchmaking experiments presented
in Chapter 6.1.1, that is, we only perform approximate OWL-S service I/O matching.
13http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
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Semantic Process Retrieval/Discovery
Several studies focus on the comparison of semantic business processes for either retrieval, discov-
ery, matchmaking, alignment, or similar functions (e.g., [Bernstein and Klein 2002], [Brockmans
et al. 2006], and [Ehrig et al. 2007]).
In 2002, Bernstein [Bernstein and Klein 2002] introduced the Process Query Language (PQL)
to query the MIT Process Handbook—a large collection of over 5000 organizational business pro-
cesses.14 PQL does not apply similarity reasoning (i.e., does not make use of similarity measures)
to retrieve similar query terms. PQL knows, however, a CONTAINS-operator that can roughly be
compared with the SQL LIKE-operator used to perform string comparisons.
We reused this dataset in our process retrieval case study, which we will present in Section
6.2. There, we show the usefulness of similarity-based reasoning, and, thus, the applicability
of our iSPARQL framework for the performance of semantic process retrieval on the OWL MIT
Process Handbook.15
Also related to similarity reasoning are two recent studies regarding the task of aligning seman-
tic business processes with similarity measures. In 2006, Brockmans [Brockmans et al. 2006] and,
in 2007, Ehrig [Ehrig et al. 2007] proposed an approach to align business processes represented
as Petri nets—a special kind of mathematical process model.16 In this system, after the origi-
nal processes have been translated to OWL, similarity measures focusing on syntactic, linguistic,
and structural characteristics of the processes are employed to compute the similarity between the
processes.
Software Evolution Analysis
In 2006, Sager [Sager et al. 2006] presented Coogle (Code Google), which can be regarded as
the predecessor of our iSPARQL framework (see Chapter 4). Coogle implemented a set of tree
similarity measures to measure the degree of similarity between Java classes of different releases
of software projects. His approach was to first transform the abstract syntax tree (AST) represen-
tations of the Java classes into intermediary FAMIX tree representations [Demeyer et al. 1999]—a
programming language-independent model to represent object-oriented software source code—
and, second, to compute the similarity between these trees by applying the implemented tree
similarity algorithms.
One of the major differences between Coogle and iSPARQL is that in Coogle the software ar-
tifacts were not transformed to OWL ontologies (i.e., to a well-established Semantic Web format),
but cached in-memory as FAMIX objects. Furthermore, while in Coogle the range of applica-
ble similarity measures is limited to tree algorithms, the range of possible measures in iSPARQL
includes all the measures from SimPack (see Section 3.3).
At about the same time, D’Ambros and Lanza [D’Ambros and Lanza 2006] proposed a visual-
ization technique to uncover the relations between data from a versioning and bug-tracking system
of a software project. To that end, they utilized the release history database (RHDB) [Fischer et al.
14http://ccs.mit.edu/ph/
15http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph-owl.html
16http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/PetriNets/
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2003], which is able to store historical information about software projects in a traditional rela-
tional database management system.
The concepts behind the release history database inspired us when creating our proposed soft-
ware evolution ontology EvoOnt, which is presented in Section 7.1.2 and used extensively for the
evaluation of iSPARQL’s applicability to software evolution analysis (see Section 7.1).
Software Domain Ontologies Dietrich [Dietrich and Elgar 2005] proposed an OWL ontology
to model the domain of software design patterns [Gamma et al. 1995] in order to automatically
generate documentation about the patterns used in a software system. With the help of this ontol-
ogy, the pattern scanner presented in [Dietrich and Elgar 2005] inspects the ASTs of source code
fragments in order to identify the patterns used in the code.
The decision of which software design patterns should be is a crucial step in designing a
software system. Choosing an incorrect (or inappropriate) architectural design probably results
in high maintenance costs and poor performance and scalability. With our proposed software
evolution ontology EvoOnt (see Chapter 7.1.2) we are, in fact, able to measure, to some degree,
the quality of software in terms of the design patterns used. This, in combination with data from
version control and a bug-tracking systems, enables us to perform a number of complex software
analysis tasks (see Section 7).
Also highly related is the work of Hyland-Wood [Hyland-Wood et al. 2006], in which an
OWL ontology of Software Engineering Concepts (SECs) is presented. Using SEC, it is possible
to enable language-neutral, relational navigation of software systems in order to facilitate software
understanding and maintenance. The structure of SEC is very similar to the language structure of
Java and includes information about classes and methods, test cases, metrics, and the requirements
of software systems.
In contrast to EvoOnt, information from versioning and bug-tracking systems is not modeled
in SEC. Furthermore, SEC is not based on FAMIX. EvoOnt is, thus, able to represent software
projects written in many different object-oriented programming languages—far more than just the
Java language.
Happel [Happel et al. 2006] presented the KOntoR approach, which aims at storing and query-
ing metadata about software artifacts stored in a central repository in order to foster their reuse.
They furthermore present various ontologies for the description of background knowledge about
the artifacts, such as the programming language and licensing models. Finally, their work in-
cludes a number of SPARQL queries that a developer can execute to retrieve particular software
fragments that fit a specific application development need.
Finally, we would like to point out that EvoOnt shares a lot of commonalities with Baetle,17
which is an ontology that focuses heavily on the information kept in bug databases, and which
makes use of many other well-established Semantic Web ontologies, such as the Dublin Core18
and FOAF.19
17http://code.google.com/p/baetle/
18http://dublincore.org/documents/dcq-rdf-xml/
19http://www.foaf-project.org/
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Ontology Alignment
Ontology alignment denotes the task of finding corresponding entities in different ontologies.
Entities can be concepts (i.e., ontological classes), relations such as object and data type properties,
and individuals (i.e., instances of classes). This task is also referred to as ontology mapping or
ontology matching.
An early approach to the tasks of ontology alignment, comparison, and merging was presented
by Noy and Musen in 2003 [Noy and Musen 2003]. One of their main objectives was to implement
a tool for the integration and reuse of ontologies in the Semantic Web. In their work, a suite of
tools called PROMPT is introduced that interactively supports ontology merging and the detection
of similarities between ontologies to simplify the overall integration task. PROMPT is a unified
framework that offers tools to support the management of a large number of different ontologies
within a single framework.
In the same year, Doan [Doan et al. 2003] proposed the GLUE system that assists the user in
finding mappings between ontologies. As it is a cumbersome and error-prone task to find such
mappings by hand, various algorithms from machine learning such as the Naı¨ve Bayes learning
technique [Witten and Frank 2005] are employed to help the user. In summary, two different
learning algorithms are evaluated in GLUE, focusing on either the textual descriptions (Content
Learner) or the full names (Name Learner) of ontological instances. The predictions of the two
learners are finally combined by the Metalearner that is shown to be superior to the simple learners
in terms of prediction accuracy of mappings.
Also relevant to this thesis is the work of Euzenat and Valtech [Euzenat and Valtchev 2004]
and Euzenat [Euzenat et al. 2004a], which presents the ontology alignment tool OLA (OWL-Lite
Alignment). Basically, OLA implements a set of core similarity functions [Euzenat and Valtchev
2003] that exploit different modeling aspects of concepts such as textual descriptions, concept rela-
tions (i.e., object and data type properties), concept types, and property restrictions. Furthermore,
OLA can make use of WordNet to compare the names (and other textual identifiers) of concepts.
The work of Euzenat and colleagues also resulted in the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative
(OEAI) that created a set of benchmarking datasets used in a yearly contest of ontology alignment
tools. The latest results of the participating tools are presented in [Euzenat et al. 2007].
A different but similar approach is proposed by Ehrig and Staab in [Ehrig and Staab 2004] and
refined in [Ehrig et al. 2005]: based on QOM (Quick Ontology Mapping), ontologies can be aligned
on different layers focusing on different (modeling) aspects of ontologies. Their method enables
the use of different layer-dependent similarity measures. First, on the Data Layer, string-based
similarity measures such as the Levenshtein measure [Levenshtein 1966] are employed to deter-
mine, for instance, the similarity between concept names; second, the Ontology Layer exploits the
relational structure in the underlying ontologies to compute similarities between concepts (e.g.,
by computing distances in the concept subsumption hierarchy); third, the Context Layer incorpo-
rates available background knowledge about the usage of the concepts in the ontologies in order to
compute their similarity. Last, an amalgamation function combines the three previously computed
similarities to result in an overall similarity between concepts of different ontologies.
In their work, they use the terms similarity aggregation [Ehrig and Staab 2004] and amal-
gamation of similarity functions [Ehrig et al. 2005] that are denoted by similarity aggregation
schemes in this thesis (see Section 3). Finally, the techniques presented in [Ehrig and Staab 2004]
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are implemented in the Framework of Ontology Alignment and Mapping (FOAM) presented in
[Ehrig and Sure 2005].
2.3 Inductive Reasoning
Our proposed inductive reasoning extension for complementing traditional deductive, Semantic
Web description logic reasoning relies on statistics (i.e., machine learning techniques) and ele-
ments from probability theory in order to reason from data. This extension is implemented in our
SPARQL-ML (SPARQL Machine Learning) framework, which is presented in Section 5.
In this section, we will briefly review some of the inductive reasoning (machine learning)
approaches from the Semantic Web literature that are relevant in the context of this thesis. In
particular because our novel reasoning extension heavily relies on statistical relational learning
(SRL) algorithms, Section 2.3.1 concisely summarizes the two SRL methods we use in this the-
sis. The section closes with an overview of some related works regarding the Semantic Web and
Software Analysis tasks with which we chose to evaluate our inductive reasoning extension.
Getoor and Licamele [Getoor and Licamele 2005] highlighted the importance of link mining
for the Semantic Web. They state that the links between resources form graphical patterns that are
helpful for many data mining tasks, but usually hard to capture with traditional statistical learn-
ing approaches. Thus, with our SPARQL-ML framework, we apply statistical relational learning
(SRL) algorithms that are able to exploit these patterns in order to improve the performance of the
pure statistical approaches.
Sabou [Sabou 2005] stated that the Semantic Web can facilitate the discovery and integration
of web services. The addition of ontologies containing knowledge in the domain of the service,
such as the types of input/output parameters, offers new background information, which can be
exploited by machine learning algorithms. We evaluate this assumption in this thesis in the context
of our semantic web service classification and bug prediction experiments by comparing the results
of data mining with and without the enhancement of ontologies (see Sections 6.3 and 7.2).
Similarily, Gilardoni [Gilardoni et al. 2005] argued that machine learning techniques are
needed to build a semantic layer on top of the traditional Web. Therefore, the support of tools
that are able to work autonomously is needed to add the required semantic annotations. We show
in this dissertation that our inductive reasoning extension to SPARQL offers this support, and,
thus, facilitates the process of (semi-) automatic semantic annotation (through classification).
2.3.1 Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) Algorithms
To integrate inductive reasoning capabilities into the existing Semantic Web infrastructure, this
thesis proposes the SPARQL-ML (SPARQL Machine Learning) framework—our approach for cre-
ating and working with data mining models in SPARQL (see Section 5). SPARQL-ML, to that end,
employs machine learning-based, statistical relational reasoning techniques. These techniques are
Relational Probability Trees (RPTs) and Relational Bayesian Classifiers (RBCs), which take the
relations between objects into account. Both algorithms enable the performance of inductive rea-
soning for the Semantic Web; in other words, they enable the induction of statistical models with-
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out prior propositionalization of the data (i.e., they allow translation to a single table) [Dzˇeroski
2003], which is a cumbersome and error-prone task.
The RPTs used in this thesis were proposed by Neville in [Neville et al. 2003a] to classify
movies, research papers, and genes. RPTs extend standard probability estimation trees (also called
decision trees) to a relational setting, in which data instances are heterogeneous and interdepen-
dent. The RPT algorithm first transforms the relational data into multisets of values and, second,
uses a number of different aggregation (i.e., propositionalization) functions to aggregate multiple
values into a single value. Note that this procedure is explained in more details in Section 5.2.1.
The RBCs used to perform inductive reasoning through SPARQL-ML were also proposed by
Neville in [Neville et al. 2003b]. An RBC is a modification of the traditional Simple Bayesian
Classifier (SBC) for relational data [Witten and Frank 2005]. SBCs assume that the attributes of
an instance are conditionally independent of each other given the class of the instance. RBCs
apply this independence assumption to relational data. Before being able to estimate probabilities,
RBCs decompose (flatten) structured examples down to the attribute level. Please refer to Section
5.2.1 for more details about RBCs.
2.3.2 Evaluation/Validation Tasks
This section reviews some works related to the tasks we used to evaluate our novel inductive
reasoning extension to the RDF query language SPARQL. These tasks are semantic service clas-
sification from the Semantic Web and bug/defect prediction from Software Analysis.
Semantic Web Service Classification (Annotation)
Little work has been done so far on seamlessly integrating knowledge discovery capabilities into
SPARQL. Recently, Kochut and Janik [Kochut and Janik 2007] presented SPARQLeR, an exten-
sion of SPARQL to perform semantic association discovery in RDF (i.e., finding complex rela-
tions between resources). One of the main benefits of applying our inductive reasoning approach
through SPARQL-ML is that we are able to use a multitude of different, pluggable machine learn-
ing techniques to not only perform semantic association discovery, but also prediction/classifica-
tion and clustering.
We are aware of two independent studies that focus on data mining techniques for Semantic
Web data using Progol—an Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) system.20 In the first study, Ed-
wards [Edwards et al. 2002] conducted an empirical investigation of the quality of various machine
learning methods for RDF data classification, whereas in the second study, Hartmann [Hartmann
and Sure 2004] proposed the ARTEMIS system that provides data mining techniques to discover
common patterns or properties in a given RDF dataset. Our work extends their suggestions by
extending the Semantic Web infrastructure in general with machine learning approaches, thus
enabling an exploration of the suitability of a large range of machine learning techniques (as op-
posed to few ILP methods) to Semantic Web tasks without the tedious rewriting of RDF datasets
into logic programming formalisms.
20http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/˜shm/progol.html
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Also related to our service classification experiments in Section 6.3 is the study of Heß [Heß
et al. 2004], in which a machine learning approach for semi-automatic classification of web ser-
vices is described. Their proposed application is able to determine the category of a WSDL web
service and to recommend it to the user for further annotation. They treated the determination
of a web service’s category as a text classification problem and applied traditional data mining
algorithms, such as Naı¨ve Bayes and Support Vector Machines [Witten and Frank 2005].
The experiment we conducted is similar in that it employs OWL-S service descriptions instead
of WSDL descriptions. In contrast to [Heß et al. 2004], we employ statistical relational learning
(SRL) algorithms such as Relational Probability Trees (RPTs) and Relational Bayesian Classifiers
(RBCs) and additional background information provided by ontologies to perform semantic ser-
vice classification. Please refer to Section 5.2, which explains these SRL learning algorithms in
more detail.
Bug/Defect Prediction
In [Bernstein et al. 2007a], Bernstein proposed an approach based on a non-linear model on tem-
poral features for predicting the number and location of bugs in source code. In their experiments,
six different models were trained using Weka’s J48 decision tree learner (a re-implementation of
C4.5 [Quinlan 1993]). The data they used to evaluate their prediction models were collected from
six plug-ins of the Eclipse open source project.21
These data were then enhanced with temporal information extracted from Eclipse’s concur-
rent versions system (CVS) and information from Bugzilla.22 Next, a total of 22 features were
extracted from these data. These features include items such as the number of revisions and issues
reported within the last three months. Using this approach, Bernstein et al. successfully showed
that the use of a non-linear model in combination with a set of temporal features (which were
selected by an automated feature selection algorithm) is able to predict the number and location of
bugs with a very high accuracy.
In order to demonstrate the usefulness and applicability of inductive reasoning on semantically
annotated software source code, we perform the same experiment using our proposed SPARQL--
ML framework in combination with EvoOnt. Following the experimental procedure in [Bernstein
et al. 2007a] we, therefore, extend EvoOnt with the 22 additional features. This procedure is
explained in detail in Section 7.2. As we will show in the remainder of this thesis, inductive
reasoning techniques for this kind of task and dataset provide a powerful means to quickly analyze
source code.
21http://www.eclipse.org/
22http://www.bugzilla.org/
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Similarity Assessment for
the Semantic Web
Everything is vague to a degree you do not realize till you have tried to make it precise.
The Philosophy of Logical Atomism
BERTRAND RUSSELL
In the previous chapter, we have presented the most important related work concerning our
novel similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning extensions to the Semantic Web. As mentioned
earlier, similarity measures are key to performing similarity reasoning. Therefore, this chapter re-
views some of the fundamental concepts of similarity in Section 3.1. Furthermore, Section 3.2
presents a number of similarity measures from different measure categories that are frequently
used in our inductive reasoning experiments. These measures are typically used to compare vec-
tors, sets, strings (text), concepts (individuals) in ontologies, and graphs (trees). We will, there-
fore, demonstrate how (typed) RDF graphs can be transformed into vectors, sets, etc., and thus
how these similarity measures can be used to compare RDF data. The chapter closes with a short
description of SimPack—our generic Java library of similarity measures—which implements the
measures used in our inductive reasoning framework iSPARQL (Section 3.3).
3.1 Theoretical Foundations
In this section, we briefly summarize the mathematical concepts from similarity theory that are
most relevant in the context of this thesis. These concepts are the mathematical properties of
similarity measures, conversion functions, and aggregation schemes. Note that it is not the goal of
this section to present a full discussion of these theories. For an elaborate treatment please refer to
the work of [Richter 1992], [Batagelj and Bren 1995], or [Orozco and Belanche 2004b].
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3.1.1 Similarity Theory
Mathematical Properties In most cases, and also in this thesis, a similarity measure sim is a
function that assigns to any pair of elements e from a non-empty set X a real value in the range
0–1, i.e.,
sim(e1, e2) : X × X −→ R [0, 1] ∀e1, e2 ∈ X. (3.1)
In this context, a similarity value of 0 stands for complete inequality of and 1 for complete equality
of the input elements. In practice, X can be, for example, the set of concepts or properties defined
in an ontology, the set of individuals (data instances) related to an ontology, the set of source
code artifacts from a particular software project (e.g., classes, methods, and fields), or the set of
cases from a case base. Generally speaking, X is a set of elements which are comparable by some
measure.
Many approaches to model similarity began from the simple observation that two elements
are similar if their distance is within some predefined interval (or simply below some user-defined
threshold).
Example 3.1.1 (Edge Distance). A very simple example for the relation between distance
and similarity is, for instance, the comparison of concepts in an ontology based on the
number of edges (i.e., is-a links) between them. Consider the three concepts Country,
Geographical-Entity, and Person in the ontology shown in Figure 3.1. The fig-
ure shows an extract of the AKT Reference Ontology (Portal Ontology: see http://www.
aktors.org/ontology/portal). The number of is-a links between Country and
Geographical-Entity is 1, whereas the number of links between Country and Person
is 5. Thus it follows that Country and Geographical-Entity are more similar than
Country and Person.
Distance is a means to express the disparity of elements, or, more properly, a means to measure
their dissimilarity. The terms distance and dissimilarity are used interchangeably in this work. A
distance function is defined as follows:
d(e1, e2) : X × X −→ R [0,∞] ∀e1, e2 ∈ X. (3.2)
Many studies have analyzed the mathematical distance axioms in a metric space from the perspec-
tive of similarity measurements (e.g., [Batagelj and Bren 1995], [Santini and Jain 1999], [Orozco
and Belanche 2004b], and [Ehrig et al. 2005]). In the following, the two most often addressed dis-
tance axioms are briefly summarized: symmetry and reflexivity. In [Orozco and Belanche 2004b],
however, Orozco examines five additional mathematical properties in detail: strong reflexivity,
boundedness, closedness, complement, and transitivity.1 Note that these properties are heavily
1Strong reflexivity would require two elements e1 and e2 to be identical (i.e., being the same) if they are maximally
similar (i.e., sim(e1, e2) = 1⇐⇒ e1 = e2). A similarity measure is lower bounded if there exists an element a ∈ R such
that ∀e1, e2 ∈ X : sim(e1, e2) ≥ a. A similarity measure is closed iff ∃e1, e2 ∈ X : sim(e1, e2) = 0. A lower, closed
similarity measure sim has a complement function C, where C(e) = { e′ ∈ X | sim(e, e′) = 0 } if ∀e, e′ ∈ X : |C(e)| =
|C(e′)|  0. Finally, a similarity measure is τsim-transitive if the inequality sim(e1, e2) ≥ τsim(sim(e1, e3), sim(e3, e2))
holds for all e1, e2, and e3 in X, where τsim is a transitivity operator.
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Figure 3.1: Extract of the AKT Reference Ontology (Portal Ontology) showing 16 concepts
connected by is-a links (i.e., subsumption links). The number of links between Country and
Geographical-Entity is smaller than the number between Country and Person, thus,
Country is more similar to Geographical-Entity than to Person.
discussed in the literature depending on context and viewpoint. For an elaborate, theoretical treat-
ment and discussion of these properties, please refer to the paper of Orozco and Belanche.
It has widely been agreed upon in the literature that a similarity measure sim should be sym-
metric and reflexive, i.e.,
Symmetry : sim(e1, e2) = sim(e2, e1)
Reflexivity : sim(e1, e1) = 1.
(3.3)
Starting with symmetry, it is clear that, in Example 3.1.1, the similarity from concept Country to
Geographical-Entity is the same as from Geographical-Entity to Country (i.e.,
the number of is-a links is the same). Tversky [Tversky 1977], however, presented a counter-
example against the symmetry axiom: he argued that an ellipse is more similar to a circle than
a circle is to an ellipse, (i.e., as explained in [Tversky 1977], the variant is more similar to the
prototype than vice versa). Addressing reflexivity, it is obvious that an element is maximally
similar to itself, hence, reflexivity is probably the most agreed upon property in similarity research.
In a metric space, there exist further distance axioms such as the triangle inequality, which is
probably one of the most debated distance properties in similarity theory. A qualitative example
of Tversky’s [Tversky 1977] shows that the triangle inequality cannot be approved if similarity
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is measured in terms of geometric distance. In his example, he compared the three countries of
Jamaica, Cuba, and Russia: Jamaica and Cuba are similar because of their geographical proximity,
whereas Cuba and Russia are similar because of their political systems, but that does not make
Jamaica and Russia very similar to each other, on the contrary, Jamaica and Russia are not similar
at all.
Conversion Functions The next step for determining the similarity between two elements is
to convert their distance into a similarity value. Therefore, three such conversion functions are
presented in this paragraph. A conversion function fc typically takes a distance value and maps it
to a similarity value, i.e.,
fc(d) : X −→ R [0, 1] ∀d ∈ X. (3.4)
The common conversion function, fcommon, and the worst-case conversion function, fwc, are likely
to be the most commonly used functions in the literature (e.g., [Richter 1992], [Strehl et al. 2000],
and [Batagelj and Bren 1995]). Function fcommon is defined as
fcommon(d(e1, e2)) =
1
1 + d(e1, e2)
, (3.5)
which maps any distance d ∈ [0,∞] to a value in the interval [0, 1]. The second function, fwc,
is appropriate if d reaches a maximum value of dmax [Batagelj and Bren 1995]—a worst-case
distance—and is defined as
fwc = 1 − d(e1, e2)dmax(e1, e2) . (3.6)
Again, fwc maps every value of its domain to a value in the interval [0, 1]. Finally, the third
function—called logarithmic conversion function flog in this thesis—was evaluated intensively by
Strehl [Strehl et al. 2000] for its usefulness in web-page clustering. Function flog can be used, as
argued by Strehl, in non-metric (i.e., non-Euclidean) spaces, and is defined as follows:
flog = e
−d(e1 ,e2)2 . (3.7)
A graphical visualization of the behavior of these functions for distances of 0–100 is shown in
Figure 3.2. All functions are monotonically decreasing ( fwc decreases at the same rate, whereas
fcommon and flog decrease at different rates).
Aggregation Schemes This last paragraph deals with the concept of similarity aggregation
schemes fa (i.e., amalgamation functions in [Ehrig et al. 2005]), which produce a single-value
summary out of a combination of individual similarity values si ∈ R, where i ∈ N, i.e.,
fa(s1, s2, . . . , sn) : X × X × . . . × X −→ R[0, 1]. (3.8)
Popular candidates for fa are the arithmetic average favg, i.e.,
favg =
1
n
n∑
i=1
si (3.9)
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Figure 3.2: Distance (dissimilarity) conversion functions to convert distance (dissimilarity) to
similarity values.
and the weighted average fwavg, i.e.,
fwavg =
n∑
i=1
wi × si, (3.10)
where
∑
i wi = 1.
3.2 Similarity Measures
In this section, a selection of well-known similarity measures from the literature are recapitu-
lated. These measures are used to compare vectors, sets, strings (text), concepts (individuals) in
ontologies, and graphs (trees). The similarity measures we review are implemented in SimPack
(presented at the end of the chapter) and, therefore, available in our inductive reasoning framework
iSPARQL.
To illustrate the benefits and drawbacks of some of the measures, the two semantic services
A and B in Figure 3.3 are presented. The services are described by a name, a textual description,
and their input/output (I/O) concepts. Specifically, Figure 3.3 lists the asserted in- and output
types of the services (i.e., the direct types resources must have to be valid for in- and output).
Furthermore, the figure shows the ontologies where these types (concepts) are defined. For the
input type Country of service A, this is, for instance, the portal.owl ontology (see Figure 3.1 for
a specific extract of this ontology).2
The I/O types are particularly suitable for deriving more information about the services under
consideration. This is typically achieved by a description logic reasoner that can reason from
the subsumption hierarchy of the types using well-defined, deductive inference-rules. Consider,
for example, input type Country of service A and Figure 3.1. Country is a sub-type of all
the concepts that are higher up in the subsumption graph (connected by is-a links). Therefore,
it follows that Geographical-Entity and Geographical-Region (among others) are
also types of concept Country. Figure 3.4 shows the asserted (a) and derived (d) I/O concepts
of services A and B.
2Note the difference between their inputs: service A has input type City from the travel.owl ontology, whereas
service B has City from the portal.owl ontology.
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Service A
CITYCOUNTRY LUXURYHOTEL SERVICE
name: CityLuxuryHotelInfoService
description: It is the most frequently
used service to get information about luxury
hotels in the city of the country.
asserted inputs:
• travel.owl#City
• portal.owl#Country
asserted outputs:
• travel.owl#LuxuryHotel
WSDL grounding: LUXURYHOTEL -
GROUNDING
Service B
CITYCOUNTRY HOTEL SERVICE
name: CityCountryHotelInfoService
description: The service returns infor-
mation about accommodation and about
restaurants in the city of the country.
asserted inputs:
• portal.owl#City
• portal.owl#Country
asserted outputs:
• travel.owl#Hotel
WSDL grounding: HOTEL SERVICE -
GROUNDING
Figure 3.3: The semantic services A and B are described by a name, a textual description, and
their asserted I/O concepts. Note the difference between their inputs: service A has input type
City from the travel.owl ontology, whereas B has City from the portal.owl ontology.
3.2.1 Vector Similarity Measures
Before we can review some of the most popular similarity measures for vectors, some basic geo-
metrical concepts need to be revisited. The dot product, also referred to as the scalar product, of
the two real-valued vectors x and y returns a real-valued quantity, i.e.,
x · y =
n∑
i=1
xiyi, (3.11)
where i ∈ N. In a Euclidean space, the geometric interpretation of the dot product of x and y is the
product of the length (magnitude) of the projection of x onto y (i.e., ||x||2 cos θ) and the length of
y. This is expressed by Equation 3.12:
x · y = ||x||2 ||y||2 cos θ, (3.12)
where ||x||2 is the vector L2-norm—the length of a vector in a Euclidean space—i.e.,
||x||2 =
√
n∑
i=1
|xi|2.
In the following, we focus only on binary vectors, which have values of either 0 or 1. Similarity
measures for binary vectors are used to determine the similarity between objects (e.g., concept-
s/individuals in ontologies or source code artifacts) which can be described by a number of binary
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Service A
CITYCOUNTRY LUXURYHOTEL SERVICE
asserted (a) + derived (d) inputs:
• travel.owl#City (a)
• portal.owl#Country (a)
• portal.owl#Generic-Agent (d)
• portal.owl#Geographical-Region (d)
• portal.owl#Geopolitical-Entity (d)
• portal.owl#Location (d)
• portal.owl#Municipal-Unit (d)
• support.owl#Tangible-Thing (d)
• support.owl#Temporal-Thing (d)
• support.owl#Thing (d)
asserted (a) + derived (d) outputs:
• travel.owl#LuxuryHotel (a)
• travel.owl#Accommodation (d)
• travel.owl#Hotel (d)
Service B
CITYCOUNTRY HOTEL SERVICE
asserted (a) + derived (d) inputs:
• portal.owl#City (a)
• portal.owl#Country (a)
• travel.owl#Destination (d)
• portal.owl#Generic-Agent (d)
• portal.owl#Geographical-Region (d)
• portal.owl#Geopolitical-Entity (d)
• portal.owl#Location (d)
• support.owl#Tangible-Thing (d)
• support.owl#Temporal-Thing (d)
• support.owl#Thing (d)
• travel.owl#UrbanArea (d)
asserted (a) + derived (d) outputs:
• travel.owl#Hotel (a)
• travel.owl#Accommodation (d)
Figure 3.4: Asserted (a) and derived (d) I/O concepts of the semantic services A and B.
features. In the context of this thesis, such vectors are used to express the presence or absence of
a particular feature.
Example 3.2.1 (Transformation of typed (RDF) Graphs to Vectors). Consider the two
example services, A and B, shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Their sets of asserted and
derived output concepts are Aout = {Accommodation,Hotel, LuxuryHotel} and Bout =
{Accommodation,Hotel} respectively (note that only URI fragment identifiers are used in this
example). These sets can be expressed as binary vectors by aligning their elements and assign-
ing 1s (0s) for the presence (absence) of a particular output, i.e.,⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Accommodation
Hotel
LuxuryHotel
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⇒ aout =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
1
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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(
Accommodation
Hotel
)
⇒ bout =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
1
0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Service B is missing output LuxuryHotel, thus the corresponding entry in bout is 0.
Table 3.1 tabulates, from the literature, a number of similarity measures for binary vectors.
These measures are subsequently discussed in the remainder of this section. A more elaborate
treatment of these measures can be found in [Haenelt 2007].
Overlap, Dice, Jaccard, Cosine, & Pearson For the binary vectors x and y, the dot product
returns the sum of the features that both vectors have in common (i.e. that are present in the
corresponding RDF graph). Consider the vectors representing the service outputs in Example
3.2.1. The dot product of these vectors is 1 ·1+1 ·1+1 ·0 = 2 (i.e., the services share two common
output concepts).
The simplest of the measures in Table 3.1 is certainly the overlap measure that normalizes the
sum of common features by the smaller of the two vectors. In other words, if the set Aout is a
subset of Bout (or the converse), then the similarity coefficient is a full match. The Dice measure
[Dice 1945] gives more weight to the common features of the vectors, and normalization is done
by the total number of features in both vectors.
A slightly different definition of similarity is proposed by Jaccard [Jaccard 1912]. In the
Jaccard similarity measure, the common entries are reduced to the sum of entries of the two vectors
minus the total number of common entries (i.e., a small number of shared entries is penalized).
The cosine similarity measure is derived from Equation 3.12. Rearranging this equation leads
to
cos θ =
x · y
||x||2||y||2 , (3.13)
which computes similarity as the cosine of the angle between the vectors x and y. The square roots
of the number of entries are multiplied and used as a normalization factor. Finally, the normalized
Pearson correlation [Strehl et al. 2000] additionally computes the mean vector value, x = 1n
∑n
i=1 xi,
in order to determine the similarity between two vectors.
Manhattan & Euclidean Both the Manhattan and the Euclidean similarity measure convert
the respective vector distances d1 and d2 to similarities by applying, for instance, the common
conversion function in Equation 3.5. Both distances are forms of the Minkowski distances, i.e.,
dp(x, y) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ n∑
i=1
|xi − yi|p
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1
p
,
where i ∈ N and p = 1 for Manhattan (City-block) and p = 2 for Euclidean distance.
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Name Formula sim(A,B)
Overlap x·y
min(||x||22 ,||y||22)
0.900
Dice 2x·y||x||22+||y||22
0.781
Jaccard x·y||x||22+||y||22−x·y
0.641
Cosine x·y||x||2 ||y||2 0.790
Pearson 12
(
(x−x)·(y−y)
||x−x||2 ||y−y||2 + 1
)
0.442
Manhattan 1
1+
n∑
i=1
|xi − yi|︸︷︷︸
dM
0.333
Euclidean 1
1+
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ n∑
i=1
|xi − yi|2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1
2
︸︷︷︸
dE
0.405
Table 3.1: Similarity measures for binary vectors. Note that the Manhattan distance, dM , and
the Euclidean distance, dE , are converted to similarities using the common distance conversion
function (see Equation 3.5).
Example 3.2.2 (Cosine Similarity). Consider again the two example services A and B shown
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. As shown in Example 3.2.1, the vectors representing their out-
puts are aout = [1, 1, 1]T and bout = [1, 1, 0]T . Following the same procedure, the vec-
tors representing their inputs are generated: ain = [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0]T and bin =
[0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1]T . The cosine similarity between A and B is computed as aver-
age value of their input/ouput similarities, i.e.,
simcosine(A, B) =
simoutcosine(A, B) + sim
in
cosine(A, B)
2
=
1
2
·
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2√
2 · √3︸︷︷︸
outputs
+
8√
10 · √11︸︷︷︸
inputs
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = 0.790.
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Name Formula sim(A,B)
Overlap |A∩B|min(|A|,|B|) 0.900
Dice 2·|A∩B||A|+|B| 0.781
Jaccard |A∩B||A∪B| 0.641
LOI |A∪B|−|A∩B||A|+|B| 0.781
Table 3.2: Similarity measures for sets.
3.2.2 Set Similarity Measures
Set similarity measures, also called co-occurrence measures [Bordag 2008], can be used to com-
pare sets of nominal features (e.g., string-valued attributes). Co-occurrence measures are also
widely used for calculating similarities in text mining and information retrieval [Rorvig 1999].
Table 3.2 summarizes the set similarity measures that are relevant in the context of this thesis.
When comparing the two sets A and B, two mathematical concepts are of particular interest:
the set intersection A ∩ B and the set union A ∪ B. The former denotes the set of elements that are
in both sets A and B, whereas the latter is the set that contains all elements of A and all elements
of B. Specifically, the size both of the intersection and union is used to compute set similarities.
For the union, this can be expressed as:
|A ∪ B| = |A| + |B| − |A ∩ B|. (3.14)
Example 3.2.3 (Transformation of typed (RDF) Graphs to Sets). Consider the two example
services, A and B, shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. These services can easily be transformed to
sets as shown in Example 3.2.1 (which is repeated in the following for convenience). Note that,
for simplicity, we are only focusing on the I/O concepts in this example. For the input and
output concepts, these sets are:
Ain = {travel.owl#City,Country,Generic-Agent,
Geographical-Region,Geopolitical-Entity, Location,
Municipal-Unit,Tangible-Thing, Temporal-Thing,Thing},
Bin = {portal.owl#City,Country,Destination,Generic-Agent,
Geographical-Region,Geopolitical-Entity, Location,
Tangible-Thing,Temporal-Thing,Thing,UrbanArea},
Aout = {Accommodation,Hotel,LuxuryHotel}, and
Bout = {Accommodation,Hotel}.
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Overlap, Dice, & Jaccard The Overlap, Dice, and Jaccard measure basically have the same
properties and behavior as their binary vector measure correspondents (see Section 3.2.1). Table
3.2 defines these measures in set notation (i.e., in terms of the intersection and union of sets).
Remember that the Jaccard measure calculates the similarity between two sets A and B as the ratio
of the number of shared elements to the number of unified elements. The difference between it and
the Dice coefficient is that the latter focuses more on the shared elements and, as a normalization
factor, the total number of terms in both sets is used.
Loss of Information (LOI) The LOI measure computes the similarity between the two sets, A
and B, by taking into account the symmetric difference of the two sets (which is the set of elements
that are in either A or B, but not in both) [Mena et al. 2000], [Klusch et al. 2006]. Consider the
formula in Table 3.2. The more elements that are identical in both sets (i.e., the more matchings
they have), the more similar the sets are, and, thus, the smaller the fraction. In other words, the
smaller the loss of information. As an LOI value of 0 means set equality (i.e., the intersection
and the union are equal), a conversion is necessary in order to obtain a similarity value. The LOI
measure implemented in SimPack, therefore, uses the approach presented in [Klusch et al. 2006]
to determine similarity, i.e., 1 − LOI(A, B).
Example 3.2.4 (LOI Similarity). The symmetric set difference of the two sets of inputs of the
services A and B in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 is a set of exactly five elements (i.e., five inputs that are
unique to either A or B, compare Example 3.2.3). Furthermore, one output concept is unique to
A and B (i.e., LuxuryHotel). Therefore, the similarity between A and B with respect to their
in- and output concepts is expressed by means of the average loss of information, i.e.,
simloi(A, B) = 1 − 12 ·
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
13 − 8
10 + 11︸︷︷︸
inputs
+
3 − 2
3 + 2︸︷︷︸
outputs
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = 1 −
1
2
·
(
5
21
+
1
5
)
= 0.781.
3.2.3 String and Text Similarity Measures
In the following, we briefly review the string and text similarity measures that are relevant in the
context of this thesis. These measures can be applied whenever the objects under comparison are
either described by simple strings, such as names, or longer texts, such as object descriptions, or
when they can easily be transformed to textual representations.
String Similarity
Measures to compare strings (i.e., sequences of characters) have been developed in many different
research areas for many different application purposes. Record-Linkage, where the goal is to
detect data duplicates (e.g., [Jaro 1989] and [Winkler 1999]), Databases (e.g., [Cohen 2000]),
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Name Formula sim(A,B)
Levenshtein 1 − d(s1,s2)dmax(s1,s2) 0.727
N-Grams 1 −
∑
t∈allNGrams |#t ∈ ngrams(s1)− #t ∈ ngrams(s2)|
ngrams(s1)+ ngrams(s2)
0.788
Jaro 13 ·
(
com(s1 ,s2)
|len(s1)| +
com(s1 ,s2)
|len(s2)| +
com(s1 ,s2)−trans(s1 ,s2)
com(s1 ,s2)
)
0.784
Monge & Elkan 1|len(s1)|
(∑|len(s1)|
i=1 max
|len(s2)|
j=1 [sim(s
i
1, s
j
2)]
)
0.727
SMOA com(s1, s2) − di f f (s1, s2) + winkler(s1, s2) 0.929
Table 3.3: Similarity measures for strings.
Bioinformatics (e.g., [Lord et al. 2003]), and Software Analysis (e.g., [Xing and Stroulia 2005])
are just three such research fields. Detailed reviews and summaries of various string similarity
measures from the literature have been compiled by Cohen [Cohen et al. 2003a] and Chapman
[Chapman 2004].
Due to the tremendous amount of work published in this area, it is impossible to cite every
approach in full here. Instead, in the following, only a selection of the most promising methods
for string-based similarity reasoning is briefly recapitulated. These methods are the ones from
Levenshtein [Levenshtein 1966], Jaro [Jaro 1989], Monge and Elkan [Monge and Elkan 1996],
an extension of Dice’s method [Dice 1945] to n-grams, and SMOA [Stoilos et al. 2005]. The
formulas used to compare two strings s1 and s2 via these methods are shown in Table 3.3.
Levenshtein The Levenshtein string similarity determines the relatedness of two strings in terms
of the number of insert, removal, and replacement operations needed to transform one string s1
into another string s2. This edit distance is defined as d(s1, s2). In it, each type of transformation is
assigned a predefined weight. But should each type of transformation have the same weight? Is the
replacement transformation, for example, not comparable with a deletion procedure followed by
an insertion procedure? Hence, we could argue that the cost function c should have the behavior
c(delete) + c(insert) ≥ c(replace). As a normalization factor, the worst case transformation cost,
dmax(s1, s2) from s1 to s2, is calculated replacing all concept parts from s1 with parts from s2, then
deleting the remaining parts of s1, and inserting additional parts of s2. The final similarity of s1
and s2 is then calculated with a conversion function such as the one in Equation 3.6, which turns
the normalized edit distance into a similarity score.
Example 3.2.5. (Levenshtein Similarity) In this example, the WSDL grounding identifiers of
the services A and B from Figures 3.3 and 3.4 should be compared using the Levenshtein string
similarity measure.
Basically, the computation of the Levenshtein string similarity between LUXURYHOTEL -
GROUNDING and HOTEL SERVICE GROUNDING results in the four alignments shown in Ta-
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- - - - L U X U R Y H O T E L G R O U N D I N G
H O T E L S E R - V I C E - G R O U N D I N G
- - - - L U X U R Y H O T E L G R O U N D I N G
H O T E L S E R V - I C E - G R O U N D I N G
- - - - L U X U R Y H O T E L G R O U N D I N G
H O T E L S E R V I - C E - G R O U N D I N G
- - - - L U X U R Y H O T E L G R O U N D I N G
H O T E L S E R V I C - E - G R O U N D I N G
Table 3.4: Levenshtein minimum cost alignments of the two WSDL groundings LUXURYHO-
TEL GROUNDING and HOTEL SERVICE GROUNDING.
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
L U X U R Y H O T E L G R O U N D I N G
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
0 H 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 O 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
2 T 3 3 3 3 4 5 6 7 7 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
3 E 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 7 8 7 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
4 L 5 4 5 5 5 5 6 7 8 8 7 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
5 6 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 8 9 8 7 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
6 S 7 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 9 9 8 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
7 E 8 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 8 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
8 R 9 8 8 8 8 7 8 9 9 9 10 10 9 9 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
9 V 10 9 9 9 9 8 8 9 10 10 10 11 10 10 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
10 I 11 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 10 11 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 11 12 12 13 14
11 C 12 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 10 11 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 11 12 13 13 14
12 E 13 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 13 13 12 12 12 12 12 13 14 14
13 14 13 13 13 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 15
14 G 15 14 14 14 14 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 12 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
15 R 16 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 13 12 13 14 15 15 15 15 15
16 O 17 16 16 16 16 15 15 15 14 15 15 15 15 14 13 12 13 14 15 16 16 16
17 U 18 17 16 17 16 16 16 16 15 15 16 16 16 15 14 13 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 N 19 18 17 17 17 17 17 17 16 16 16 17 17 16 15 14 13 12 13 14 15 16
19 D 20 19 18 18 18 18 18 18 17 17 17 17 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 13 14 15
20 I 21 20 19 19 19 19 19 19 18 18 18 18 18 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 13 14
21 N 22 21 20 20 20 20 20 20 19 19 19 19 19 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 13
22 G 23 22 21 21 21 21 21 21 20 20 20 20 20 19 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12
Figure 3.5: Levenshtein minimum cost paths between (-1,-1) and (20,22) of strings LUXURY-
HOTEL GROUNDING and HOTEL SERVICE GROUNDING.
ble 3.4. These alignments correspond to the four minimum cost paths between (-1,-1) and
(20,22) illustrated in Figure 3.5. The minimum distance between the two groundings is 12, as
shown in cell (20,22). For the first alignment shown in Table 3.4, this distance is obtained by
deleting six characters and replacing six characters. Finally, the distance (i.e., 12) is converted
to a similarity using the worst case distance conversion (see Equation 3.6), i.e.,
simlev = 1 − 1223 = 0.478.
N-Grams The n-grams method is based on dividing the strings into sets of smaller sub-strings
(i.e., n-grams). For n = 2, the strings are split into two-character sub-strings (i.e., bi-grams), for
n = 3 into tri-grams and so on.
Finally, the sets of sub-strings are compared to each other using Dice’s approach [Dice 1945].
This method was, for instance, successfully applied in [Xing and Stroulia 2005] to compare the
names of source code artifacts in a software system.
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Example 3.2.6 (Bi-Gram Similarity). To compare the names of services A and B (see Figures
3.3 and 3.4), the simple bi-gram similarity measure is applied—it is a process that divides the
names into sets of smaller sub-strings (i.e., 2-grams), which are then getting compared using
the worst case distance conversion function (see Equation 3.6).
The two names CityLuxuryHotelInfoService and CityCountryHotelInfo-
Service are composed of 31 possible bi-grams (i.e., nt, yl, se, in, os, tr, vi,
te, xu, ic, li, ux, co, yc, yh, fo, vi, ot, lu, ou, it, ho, ur,
un, ty, el, nf, rv, ce, er, and ry). From this set of bi-grams, 11 bi-grams are
only contained in one of the names (i.e., nt, yl, tr, xu, ux, co, yc, lu, ou,
ur, and un). The sum of the differences of these bi-grams is also 11.
The total number of bi-grams of both names is 52 (i.e., 25 bi-grams for CityLuxury-
HotelInfoService and 27 for CityCountryHotelInfoService). The bi-gram sim-
ilarity is, thus, computed as:
simbigram = 1 − 1152 = 0.788.
Jaro & Jaro-Winkler Jaro defined a measure that is mainly used in the area of record linkage
(duplicate detection). The measure first computes the numbers of the common and transposed
characters of two given strings under comparison. Common (i.e., matching) characters are charac-
ters which appear in both strings s1 and s2 within a distance of half the length of the shorter string
(i.e., min(len(s1),len(s2))2 ). Transposed characters, on the other hand, are characters which are common
but appear in different positions in the strings. Note that Winkler [Winkler 1999] proposed an
extension of the Jaro measure that favors strings which share a common prefix (prefix length l),
i.e.,
Winkler(s1, s2) = Jaro(s1, s2) + 0.1 · l · (1 − Jaro(s1, s2)). (3.15)
Monge and Elkan The measure proposed by Monge and Elkan [Monge and Elkan 1996] is a
typical level two distance function (see also [Cohen et al. 2003a]). The strings under comparison
are divided into smaller sub-strings (which could be single characters but also bi-/tri-grams for
instance). An inner similarity measure, sim(si1, s
j
2), is used to compute the similarities between the
individual sub-strings of s1 and s2, i, j. For each iteration of the first string, the sub-string with the
greatest degree of matching with the second string is searched. Finally, the maxima are added and
averaged. Applicable inner similarity measures are, for instance, the aforementioned Levenshtein
and Jaro similarity, among many others.
String Metric for Ontology Alignment (SMOA) The last measure presented in this paragraph
is the SMOA similarity measure proposed in [Stoilos et al. 2005] for the task of ontology align-
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ment. The extended form of the equation in Table 3.3 is
S MOA(s1, s2) =
2 ·∑i len(maxCommonSubStringi)
len(s1) + len(s2)︸︷︷︸
commonalities
− len
′(s1) · len′(s2)
p + (1 − p) · (len′(s1) + len′(s2) − len′(s1) · len′(s2))︸︷︷︸
differences (Hamacher product)
+ l · 0.1 · (1 − commonalities(s1, s2))︸︷︷︸
Winkler improvement of commonalities
,
(3.16)
where
∑
i len(maxCommonSubStringi) is the sum of the lengths len of all iteratively detectable,
maximum, common sub-strings i; len′(s1), len′(s2) the lengths of the unmatched strings in the
commonalities of s1 and s2; p a parameter of the Hamacher product; and l the length of the
common prefix of s1 and s2.
Example 3.2.7 (SMOA Similarity). The two example services A and B in Figures 3.3 and 3.4
have the service names CityLuxuryHotelInfoService and CityCountryHotel-
InfoService. These strings have length 26 and 27.
In order to compute the SMOA similarity, the commonalities of the two names must be
calculated. The names share the two maximum, common substrings ryhotelinfoservice
and city with length ≥ 1. (A single u is also matched but not counted due to length constraints.
It is not removed from the original strings, hence, again considered in subsequent steps.) The
length of these common substrings is 18 and 4. The commonality between the names is, thus,
computed as in Equation 3.16, i.e.,
com(s1, s2) =
2 · (18 + 4)
26 + 27
= 0.830.
To compute the difference between A and B, the length of the unmatched substrings of both
names is considered. The substrings not matched are luxu in A’s name and count in B’s
name with length 4 and 5 respectively. The length of these substrings is normalized by the
length of the original strings, i.e., len′(s1) = 426 = 0.154 and len
′(s2) = 527 = 0.185. The
difference, thus, is equal to
di f f (s1, s2) =
0.154 · 0.185
0.6 + 0.4 · (0.154 + 0.185 − (0.154 · 0.185)) = 0.0393,
where p = 0.6 is used.
To compute the Winkler improvement, the previously computed commonality is considered
and the length of the common prefix of both service names (which is 4 in this case for city),
i.e.,
winkler(s1, s2) = 4 · 0.1 · (1 − 0.830) = 0.0679.
Finally, the similarity between the services’ names is computed as shown in Table 3.3, but
normalized to result in a value in 0–1 (see [Euzenat et al. 2004b]), i.e.,
sim(A, B) =
(0.830 − 0.0393 + 0.0679) + 1
2
= 0.929.
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Name Formula sim(A,B)
TF-IDF wti,d = t fti,d × log2( Ndti ) 0.945
TF-IDF (Cohen) wti,d =
loge(t fti ,d+1)·loge( Ndti )
normd
0.154
Table 3.5: TF-IDF weighting schemes. In combination with the cosine similarity measure,
TF-IDF can be used to compute the similarity between text documents.
Text Similarity Measures
In the following, the TF-IDF (term frequency—inverted document frequency) full text similarity
measure is presented. TF-IDF is a document weighting scheme, not a similarity measure. How-
ever, in combination with the cosine similarity (see Equation 3.13), it can easily be turned into
a similarity measure. Thus, in this thesis, whenever we speak of TF-IDF, we actually mean the
combination of TF-IDF and the cosine similarity.
TF-IDF TF-IDF is probably the most famous document weighting scheme from information
retrieval [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999]. The goal of TF-IDF is to assign a weight to each
document term by taking into account the term’s relative frequency in a document, as well as the
term’s frequency across the whole document corpus.
A weight, wti,d, of a term, ti, in a document, d, can be computed as shown in Table 3.5. The for-
mulae in the table account for both the number of occurrences of a term, ti, in a document, d (i.e.,
t fti,d), and the term’s inverse document frequency (i.e., id fti ). Furthermore, they contain N, which
is the total number of documents in the corpus and dti—that is, the number of documents where ti
appears. A high TF-IDF weight is reached via a high term frequency and a low inverse document
frequency. Hence, common terms in the document collection are penalized. Note that [Reed et al.
2006] additionally lists a number of commonly used TF-IDF variants from the literature.
These term weights are stored in vectors representing the documents. Finally, the similarity
between two text documents is computed as the cosine of the angle between their document vectors
(see Equation 3.13).
As can be seen from Table 3.5, some knowledge of the entire document collection is needed
(i.e., N and dti ), which requires the document vectors to be recalculated in case new documents
are added to the corpus or old ones are removed. Typically, these statistics are precomputed, and
occasionally updated in the case of few document updates. If document updates occur frequently,
different approaches are required to overcome the repeated, expensive computation of term (doc-
ument) weights (see [Reed et al. 2006]).
Example 3.2.8 (TF-IDF Similarity). Consider the textual descriptions of the two example
services A and B in Figures 3.3 and 3.4: “It is the most frequently used service to get information
about luxury hotels in the city of the country.” and “The service returns information about
accommodation and about restaurants in the city of the country.” Additionally, for the purpose
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of this example, consider a third service, C, with the textual description ”Returns facts of a
hotel. It, therefore, needs two inputs, i.e., country and town, and returns a hotel as output.”
After stop-word/punctuation removal and stemming [Porter 1980], the remaining descriptions
are:
• service A: most frequent us servic get inform about luxuri hotel citi countri
• service B: servic return inform about accommod about restaur citi countri
• service C: return fact hotel therefor need two input countri town return hotel output
To compare the textual descriptions of A and B by means of TF-IDF, the document vectors
of the descriptions must first be computed. Therefore, only the common tokens (strings) of their
descriptions are considered, as only those tokens can contribute to the cosine similarity (which
can be seen from Equation 3.13, repeated in the following for convenience):
simcosine =
x · y
||x||2 ||y||2 .
The common tokens are, thus, servic, inform, about, citi, and countri denoted as
CT . Note that in this example, the TF-IDF variant from [Cohen et al. 2003b] is used, i.e.,
wti,d =
loge(t fti,d + 1) · loge( Ndti )
normd
,
where normd normalizes the document weights wti,d by the length of the resulting term-weight
vector, i.e., normd =
√∑
ti∈CT w
2
ti,d
.
The term frequency t fservic,A for token servic in A is, therefore, loge(1 + 1) = 0.693,
and its inverse document frequency loge( 32 ) = 0.405 (i.e., token servic occurs in 2 out of 3
documents). The unnormalized TF-IDF weight for servic is, thus, 0.693 · 0.405 = 0.281.
By computing the TF-IDF weights for all shared terms, the normalization factor for A’s
document vector is determined, which is, in this case, 1.29 (for B it is 1.82). This results in the
two document vectors va and vb, i.e.,
va =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.217
0.217
0.344
0.217
0.01
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, vb =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.155
0.155
0.155
0.155
0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Finally, the similarity between the services A and B is equal to the vector addition of TF-IDF
weights (note that normalization was already performed), i.e.,
sim(A, B) =
d∑
i
vi,a · vi,b = 0.154.
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4.00
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4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
Probability IC (= - log2 Pr(c))
Figure 3.6: Extract of the AKT Reference Ontology (Portal Ontology) showing 16 concepts
connected by is-a links (i.e., subsumption links). The probability of encountering a concept of
type Geographical-Region is 0.5, as half of the depicted concepts have this type (including
Geographical-Region itself). On the other hand, the probability of type Village is only
1
16 .
3.2.4 Information-Theoretic Similarity Measures
Researchers in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) domain have proposed measuring the sim-
ilarity between two concepts (in their case words or synsets) in a taxonomy (e.g., WordNet [Miller
et al. 1990]) in terms of information-theoretic entropy measures [Shannon 1948]. There is an
important motivation behind assessing similarity this way: for many taxonomies, distance-based
measures (see Section 3.2.5) are highly dependent on the (frequently) subjective construction of
the taxonomies. By assigning probabilities to concepts, the drawbacks of the edge-based methods
can, therefore, be avoided.
Example 3.2.9 (Transformation of typed (RDF) Graphs to Probability Distributions). In
order to demonstrate how typed RDF graphs can be transformed to probability distributions,
consider the services A and B, as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Both services take as one
of their inputs a concept of type Country from the portal.owl ontology. An extract of the
subsumption hierarchy from portal.owl showing Country and related concepts is shown in
Figure 3.6. It is possible to assign probabilities to each concept in the hierarchy by counting
the number of concepts having a specific type and dividing this number by the total number of
concepts in the hierarchy. Consequently, the probability Pr(Thing) of encountering a concept
of type Thing is 1.0 as every object in the subsumption hierarchy has type Thing. On the
other hand, the probability Pr(Village) of encountering a concept of type Village is only 116
as there is only one concept with this type (i.e., the leftmost concept at the bottom).
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Name Formula sim(A,B)
Resnik
maxc3∈mrca(c1 ,c2)[− log2 Pr(c3)]
MAX 0.298
Lin maxc3∈mrca(c1 ,c2)
[ 2 log2 Pr(c3)
log2 Pr(c1)+log2 Pr(c2)
]
0.298
Jiang & Conrath 1 − maxc3∈mrca(c1 ,c2)[2 log2 Pr(c3)−log2 Pr(c1)−log2 Pr(c2)]MAX 0.262
Jensen & Shannon 1
1+DKL (A||M)+DKL (B||M)2
0.684
Table 3.6: Information Theory-based similarity measures.
Note, however, that this is not the only way probabilities can be assigned to concepts in
ontologies. Resnik [Resnik 1995], for instance, calculated concept probabilities by using noun
frequencies from a large corpus of American English.
In Information Theory, the information content IC of a concept c in a taxonomy is defined as
the negative of the log-likelihood of the probability p of encountering a concept c [Ross 1976],
i.e.,
IC(c) = − log2 Pr(c). (3.17)
In this work, this idea is extended to the Semantic Web. Specifically, the similarity between con-
cepts in ontologies (e.g., concepts, properties, individuals) can be computed. In the Semantic Web,
ontologies are regarded as taxonomic structures with a myriad of different relation types among
concepts. Figure 3.6 shows concept probabilities and the information content assigned to each con-
cept. The information content of Thing is, for instance, 0, whereas IC(Village) = − log2 116 =
1.204. In other words, as one moves down the hierarchy the information content of concepts
generally gets bigger (i.e., the more specialized the concepts are, the higher the information they
potentially provide, and vice versa).
Table 3.6 lists four different approaches from the literature for the purpose of measuring the
similarity between concepts in an ontology based on their information content. In the following,
these measures are briefly discussed.
Resnik For Resnik [Resnik 1995], mrca(c1, c2) is the set of most recent common ancestor
(MRCA) concepts (i.e., the most specific subsumers of c1 and c2), and Pr(c3) is the probability
of encountering a concept of type c3 in the corresponding ontology (i.e., the frequency of concept
c3). The higher the Resnik value between two concepts, the higher their similarity. Note that
this measure is unbounded (i.e., it returns values in the range 0–∞). Therefore, a normalization
of the Resnik value by the maximum possible value between two concepts is required to yield a
similarity between 0 and 1.
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Example 3.2.10 (Resnik Similarity). Suppose the two inputs Country from service A and
City from service B shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 should be compared by the Resnik similarity
measure. To that end, the set of most recent common ancestor concepts of Country and City
need to be considered. These ancestors are Geographical-Entity, Geographical--
Region and others further up the hierarchy until the root concept Thing (see Figure 3.6).
The similarity between A and B in terms of input concepts is equal to the normalized in-
formation content of the ancestor with the highest associated information content (which in
this case is Geographical-Entity). The highest possible Resnik value is achieved by
comparing, for instance, Village with itself, which yields a maximum value of MAX =
− log2 Pr(Village) = 4.00, thus the similarity between A and B is
simresnik(A, B) =
IC(Geographical-Entity)
max
= − log2
7
16
· 1
MAX
= 0.298.
Lin Lin [Lin 1998] defined the similarity between two concepts in a slightly different fashion:
this measure defines similarity as the fraction of the common information content of both concepts
c1 and c2.
Example 3.2.11 (Lin Similarity). The setup of this example is the same as in the previous ex-
ample. Here, the similarity between A and B should be computed by the Lin similarity measure.
The most recent common ancestor with the highest information content is again Geograph-
ical-Entity, and, thus, according to the formula in Table 3.6, the similarity is computed as
follows:
simlin(A, B) =
2 × log2 716
log2
1
16 + log2
1
16
= 0.298.
Jiang & Conrath Jiang & Conrath’s method [Jiang and Conrath 1997] is inspired by both the
edge-counting approach [Rada et al. 1989] and the node-based, information content approach
[Resnik 1995]. It sums up the link strengths of edges connecting parent-child nodes on the shortest
path between c1 and c2. Link strength is defined as the difference of the information content of
the child and parent concepts (i.e., IC(c) − IC(p)). The Jiang & Conrath measure returns the un-
normalized distance between two concepts (i.e., the distance needs to be normalized and converted
to result in a similarity value).
Example 3.2.12 (Jiang & Conrath Similarity). Consider again the two example services, A
and B, from Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The maximum possible distance between two concepts is 7.61,
which is the distance of Country and Researcher. According to the formula in Table 3.6,
the similarity between the inputs Country and City is computed as:
sim(A, B) = 1 − 2 log2 Pr(Geographical-Entity) − log2 Pr(Country) − log2 Pr(City)
7.61
= 0.262.
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Jensen-Shannon Divergence The last measures in Table 3.6 is the Jensen-Shannon divergence,
which is based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the Shannon entropy [Shannon 1948]. The
measure is used to compute the similarity between two probability distributions ρ(A) and ρ(B) of
two discrete random variables, A and B.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence between two probability distributions can be written in terms
of the Shannon entropy H(X) = −∑i xi log2 xi, i.e.,
DKL(A||B) =
∑
i
ai log2
ai
bi
= −
∑
i
ai log2 bi +
∑
i
ai log2 ai = H(A, B) − H(A) (3.18)
that measures the divergence of B from A. In Equation 3.18, H(A, B) is the cross entropy of A
and B. Cross entropy is an information theoretic metric to estimate the distance between the two
distributions ρ(A) and ρ(B).
The Kullback-Leibler divergence is not symmetric and not bounded. The Jensen-Shannon
divergence, on the other hand, has a couple of desired properties, such as symmetry, boundedness,
and being 0 iff ρ(A) = ρ(B). The formula in Table 3.6 uses the probability distribution ρ(M), which
is the average of the two distributions ρ(A) and ρ(B) respectively (i.e., M = A+B2 ). Rewriting the
above formula in Table 3.6 results in the Jensen-Shannon divergence, i.e.,
JS (A, B) = H(M) − H(A) + H(B)
2
. (3.19)
In other words, the Jensen-Shannon divergence is the entropy of the average of the two probability
distributions ρ(A) and ρ(B) minus the average of the entropies.
Example 3.2.13 (Jensen-Shannon Similarity). In this example, we show how the Jensen-
Shannon divergence-based similarity measure can be used to compare A and B by taking into
account their textual service descriptions. Cleaning the descriptions results in the two new
descriptions shown in Example 3.2.8 (which are repeated in the following for convenience).
• service A: most frequent us servic get inform about luxuri hotel citi countri
• service B: servic return inform about accommod about restaur citi countri
In order to compute the Jensen-Shannon similarity between these texts, the probability dis-
tributions ρ(A) and ρ(B) as well as the average distribution ρ(M) have to be computed. The
description of A has 11 strings (tokens) and the description of B 9 tokens. The probability dis-
tribution ρ(A) is computed by counting the number of times a token appears in A’s description
divided by the total number of tokens, i.e.,
ρ(A) = { Pr(A = most) = 111 , Pr(A = f requent) = 111 , Pr(A = us) = 111 ,
Pr(A = servic) = 111 , Pr(A = get) =
1
11 , Pr(A = in f orm) =
1
11 ,
Pr(A = about) = 111 , Pr(A = luxuri) =
1
11 , Pr(A = hotel) =
1
11 ,
Pr(A = citi) = 111 , Pr(A = countri) =
1
11 , Pr(A = get) = 0,
Pr(A = accomod) = 0, Pr(A = restaur) = 0 }.
Similarly, for B and M (abbreviated):
ρ(B) = { 0, 0, 0, 1
9
, 0,
1
9
,
2
9
, 0, 0,
1
9
,
1
9
,
1
9
,
1
9
,
1
9
},
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ρ(M) = { 1
22
,
1
22
,
1
22
,
10
99
,
1
22
,
10
99
,
31
198
,
1
22
,
1
22
,
10
99
,
10
99
,
1
18
,
1
18
,
1
18
}.
Finally, the similarity between services A and B is calculated by converting the Jensen-Shannon
divergence JS (A, B) to a similarity score, i.e.,
sim(A, B) =
1
1 +
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝−∑
i
mi log2 mi +
∑
i ai log2 ai +
∑
i bi log2 bi
2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠︸︷︷︸
JS (A,B)
= 0.684.
3.2.5 Graph and Tree Similarity Measures
Recall that RDF models describe Semantic Web resources using subject-predicate-object triples.
Combined together, these triples form a (directed) graph structure. Hence, in this section, some
similarity measures for RDF graphs (and trees) are briefly reviewed. The discussed semantic
similarity measures make use of the hierarchical ontology structure for determining the similarity
between concepts.
It is important to state, that RDF models are not limited to form tree structures. From graph
theory we know that trees are connected acyclic graphs. Thus, tree similarity measures are only
applicable for those RDF datasets (i.e., ontologies) which do not contain any (link) cycles.3
Graph Similarity Measures
The most intuitive similarity measure for the concepts in an ontology is their (minimum) distance
within the ontology, which is defined as the number of sub-/super-concept relations (i.e., is-a links)
between them (cf. [Rada et al. 1989]). As ontologies can be represented by rooted, labeled, and
unordered trees where edges between concepts represent relations, distances between concepts
can be computed by counting the number of edges on the path connecting two concepts. The
calculation of the ontology distance is based on the specialization graph of concepts in an ontology.
The graph representing a multiple inheritance framework is not a tree but a directed acyclic graph.
In such a graph, the ontology distance is usually defined as the shortest path moving through a
common ancestor.
As we will see in this section, a number of similarity measures rely on the length of this shortest
path between concepts. Table 3.7 lists the graph similarity measures that are briefly reviewed in
the remainder of this section.
Resnik (Graphs) One possibility for determining the semantic similarity between the two con-
cepts c1 and c2 is proposed by Resnik [Resnik 1995]. It converts the shortest path length between
two concepts from a distance into a similarity value. In the formula in Table 3.7, dmax is the length
3In fact, the RDF dataset may not contain any cycles of the links/relations that are used to build the tree. Cycles
generated from the rest of the relations do not affect the computation of the similarity.
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Name Formula sim(A,B)
Resnik 2·dmax−len(c1 ,c2)2·dmax 0.786
Wu & Palmer 2·N3N1+N2+2·N3 0.769
Leacock & Chodorow
− log2
(
len(c1,c2)
2·dmax
)
MAX 0.390
Graph isomorphism
∑
m∈Vm simml (c1 ,c2)
D 0.0
Subgraph isomorphism
ws · |Vm|
D︸︷︷︸
structure similarity
+
wl ·∑m∈Vm simml (c1, c2)
D︸︷︷︸
label similarity
0.384
Table 3.7: Similarity measures for graphs.
of the longest path from the root of the ontology to any of its leaf concepts, and len(c1, c2) is the
length of the shortest path from c1 to c2.
Example 3.2.14 (Resnik Graph Similarity). Consider Figure 3.1 showing the inputs
Country from service A and City from service B as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The
longest path from the root of the ontology to any of its leaf concepts is 7 (e.g., from Thing to
City). The shortest path between Country and City has length 3. Therefore, the Resnik graph
similarity can be computed as follows:
sim(A, B) =
2 · 7 − 3
2 · 7 = 0.786.
Wu & Palmer A variation of the edge counting method is the conceptual similarity measure
introduced by Wu & Palmer [Wu and Palmer 1994], in which N1, N2 are the distances from c1 and
c2 to their most recent common ancestor, mrca(c1, c2), and N3 is the distance from mrca(c1, c2) to
the root of the ontology.
Leacock & Chodorow In [Leacock and Chodorow 1998] Leacock presented a measure that also
relies on the shortest path between concepts in an ontology. The measure is, however, also scaled
by the maximum depth dmax in the ontology. Furthermore, note that the measure is not bounded
(i.e., it returns values in the range 0–∞), and, thus, needs to be normalized by the maximum
possible value MAX between concepts in the ontology.
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Graph & Subgraph Isomorphism A different class of similarity measures rely on the com-
putation of graph isomorphisms [Valiente 2002]. A graph isomorphism is defined as a structure-
preserving mapping (function, bijection) between the node sets of two graphs, G and H (i.e., for
two connected nodes in G, a mapping function f returns two connected nodes in H). Two struc-
turally identical graphs are, therefore, called isomorphic. The graph isomorphism measure aims
at finding a complete structural match between two input graphs G and H, whereas the subgraph
isomorphism measure identifies the most similar subgraphs in G and H.
An isomorphic subgraph is called clique when it denotes a set of mapped nodes from graphs
G and H. A clique that cannot be extended with more mapped nodes is called maximal clique or
maximal common subgraph. Among the many possible maximal cliques of two graphs, the biggest
maximal common subgraph is called the maximum clique or the maximum common subgraph
(which is denoted by the node set Vm in Table 3.7).
The graph isomorphism measure assumes structurally identical (isomorphic) graphs from the
beginning (i.e., equal numbers of nodes and edges in both graphs). The similarity is computed as
the averaged sum of similarities between the labels of the mapped nodes. In the formula in Table
3.7, D denotes the average node size of the two graphs (i.e., D = |V1 |+|V2 |2 ). The similarity sim
m
l
between the labels of a mapped node m ∈ Vm can be computed by any of the string similarity
measures presented in Section 3.2.3.
The subgraph isomorphism measure, on the other hand, weights both the structural similarity
and the similarity of the labels independently to result in an overall similarity score where the sum
of the weights for the structure and the labels fulfills ws + wl = 1.
Example 3.2.15 (Subgraph Isomorphism Similarity). Suppose the goal is to compare the two
inputs travel.owl#City from service A and portal.owl#City from service B shown
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 by the subgraph isomorphism measure. Note the difference between these
inputs: one is defined in the travel.owl ontology, whereas the other is defined in the portal.owl
ontology. An extract of these ontologies is shown in Figure 3.7.
The subgraph isomorphism measure detects the maximum common subgraph highlighted
in gray in the figure. This subgraph consists of the seven mapped nodes shown by the dashed
arrows (i.e., |Vm| = 7). Assuming ws and wl are 0.5, and D is equal to the average graph size
(i.e., 16+102 = 13), the structure similarity can now easily be calculated as:
simstructuresubgraphIso(A, B) =
0.5 · 7
13
= 0.269.
To compute the label similarity of the detected maximum common subgraph, the sum of the
individual label similarities must be calculated. We assume that the Levenshtein similarity
measure is used in combination with the worst-case distance conversion (see Section 3.2.3).
The labels to be compared and their similarities are:
• portal.owl#City↔ travel.owl#City= 15−515 = 0.667,
• portal.owl#Country↔ travel.owl#RuralArea = 0.350,
• portal.owl#Geographical-Entity ↔ travel.owl#Destination =
0.367,
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Figure 3.7: An extract of the portal.owl (left) and the travel.owl (right) ontologies. The maxi-
mum common subgraph isomorphism algorithm detects the maximum common subgraph, which
consists of seven mapped nodes shown by the dashed arrows, by highlighting it in gray.
• portal.owl#Geographical-Region ↔ travel.owl#TravelThingRoot
= 0.334,
• portal.owl#Local-District↔ travel.owl#Beach = 0.320,
• portal.owl#Municipal-Unit↔ travel.owl#UrbanArea = 0.280,
• portal.owl#Town↔ travel.owl#Town = 0.667.
Thus, the label similarity is:
sumlabelsubgraphIso(A, B) =
0.5 · (0.667 + 0.350 + 0.367 + 0.334 + 0.320 + 0.280 + 0.667)
13
= 0.115
⇒ simsubgraphIso(A, B) = simstructuresubgraphIso(A, B) + sumlabelsubgraphIso(A, B) = 0.384.
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Name Formula sim(A,B)
Bottom-Up Subtree Isomorphism 2·|Vm ||V1|+|V2 | 0.286
Top-Down Subtree Isomorphism 2·|Vm ||V1|+|V2 | 0.533
Tree similarity dmax−TreeDist(T1 ,T2)dmax 0.462
Table 3.8: Similarity measures for trees.
Figure 3.8: Bottom-up maximum common subtree isomorphism equivalence classes for two
ordered trees (adapted from Figure 4.15 in [Valiente 2002, p. 225]).
Tree Similarity Measures
The goal of the tree isomorphism algorithms is to find the largest isomorphic subtree of two given
trees T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2). Two trees are called isomorphic if there exists a structure-
preserving mapping between the node sets V1 and V2 such that, if two nodes are adjacent in T1,
they are also adjacent after the bijection onto T2. Among the tree isomorphism algorithms, two
approaches are of particular interest in the context of this thesis: Bottom-Up Maximum Common
Subtree Isomorphism and Top-Down Maximum Common Subtree Isomorphism [Valiente 2002].
Table 3.8 tabulates the tree measures that are shortly reviewed in the remainder of this section.
Bottom-Up Maximum Common Subtree Isomorphism For the Bottom-Up Maximum Com-
mon Subtree Isomorphism, Valiente reduces this problem to the task of partitioning the nodes
V1 ∪ V2 into equivalence classes. If two nodes, v and w, belong to the same equivalence class, the
bottom-up subtree of T1 rooted at node v ∈ V1 is isomorphic to the bottom-up subtree of T2 rooted
at node w ∈ V2. The equivalence classes of two ordered trees are illustrated by the numbers in the
nodes in Figure 3.8, where the Bottom-Up Maximum Common Subtree is highlighted in gray.
After collecting the equivalence classes of both trees T1 and T2, the algorithm searches for the
biggest equivalence class by using a queue with the size of the nodes as priority. The first element
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Figure 3.9: An extract of the portal.owl (left) and the travel.owl (right) ontologies. The bottom-
up maximum common subtree isomorphism algorithm detects the maximum common subgraph
highlighted in gray, which consists of four mapped nodes shown by the dashed arrows.
in the queue is the node with the biggest size. This ensures that the matched subtree is indeed
a maximum common subtree. Valiente describes this algorithm for unlabeled trees only. The
algorithm implemented in SimPack is, however, extended so that it can also compare labeled trees.
The equivalence classes are then matched based on this value and the already defined equivalence
class code. This is also the solution that was suggested in [Valiente 2000].
Note that, so far, only the maximum common subtrees of both input trees T1 and T2 have been
identified. In order to measure their similarity, the formula shown in Table 3.8 is applied, where
|V1| and |V2| stand for the number of nodes (size) of both trees T1, T2 respectively. Furthermore,
|Vm| denotes the size of the maximum matched subtree. The equation has the same form as the
solution proposed by Dice [Dice 1945] to measure the association between species in nature.
Example 3.2.16 (Bottom-Up Subtree Isomorphism). Consider Figure 3.9 that presents a
slightly extended version of the ontologies shown in Figure 3.7. The maximum common sub-
tree algorithm is able to match four pairs of nodes from these graphs in a bottom-up fashion.
These mapped nodes are highlighted in gray and connected to each other by the dashed lines.
Therefore, the similarity between these ontologies is computed as follows:
simbottomUp(A, B) =
2 · 4
16 + 12
= 0.286.
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Figure 3.10: Top-down maximum common subtree isomorphism equivalence classes for two
ordered trees (adapted from Figure 4.13 in [Valiente 2002, p. 207]).
The measure meets the following two properties: first, the more of T1 is matched, the higher
the similarity score of T1 and T2 is, and second, complete matches should get higher values than
non-complete ones. This solution was also proposed in slightly different notation by Baxter [Bax-
ter et al. 1998] in order to perform clone detection in software source code using abstract syntax
trees.
Top-Down Maximum Common Subtree Isomorphism The Top-Down Maximum Common
Subtree algorithm finds the largest common subtree of two given trees T1 and T2 under the prereq-
uisite that the roots of the common subtrees match (i.e., have the same node type). The differences
between the algorithm for ordered trees and the algorithm for unordered trees are fundamental.
Figure 3.10 shows the equivalence classes of two ordered trees T1 and T2 in gray. Starting from
the root nodes of T1 and T2, the algorithm recursively processes all children in preorder and com-
pares each pair of nodes for equality. If two nodes match, they are added to a mapping M ⊆ V1×V2
that contains the complete common subtree after the recursion finishes.
The comparison of the nodes during the recursive processing enables for an extension of the
algorithm to labeled trees, which return a successful match only when the labels match. The
algorithm in SimPack, therefore, makes use of the the comparator pattern [Gamma et al. 1995] to
compare node labels. Again, the equation in Table 3.8 is used to get a similarity score from the
size of the maximum common subtree and the two trees, T1 and T2, under comparison.
Example 3.2.17 (Top-Down Subtree Isomorphism). Consider Figure 3.11, which presents
a slightly extended version of the ontologies shown in Figure 3.7. The maximum common
subtree algorithm is, this time, able to match eight pairs of nodes from these graphs in a top-
down fashion. These mapped nodes are highlighted in gray and connected to each other by the
dashed lines. Therefore, the similarity between these ontologies is computed as follows:
simtopDown(A, B) =
2 · 8
18 + 12
= 0.533.
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Figure 3.11: An extract of the portal.owl (left) and the travel.owl (right) ontologies. The top-
down maximum common subtree isomorphism algorithm detects the maximum common subgraph
highlighted in gray, which consists of eight mapped nodes shown by the dashed arrows.
Tree Edit Distance Calculating the Tree Edit Distance is a completely different approach for
tree analysis than the maximum common subtree isomorphism algorithms. The tree edit distance
algorithm answers the question of how many steps it takes to transform one tree into another tree
by applying a set of edit operations to the trees (e.g., adding, deleting, and replacing nodes). Tree
edit distance calculation for unordered trees is NP-complete, as shown in [Zhang and Jiang 1994].
The algorithm presented in the following (which is also implemented in SimPack) is, therefore,
only applicable for ordered, rooted trees as described in [Valiente 2002].
The algorithm has three elementary edit operations: insertion, deletion, and substitution of a
node. For the ordered trees T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2), a deletion of a leaf node v ∈ V1 is
denoted as v → λ or (v, λ), the substitution of a node w ∈ V2 by a node v ∈ V1 as v → w or (v,w),
and an insertion of a node w ∈ V2 as a new leaf into T2 as λ → w or (λ,w). Deletion and insertion
operations are performed on leaves only. When deleting a non-leaf node v, every node in the sub-
tree rooted at v has to be deleted first. The same applies to the insertion of non-leaf nodes. A tree
is transformed into another tree by using a sequence of elementary edit operations as illustrated in
Figure 3.12 (substitutions of corresponding nodes are not indicated). The complete transformation
script is: [(v1,w1), (v2,w2), (v3, λ), (v4, λ), (v5,w3), (λ,w4), (λ,w5), (λ,w6), (λ,w7)].
Costs are assigned to all elementary edit operations. The implementation in SimPack uses
a cost function of γ(v,w) = 1 if v = λ or w = λ, and γ(v,w) = 0 otherwise. The function
reflects that node substitutions usually denote relabelings with little structural significance and
should, therefore, not be weighted. As shown in Table 3.8, the edit distance is then the least-
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T1 T2
Figure 3.12: Elementary edit operations to transform the ordered tree T1 into T2 (adapted from
Figure 2.1 in [Valiente 2002, p. 56]).
cost transformation of T1 to T2 normalized by the sum of nodes in T1 and T2 (and converted to a
similarity; see Equation 3.6). The lower the normalized edit distance of two trees, the higher their
similarity.
Example 3.2.18 (Tree Similarity). Consider the ontologies shown in Figure 3.7. The goal is
to compare these ontologies with the tree edit distance-based similarity measure. The least-cost
transformation from the left to the right tree is 14 (i.e., 14 elementary edit operations are needed
to transform the trees). The worst-case cost dmax is simply the sum of the nodes of both trees.
Thus, the similarity between these ontologies is computed as:
simtree(A, B) =
26 − 14
30
= 0.462.
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3.3 SimPack
We have implemented the presented similarity measures in Sections 3.2.1–3.2.5 in a generic Java
library of similarity measures called SimPack.4 Most of the measures were taken from the literature
and adopted for the use in ontologies. The library is generic—that is, the measures can be used
to compare RDF/OWL ontologies, but also abstract syntax trees (ASTs), or even XML workflows
via the use of data accessors (see Section 3.3.2). This chapter briefly presents the most important
concepts of SimPack. More specifically, it first provides a brief overview of its API and the
similarity measures provided (next Section) and, second, introduces its data accessor-oriented
architecture (Section 3.3.2).
3.3.1 Overview
Basically, every similarity measure in SimPack inherits from class AbstractSimilarity-
Measure, which extends AbstractCalculator and implements interface ISimilarity
measure. AbstractCalculator, in turn, implements ICalculator defining method cal-
culate() that every similarity measure has to implement. This method specifies precisely how
the similarity between the arguments passed to the constructor of the measure classes must be
calculated.
An extract of SimPack’s class hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.13. The figure shows a couple
of abstract classes that extend AbstractSimilarityMeasure. Theses classes are used by
the concrete similarity measures depending on their type (e.g., string, tree, vector, etc). Currently,
SimPack includes similarity measures from 8 different measure categories. These categories are
Graph measures, Inf.-Theory measures, Sequence measures, Set measures, String measures, Tree
measures, Vector measures, and Weighting schemes. The total number of implemented measures
is currently 38. The external package also provides access to 50 similarity measures from
4 individual software projects. These projects are related to ontology alignment (alignapi; [Eu-
zenat et al. 2004b]), Semantic Web service matchmaking (OWLS-MX; [Klusch et al. 2006]), and
information integration (secondstring; [Cohen et al. 2003b] and simmetrics; [Chapman 2004]).
Figure 3.14 exemplifies the bi-gram similarity measure (see Section 3.2.3). Bi-gram is a string
similarity measure, and, thus, extends class AbstractStringSimilarityMeasure. Ev-
ery similarity measure defines a logger to be used in combination with the log4j logging facil-
ities (which enables logging/debugging at runtime without modifying the application binary).5
The constructor of bi-gram takes two string data accessors as arguments (i.e., accessor1 and
accessor2 providing access to the strings to be compared). Method calculate() is inher-
ited from ICalculator (see Figure 3.13) and defines how the similarity between the passed
arguments is calculated.
4http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/simpack.html
5http://logging.apache.org/
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AbstractCalculator
Abstract-
SimilarityMeasure
AbstractGraphSimilarityMeasure
AbstractSequenceSimilarityMeasure
ICalculator
ISimilarityMeasure
Graph measures:
•ScaledShortestPath
•MaxGraphIsoCovering
•ShortestPath
•SubgraphIsomorphism
•GraphIsomorphism
•ConceptualSimilarity
•MaxGraphIsoCoveringValiente
•MaxCommonSubgraphIsoValiente
Sequence measures:
•EditDistanceTFIDF
•Levenshtein
•LL2
String measures:
•Jaro
•BiGram
•MongeElkan
•AveragedStringMatching
Vector measures:
•StdPearson
•Dice
•ZPearson
•AlignmentComparison
•Jaccard
•Manhattan
•Euclidean
•Overlap
•Cosine
Tree measures:
•TreeEditDistance
•TopDownOrderedMaximumSubtree
•BottomUpMaximumSubtree
AbstractTreeSimilarityMeasure
Inf.-Theory measures:
•JensenShannon
•Resnik
•Lin
•JiangConrath
Set measures:
•Dice
•Overlap
•Jaccard
•LOI
AbstractStringSimilarityMeasure
Weighting schemes:
•LuceneTFIDF
•AbstractTFIDF
•StringTFIDF
External packages:
•alignapi
•owlsmx
•secondstring
•simmetrics 
AbstractFeatureVectorSimilarityMeasure
Figure 3.13: Extract of the class hierarchy of SimPack. Every similarity measure inherits from
class AbstractSimilarityMeasure, which extends AbstractCalculator. A couple
of abstract classes such as AbstractTreeSimilarityMeasure extend AbstractSimi-
larityMeasure. Theses abstract classes are used by concrete similarity measure implementa-
tions depending on their type (e.g., string, tree, vector, etc). The measures in SimPack are grouped
into 8 different categories including a total number of 38 measures. These measures are shown in
the boxes below the abstract classes which the measures are extending. The external package
additionally provides 50 measures (not shown) from 4 individual software projects.
3.3.2 Architecture
An important design principle of SimPack is its data accessor-oriented architecture. Data acces-
sors wrap the data to be compared in specific accessor classes. These accessors make the measures
generic—in other words, they enable the comparison of data of different origin/structure. For
example, SimPack’s graph similarity measures can compare graphs generated from RDF/OWL
ontologies as well as from XML workflows (among others).
Figure 3.15 shows the interface class hierarchy of the data accessors in SimPack. The figure
illustrates that all data accessors extend the top level interface IAccessor. Currently, SimPack
offers data accessors from 3 different categories that include a total number of 11 concrete accessor
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BiGram
+logger:Logger=logger.getLogger(BiGram.class)
+BiGram(accessor1:ISequenceAccessor<String>, accessor2:ISequenceAccessor<String>)
+calculate():boolean
AbstractStringSimilarityMeasure
Figure 3.14: Bi-gram similarity measure from SimPack. Because bi-gram belongs to the string
similarity measures, it extends the abstract class AbstractStringSimilarityMeasure.
Method calculate() is inherited from ICalculator and defines how the similarity between
the arguments passed to the constructor of the measure class is calculated.
AbstractTreeAccessor
IAccessor
Graph accessors:
•SimpleGraphAccessor
•JenaOntologyAccessor
•ScufleXMLGraphAccessor
Tree accessors:
•SimpleTreeAccessor
•OntologyTreeAccessor
•FamixTreeAccessor
•AstTreeAccessor
ITreeAccessor IGraphAccessor
ISequenceAccessor
ITreeSequenceAccessor
AbstractGraphAccessor
AbstractCollectionAccessor
String/Set/List accessors:
•SimpleStringAccessor
•CommonSetAccessor
•CommonListAccessor
•LuceneIndexAccessor
Figure 3.15: Interface hierarchy of the data accessors in SimPack. All data accessors imple-
ment the base interface IAccessor. Currently, SimPack offers data accessors from 3 different
accessor categories including a total number of 11 concrete accessor classes. These categories are
Graph accessors, Tree accessors, and String/Set/List accessors.
classes. These categories are Graph accessors, Tree accessors, and String/Set/List accessors. The
concrete data accessor implementations are shown in the boxes below the abstract classes that the
accessors are extending
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Similarity Reasoning with
iSPARQL
Simplify, simplify, simplify! Keep everything (but your hope) minimal.
ESWC 2008 Keynote
CLAUDIO GUTIERREZ
The core contribution of this thesis is to bring non-deductive reasoning to the Semantic Web.
To that end, two novel SPARQL-based reasoning extensions are proposed in this work: similarity
reasoning and inductive reasoning. These extensions should complement the classical, deductive
description logic reasoning capabilities available on the traditional Semantic Web. Part I of this
thesis has already motivated the need for these novel reasoning variants by presenting a number
of tasks that can substantially benefit from them. We have presented most important related work,
and have reviewed the similarity measures, as they are key to performing similarity reasoning.
In this part, our novel, non-deductive reasoning extensions are presented in detail. Specifically,
this chapter introduces our similarity reasoning extension to SPARQL. Similarity reasoning is im-
plemented using similarity measures. It is also called analogical reasoning, which “is the process
of making inferences on the basis of parallels between two entities or domains” [Mohanan 2008].
In the Semantic Web terminology we use in this thesis, similarity reasoning denotes the process
of deriving new triples from the set of asserted triples based on resemblance between resources.
Figure 4.1 shows this situation schematically. Such derived triples establish a similarity relation
between two resources that is only virtual, and which is neither asserted in nor inferred from the
knowledgebase using the typical RDF/OWL description logic semantics.
Our similarity reasoning extension to SPARQL is called iSPARQL . The “i” stands for im-
precise indicating that two or more resources are compared using similarity measures. iSPARQL
relies on traditional SPARQL and similarity measures to facilitate similarity-based (or similarity
improved) Semantic Web tasks. These task are, for instance, semantic service matchmaking (e.g.,
[Klusch et al. 2006] and [Klusch 2008]), ontology alignment (e.g., [Ehrig et al. 2005]), and seman-
tic data integration (e.g., [Noy 2003]). The proposed iSPARQL framework should be easy-to-use
and easily extendable to allow for user-defined, task-specific similarity strategies.
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Figure 4.1: This chapter presents our novel, non-deductive similarity reasoning extension to
the Semantic Web (highlighted by the downward, dashed arrow). Similarity reasoning comple-
ments the classical, deductive description logic reasoning capabilities available on the traditional
Semantic Web. Similarity reasoning is implemented using similarity measures and virtual triple
patterns. Generally speaking, similarity reasoning denotes the process of deriving new triples
(new information) from a knowledgebase based on resemblance between resources.
Before investigating different ways for bringing similarity reasoning (i.e., similarity measures)
to SPARQL, Section 4.2 lays out the theoretical foundations for this endeavor. Specifically, the
semantics of SPARQL defined by Pe´rez [Pe´rez et al. 2006] and Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne
[Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008] are briefly reviewed (see Section 4.2.1).
Based on this, SPARQL and the notion of similarity measures are subsequently discussed in
Section 4.2.2. As various studies demonstrated, it is often not sufficient to use a single similarity
measure to achieve good results (e.g., [Ehrig et al. 2005] and [Jaeger et al. 2005]). Instead, it is
suggested that one engineer (or even learn) a (possibly weighted) combination of atomic measures,
which turns out to be very efficient for the specific task and dataset. Therefore, the concept of a
similarity strategy that can utilize a multitude of individual similarity measures and aggregation
schemes in order to compare Semantic Web resources is formally defined.
At the core of this chapter, Section 4.3 presents three approaches for adding similarity reason-
ing support to SPARQL via similarity measures. As explained in Part I, in order to implement
similarity reasoning, this thesis introduces the concept of virtual triple patterns (VTPs).
Consequently, our key approach, as presented in Section 4.3.1, uses virtual triple patterns call-
ing property functions in the subject-predicate-object-style. These triples are not matched against
the underlying ontology graph, but instead perform pattern matching as the result of calling some
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D = { (SP1, profile:name, “CityLuxuryHotelInfoService”),
(SP1, serviceProfile:name, “MyCityLuxuryHotelInfoService”),
(SP1, profile:desc, “Often used service to get information about luxury hotels.”),
(SP1, profile:hasInput, CITY),
(SP2, profile:name, “CityCountryHotelInfoService”),
(SP2, profile:desc, “Accommodation and restaurant information service.”),
(SP3, profile:name, “CityCountryInfoService”),
(SP3, profile:desc, “Hotels and sports facilities information service.”) }
Figure 4.2: Example dataset D, which is used in this chapter. The services A and B from Figure
3.3 are listed in triple notation. These services are described by a service profile SP1 and SP2.
In addition, a third service, C, described by profile SP3, is included in the dataset. Note that the
name of A is recorded individually in the dataset by two different properties.
user-defined piece of code. In other words, they call customized similarity functions (CSFs) to
establish virtual relations (of similarity) between the resources under comparison. In this context,
similarity joins between RDF graph patterns are defined. In short, similarity joins combine data
based on similarity measures.
The second approach in Section 4.3.2 is based on pure SPARQL extension functions in order
to filter out resources which are not sufficiently similar to each other. Our third method introduces
new solution modifiers to the current SPARQL grammar in order to post-process and transform the
solution of the graph pattern matching part by means of similarity measures (see Section 4.3.3).
Finally, the chapter closes with a discussion and limitations of the three approaches for enabling
similarity reasoning with traditional SPARQL.
4.1 Preliminaries
In this chapter, the dataset D, shown in Figure 4.2, will be used for all examples. Essentially,
D resembles the semantic service example introduced at the very beginning of Section 3.2. In
contrast to Section 3.2, in this chapter the services A and B are described in triple notation, in
which each characteristic of A and B is written as a simple triple of subject, predicate, and
object, in that order. A and B are described by service profiles SP1 and SP2 that link to their
names, descriptions, and input/output concepts.1 For service A (i.e., profile SP1), an additional
triple for its name is added. The name of A is, thus, recorded individually in the dataset using
two different properties. Note that the service descriptions are slightly abbreviated in D. Among
all the I/O concepts of A and B, only the CITY input of A is included in D. D additionally
contains two triples of another service C with service profile SP3. Note, furthermore, that all the
1Note that SP1 and SP2 stand for particular URIs (e.g., SP1 = http://example.org/service.owls#
CITYCOUNTRY_LUXURYHOTEL_SERVICE)
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queries/pattern expressions in the remainder of this chapter use the prefixes shown in Listing A.1.
4.2 Theoretical Foundations
To aid better understanding the rest of the theory introduced in this chapter, this section first
reviews the most important related concepts of the semantics of SPARQL as defined by Pe´rez
[Pe´rez et al. 2006]. Note that Pe´rez’ theory is influenced by the specification of the syntax and
semantics of SPARQL by Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008].
In the second part of this section, the concept of a similarity strategy will be formally defined.
Similarity strategies utilize a multitude of individual similarity measures and aggregation schemes
to compare Semantic Web resources.
4.2.1 Semantics of SPARQL
At the core of almost every SPARQL query engine, such as Jena ARQ2 or KAON23, an RDF
graph matching algorithm attempts exhaustively to match basic graph patterns (BGPs) against an
RDF dataset. To that end, the algorithm tries to find mappings between query variables and graph
nodes. Basic graph patterns are made up of triple patterns that themselves consist of a subject,
a predicate, and an object. A triple pattern is a triple where the subject, the predicate, or
the object can be a variable.
In [Pe´rez et al. 2006], the semantics of the following four types of queries is systematically
elaborated upon (and displayed in its original SPARQL syntax on the left and algebraic syntax on
the right).
• Join queries: queries including conjunctions of graph patterns P1, P2, i.e.,
{ P1 P2 } ⇐⇒ ( P1 AND P2 ).
• Union queries: queries combining several graph patterns that enable the matching of pattern
alternatives. Official SPARQL uses the UNION keyword to specify pattern alternatives, i.e.,
{ P1 } UNION { P2 } ⇐⇒ ( P1 UNION P2 ).
• Optional queries: queries that enable the potential for optional information to be added to
the solution when such information is available, but which do not reject the solution if the
information is not available. In SPARQL, optional queries use the OPTIONAL keyword,
i.e.,
{ P1 OPTIONAL { P2 } } ⇐⇒ ( P1 OPT P2 ).
• Filter queries: queries including data constraints. For this purpose, SPARQL uses the
FILTER keyword, i.e.,
{ P FILTER ( R ) } ⇐⇒ ( P FILTER R ).
2http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/
3http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/
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In the rest of this section, the semantics of these query types is summarized in details. A
number of examples should help to better understand the theoretical concepts behind these kinds
of queries. We start with a simple example about basic graph pattern matching.
Example 4.2.1 (Basic Graph Pattern Matching). Consider the example dataset D shown in
Figure 4.2 at the very beginning of this chapter. The basic graph pattern
{ SP1 profile:name ?name .}
consists of a single triple pattern with subject SP1, predicate profile:name, and variable
?name for the object. As the subject and predicate are fixed (i.e., not variable), a graph match-
ing algorithm will match variable ?name against the graph node representing the name of the
service profile SP1, which is CityLuxuryHotelInfoService. In other words, the BGP
matching algorithm will return a mapping between variable ?name and the literal name asso-
ciated with SP1.
Solution Mappings To explain the semantics of SPARQL, the concept of a solution mapping is
central. According to [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008] (as well as to [Pe´rez et al. 2006]), a
solution mapping is defined as follows:
Definition 4.2.1 (Solution Mapping). A solution mapping μ(?v → t) maps a query variable ?v ∈
V to an RDF term t, where V is the infinite set of query variables and t a member of the set union
of literals, IRIs, and blank nodes called RDF-T. The domain of μ, dom(μ), is the subset of V, where
μ is defined.
In the above definition, literals are ordinary character strings, IRI stands for Internationalized
Resource Identifier (i.e., an internationalized version of a URI), and blank nodes are anonymous
resources which are not identified by URIs.
Example 4.2.2 (Solution Mappings). Matching the basic graph pattern of Example 4.2.1
against the dataset D will result in a simple solution mapping, i.e.,
μ(?name → “CityLuxuryHotelInfoService”).
The domain of μ is dom(μ) = { ?name } (i.e., μ is defined for precisely one variable). Matching
the graph pattern
{ SP1 ?predicate ?name .}
against D will additionally find a mapping for the query variable ?predicate, i.e.,
μ(?predicate → profile:name, ?name → “CityLuxuryHotelInfoService”).
In this case, the domain of μ is dom(μ) = { ?predicate, ?name }.
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Set of Solution Mappings In [Pe´rez et al. 2006], it is stated that the evaluation of a graph pattern
over a dataset D results in a (multi-) set of solution mappings Ω. This is explained in the following
example.
Example 4.2.3 (Set of Solution Mappings). Consider the basic graph pattern
{ ?profile profile:name ?name .},
which specifies both the subject and the object of the triple pattern as variable. The graph
matching algorithm will return a set of solution mappings, Ω, including precisely three solution
mappings, when matching the pattern against the dataset D, i.e.,
Ω = { μ1(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → “CityLuxuryHotelInfoService”),
μ2(?pro f ile → SP2, ?name → “CityCountryHotelInfoService”),
μ3(?pro f ile → SP3, ?name → “CityCountryInfoService”) }.
In other words, for every service A, B, and C, the algorithm finds a solution mapping that maps
variable ?profile to their actual service profile and ?name to their service name.
Compatible Mappings Compatible mappings are defined in [Pe´rez et al. 2006] as mappings
which agree in the values of their shared variables. Compatible mappings can, for this reason, be
extended with other mappings. 4
Example 4.2.4 (Compatible Mappings). Consider the following basic graph pattern consist-
ing of two triple patterns (in SPARQL syntax on the left and algebraic syntax on the right):
{ ?pro f ile profile:name ?name .
?pro f ile profile:hasInput ?input . } ⇐⇒
( ?pro f ile profile:name ?name AND
?pro f ile profile:hasInput ?input )
The evaluation of this pattern results in two independent sets of solution mappings Ω1 and Ω2,
i.e.,
Ω1 = { μ11(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ12(?pro f ile → SP2, ?name → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ13(?pro f ile → SP3, ?name → CityCountryInfoService) },
Ω2 = { μ21(?pro f ile → SP1, ?input → CITY) }.
By inspecting Ω1 and Ω2, one can observe that they include compatible mappings such as, for
instance, μ11 and μ21, which agree in the values of their shared variables (i.e., for both μ11 and
μ21 variable ?profile points to SP1). Consequently, μ11 can be extended with the mappings
of μ21 (or vice versa). Refer to the next example to see the final result set for this graph pattern.
4Note that two mappings with disjoint domains are always compatible, and that the empty mapping (i.e., the mapping
with empty domain) μ∅ is compatible with any other mapping.
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Set Operations In order to define the semantics of SPARQL, [Pe´rez et al. 2006] introduced a
number of basic set operations between sets of solution mappings Ω1 andΩ2. These operations are
the join of, the union of, and the difference between Ω1 and Ω2. More formally, these operations
are:
Ω1  Ω2 = { μ1 ∪ μ2 | μ1 ∈ Ω1, μ2 ∈ Ω2 and μ1, μ2 are compatible mappings }
Ω1 ∪ Ω2 = { μ | μ ∈ Ω1 or μ ∈ Ω2 }
Ω1 \ Ω2 = { μ ∈ Ω1 | for all μ′ ∈ Ω2, μ and μ′ are not compatible }
Based on these elementary set operations, the left outer join of two sets is defined. Basically,
the set resulting from the left outer join always contains all the compatible (and thus extendable)
solution mappings of the “left” set (i.e., Ω1), plus all the mappings of Ω1 that cannot be extended
with mappings from the “right” set, Ω2. This is achieved by a successive join, difference, and
union operation of the two sets, i.e.,
Ω1  Ω2 = (Ω1  Ω2) ∪ (Ω1 \ Ω2).
Left outer joins are used to evaluate queries, including optional graph patterns (syntactically spec-
ified with the OPTIONAL keyword). The following four examples 4.2.5–4.2.8 illustrate the join,
the union, the difference, and the left outer join operation of sets of mappings.
Example 4.2.5 (Join Operation). Remember the previous Example 4.2.4, in which it is shown
that the sets of mappings Ω1 and Ω2 include compatible mappings (e.g., μ11 and μ21). This
means that the mapping μ11 can be extended with μ21, which is achieved with the join operation.
This results in the set of mappings Ω3, i.e.,
Ω3 = Ω1  Ω2
= { μ31(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?input → CITY) }.
Example 4.2.6 (Difference Operation). The difference operation between sets of mappings
is mainly used to evaluate queries using the OPTIONAL keyword (see also Example 4.2.8).
Consider again the two sets of solution mappingsΩ1 andΩ2 from Example 4.2.4. The difference
operation returns the set of mappings from Ω1 that cannot be extended with any mapping from
Ω2, i.e.,
Ω4 = Ω1 \ Ω2
= { μ41(?pro f ile → SP2, ?name → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ42(?pro f ile → SP3, ?name → CityCountryInfoService) }.
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Example 4.2.7 (Union Operation). The evaluation of the following graph pattern (again in
SPARQL and algebraic syntax) will result in the two sets Ω1 and Ω2 shown in Example 4.2.4
(repeated in the following for convenience)
{ { ?pro f ile profile:name ?name . }
UNION
{ ?pro f ile profile:hasInput ?input . } }
⇐⇒
( ?pro f ile profile:name ?name
UNION
?pro f ile profile:hasInput ?input )
Ω1 = { μ11(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ12(?pro f ile → SP2, ?name → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ13(?pro f ile → SP3, ?name → CityCountryInfoService) }
Ω2 = { μ21(?pro f ile → SP1, ?input → CITY) }
The union operation adds the mappings from Ω2 to Ω1, which results in a new set, Ω5 (the usual
set union), i.e.,
Ω5 = Ω1 ∪ Ω2
= { μ51(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ52(?pro f ile → SP2, ?name → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ53(?pro f ile → SP3, ?name → CityCountryInfoService),
μ54(?pro f ile → SP1, ?input → CITY) }.
Example 4.2.8 (Left Outer Join Operation). The left outer join operation is used to evaluate
queries using the OPTIONAL keyword. This enables queries to add extra information to the
solution if the information is available, but does not reject the solution if the information is not
available. Consider the following graph pattern (in SPARQL and algebraic syntax):
{ ?pro f ile profile:name ?name .
OPTIONAL
{ ?pro f ile profile:hasInput ?input . } }
⇐⇒
( ?pro f ile profile:name ?name
OPT
?pro f ile profile:hasInput?input )
As suggested by the explanations earlier in this chapter, queries includ-
ing optional graph patterns are evaluated by computing the left outer
join for the sets of mappings resulting from the evaluation of the indi-
vidual graph patterns (i.e., { ?profile profile:name ?name } and
{ ?profile profile:hasInput ?input }). The sets of solution mappings
from this step are Ω1 and Ω2, as shown in Example 4.2.4. For convenience, the results of the
join of and the difference between Ω1 and Ω2 shown in Examples 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 are repeated
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in the following:
Ω3 = Ω1  Ω2
= { μ31(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?input → CITY) }
Ω4 = Ω1 \Ω2
= { μ41(?pro f ile → SP2, ?name → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ42(?pro f ile → SP3, ?name → CityCountryInfoService) }
Finally, to compute the left outer join of Ω1 and Ω2, the union of Ω3 and Ω4 is built to result in
the final set of solution mappings Ω5, i.e.,
Ω5 = Ω3 ∪Ω4
= { μ31(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?input → CITY),
μ41(?pro f ile → SP2, ?name → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ42(?pro f ile → SP3, ?name → CityCountryInfoService) }.
Filter Expressions The filter expressions considered in [Pe´rez et al. 2006] are restricted to in-
clude only the binary relation = (i.e., equality), the logical operators ∧, ∨, and ¬, the operator
bound, and constants. For example, bound(?profile) returns true if variable ?profile is
bound to a concrete value in the dataset; otherwise, it returns false.
Filter expressions that are constructed via the use of these relations/operators are called built-in
conditions R in [Pe´rez et al. 2006]. Such built-in conditions are, for example, (?pro f ile = SP1) to
test if the value of ?pro f ile is SP1 or (?pro f ile = SP1) ∧ (?name = CityLuxuryHotelInfoService)
to test if both conditions are true. Given a mapping μ and a built-in condition R, the case in which
μ satisfies R is denoted by μ  R.
Example 4.2.9 (Filter Expressions). Consider the following basic graph pattern, which aims
to find service profiles and their service names:
{ ?pro f ile profile:name ?name .
FILTER (?pro f ile = SP1) } ⇐⇒
( ?pro f ile profile:name ?name
FILTER (?pro f ile = SP1) )
The set of solution mappings resulting from this pattern is the one shown in Example 4.2.3, i.e.,
Ω = { μ1(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → “CityLuxuryHotelInfoService”),
μ2(?pro f ile → SP2, ?name → “CityCountryHotelInfoService”),
μ3(?pro f ile → SP3, ?name → “CityCountryInfoService”) }.
The only mapping in Ω satisfying the filter constraint (?pro f ile = SP1) is μ1, and, therefore all
the other mappings are eliminated so that the final set of solution mappings only contains μ1,
i.e.,
Ω = { μ1(?pro f ile → SP1, ?name → “CityLuxuryHotelInfoService”) }.
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Evaluation Function The last important element in Pe´rez’ theory about the semantics of SPAR-
QL is a graph pattern evaluation function, [[·]]D, that takes a pattern expression “·” and a dataset
D and returns a set of solution mappings Ω. Basically, the semantics of SPARQL is defined in
terms of operations between sets of solution mappings that result from applying the evaluation
function [[·]]D to graph patterns. In [Pe´rez et al. 2006, p. 4–5], the following recursive definitions
are, therefore, presented in Definition 2 and 3, in which var(t) is the set of variables occurring in a
triple t and μ(t) the triple obtained by replacing the variables in t according to μ:
[[t]]D = { μ | dom(μ) = var(t) and μ(t) ∈ D }
[[(P1 AND P2)]]D = [[P1]]D  [[P2]]D
[[(P1 UNION P2)]]D = [[P1]]D ∪ [[P2]]D
[[(P1 OPT P2)]]D = [[P1]]D  [[P2]]D
[[(P FILTER R)]]D = { μ ∈ [[P]]D | μ  R }
(4.1)
For example, the definition for [[(P1 AND P2)]]D says that both graph patterns P1, P2 are eval-
uated separately by applying [[·]]D over a dataset of triples D, which returns two sets of solution
mappings, Ω1 and Ω2. These sets of mappings are then merged using the semantics of the join
operation as explained in Example 4.2.5 in order to produce the final set of solution mappings.
Note that we have not yet explained how we carry out the similarity reasoning process in order
to determine the similarity between triple patterns, t1 and t2. We, therefore, first proceed with our
explanation of SPARQL and similarity measures before we dive into the details of how we actually
enable similarity reasoning via SPARQL in Section 4.3.1.
4.2.2 iSPARQL Similarity Measures
Having summarized the semantics of SPARQL in the previous section, this section discusses
SPARQL and the notion of similarity measures. Specifically, the concepts of similarity aggre-
gation schemes and similarity strategies are formally defined. In a nutshell, similarity strategies
can utilize a multitude of atomic similarity measures and aggregation schemes to compare Seman-
tic Web resources. This is especially useful in the case where a single similarity measure is not
sufficient to achieve good results (cf., [Ehrig et al. 2005] and [Jaeger et al. 2005]).
Definition 4.2.2 (iSPARQL Similarity Measure). An iSPARQL similarity measure is a function
S M(μ1(?v1 → t1) × μ2(?v2 → t2)) : RDF-T × RDF-T −→ R [0, 1] ∀t1, t2 ∈ RDF-T (4.2)
that associates the similarity of two input solution mappings μ1 and μ2 with a similarity score sc
in 0–1. Recall that RDF-T is the set union of literals, IRIs, and blank nodes contained in an RDF
dataset.
Solution mappings μ1(?v1 → t1) and μ2(?v2 → t2) are similar if the values bound to their vari-
ables, t1 and t2, are similar. In this context, a similarity score of 0 stands for complete inequality
and a score of 1 for equality of the input solution mappings μ1 and μ2. The iSPARQL approach
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presented in this chapter enables to apply a plethora of similarity measures from SimPack—a
generic Java library of similarity measures for the use in ontologies (see Section 3.3 in Part I of
this thesis). This will typically result in a set SC of individual similarity scores that need to be
combined into a single similarity value by an aggregation scheme:
Definition 4.2.3 (Aggregation Scheme). A similarity aggregation scheme is a function
AS (s1, s2, . . . , sn) : SC × SC × . . . × SC −→ R [0, 1] ∀sci ∈ SC (4.3)
that defines how the previously calculated similarity scores sci ∈ SC are combined. The result is
again a similarity score sco in 0–1.
An aggregation scheme may combine the similarities using any type of mathematical function,
such as the arithmetic and weighted mean. The only condition is that it must return a value between
0 and 1. It is left to the user who executes an iSPARQL query to consider the semantics of such
functions. Finally, having defined the similarity measures and aggregation schemes to be used in
iSPARQL, the concept of a similarity strategy is specified as follows:
Definition 4.2.4 (Similarity Strategy). A similarity strategy is a function
S (S M, AS ) : Θ(sm1, sm2, . . . , smn, as1, as2, . . . , asn) −→ R [0, 1] smi ∈ S M, asi ∈ AS , (4.4)
where Θ defines precisely the combination of similarity measures S M and aggregation schemes
AS . S (S M, AS ) returns a single similarity score, sc, expressing the aggregated, overall similarity
between Semantic Web resources.
An iSPARQL query can employ an arbitrary number of different similarity measures and ag-
gregation schemes to define anything from simple to sophisticated similarity strategies.
Example 4.2.10 (Similarity Strategy). Consider the two example services, A and B, presented
in Section 3.2. Here, A and B should be compared using three different similarity strategies
that (1) compare the services’ names/descriptions, (2) their input/output concepts, and (3) their
WSDL groundings. The results of the three strategies are combined into a single similarity score
using the weighted mean aggregation scheme (i.e., Θ = wS 1 · sim1 + wS 2 · sim2 + wS 3 · sim3).
To compare the service names, the simple bi-gram similarity measure (see Section 3.2.3)
is used. This measure divides the names into sets of smaller sub-strings (i.e., 2-grams), which
are then compared using the worst case distance conversion (see Equation 3.6). According to
Example 3.2.6, the Bi-gram similarity between the service names is simbigram = 0.788.
To compare the service descriptions, TF-IDF is used as explained in Example 3.2.8, thus
simt f id f = 0.154. Finally, the two similarities are averaged using the arithmetic mean. This
results in the following similarity strategy S 1:
S 1 : sim1 =
1
2
· (simbigram + simt f id f )
=
1
2
· (0.788 + 0.154) = 0.471.
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Second, to compare the services’ inferred input/output concept terms, the set-based Jaccard
similarity measure is applied separately for both inputs and outputs (see Section 3.2.1). A and
B have 8 input and 2 output concepts in common. The total number of inputs is 13 for A
and 3 for B. The Jaccard similarities for the I/O concepts are averaged to obtain the mean I/O
similarity, i.e.,
S 2 : sim2 =
1
2
· (sim jacIn + sim jacOut)
=
1
2
·
(
8
13
+
2
3
)
= 0.641.
The last strategy considered, S 3, compares the WSDL grounding identifiers of A and B us-
ing the Levenshtein string similarity (see Section 3.2.3). The computation of the Levenshtein
string similarity between LUXURYHOTEL GROUNDING and HOTEL SERVICE GROUNDING
is demonstrated in Example 3.2.5, i.e.,
S 3 : sim3 = simlev = 0.478.
Finally, the overall similarity between A and B is obtained using a weighted average with
weights wS 1 = 0.5, wS 2 = 0.4, and wS 3 = 0.1, i.e.,
sim(A, B) = Θ(sim1, sim2, sim3, fwavg) = wS 1 · sim1 + wS 2 · sim2 + wS 3 · sim3 = 0.540,
where the weights wS 1 , wS 2 , and wS 3 are chosen randomly. They could, however, be learned
using machine learning techniques (see Section 6.1).
As demonstrated in this example, we are, by choosing this set of simple similarity measures,
able to construct a more complex/sophisticated similarity strategy in order to compute the final
similarity between two web services, A and B.
4.3 Adding Similarity Reasoning Support to
SPARQL Via Similarity Measures
Having introduced the necessary foundations for bringing similarity reasoning (ie, similarity mea-
sures) to SPARQL, this section presents three concrete approaches for extending SPARQL with
similarity operators: (1) the virtual triple approach: calling customized similarity functions (CSFs)
that take some inputs and return an output to the query engine, (2) the extension function approach:
using existing SPARQL filtering functionalities in combination with user-defined similarity func-
tions, and (3), the solution modifier approach: adding new solution modifiers to the official W3C
SPARQL grammar to perform similarity computations.
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1 SELECT ?descLower
2 WHERE
3 { <SP1> profile:desc ?desc .
4 ?descLower pf:lower-case ( ?desc ) .
5 }
Listing 4.1: SPARQL query with a single virtual triple pattern expression including property
function lower-case to convert the text argument to lower case.
4.3.1 Virtual Triple Pattern Approach
Our first proposed approach to enable similarity reasoning via SPARQL makes use of ARQ prop-
erty functions (aka magic properties).5 The concept behind property functions is simple: whenever
the predicate of a triple pattern is prefixed with a special name (e.g., pf in Example 4.3.1), a call to
a customized, external similarity function (CSF) is made and arguments are passed to the function
(in this case by the object of the triple pattern). The passed object may be an arbitrary list of query
variables for which solution mappings were already found during query execution. The property
function determined by the property URI computes a value and returns it to the subject variable of
the triple pattern.
This approach is called the virtual triple pattern approach, as such triple pattern expressions,
including property functions, are not matched against the underlying ontology graph, but against
the only virtually existing similarity between the resources referred to in the pattern expression.
To summarize, for similarity reasoning, the following form of virtual triple pattern is of particular
interest:
similarity reasoning: { similarity︸︷︷︸
subject = return value
similarityMeasure︸︷︷︸
predicate = CSF
( arg1 arg2 )︸︷︷︸
object = inputs
}
More formally, a virtual triple pattern expression, vt, is defined as a triple employing a particular
kind of property function reference by a property URI:
Definition 4.3.1 (Virtual Triple Pattern). A virtual triple pattern vt is a triple of the form
{ ?v pf:funct ArgList .}, where pf:funct is a property function and ArgList a
list of solution mapping arguments μ(?x1 → t1), μ(?x2 → t2), . . . , μ(?xn → tn) that are passed to
pf:funct. The value computed by pf:funct is bound to the subject variable ?v.
Example 4.3.1 (Virtual Triple Pattern). Consider the example SPARQL query shown in List-
ing 4.1, which includes a single virtual triple pattern on line 4, i.e.,
{ ?descLower pf:lower-case ( ?desc ) }.
The query is executed against the example RDF dataset D shown in Figure 4.2 in Section 4.1.
The property function lower-case is prefixed with the special name pf, which results, say,
in the complete property function URI java:ch.uzh.ifi.ddis.pf.lower-case. The
5http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/extension.html#propertyFunctions
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identifier java conveys the fact that lower-case is the name of a particular piece of Java
code that is dynamically loaded and executed during query evaluation (i.e., lower-case is
a Java class and ch.uzh.ifi.ddis.pf the package the class belongs to). As the name
already implies, lower-case returns a string that is the lower case equivalent of the passed
argument (i.e., it returns the service description converted to lower case). The result of the query
is bound to variable ?descLower and, in this example, is simply “often used service to get
information about luxury hotels.”
Similar to the definition of solution mappings (see Definition 4.2.1), virtual solution mappings
can now be defined.
Definition 4.3.2 (Virtual Solution Mapping). A virtual solution mapping μv(?v → t) maps a
query variable ?v ∈ V to an RDF term t, where V is the infinite set of query variables and t an
RDF literal not included in the queried RDF graph. The domain of μv, dom(μv), is the subset of
V, where μv is defined.
Virtual solution mappings are not found by ordinary basic graph pattern matching, but by
executing a particular piece of code determined by the property function URI (i.e., the entailment
of the graph with the function). In the context of this thesis, the sets of virtual solution mappings,
μv, are defined as ΩVGP and the sets of solution mappings found by basic graph pattern matching
as ΩBGP. Furthermore, based on the description of basic graph patterns in [Prud’hommeaux and
Seaborne 2008], virtual graph patterns VP are defined as sets of virtual triple patterns vt.
Example 4.3.2 (Virtual Solution Mappings). Consider again the query shown in Listing 4.1.
Matching the first triple pattern on line 3 against the dataset, D, results in the set ΩBGP that
contains a single solution mapping, i.e.,
ΩBGP = { μ(?desc → “Often Used Service To Get Information About Luxury Hotels.”) }.
Note that the description of service A with service profile SP1 is slightly altered (i.e., capital-
ized) to make this example more obvious. The evaluation of the virtual triple pattern on line
4 results in a call to the property function lower-case, which results in the set ΩVGP of a
single virtual solution mapping, i.e.,
ΩVGP = { μv(?descLower → “often used service to get information about luxury hotels.”) }.
In the context of similarity reasoning, a virtual triple establishes a relation between two Se-
mantic Web resources that is neither modeled in nor inferred from the dataset using the typical
RDF/OWL semantics. The relation is entirely determined by the property function-defined logic
and exists only during query execution (unless materialized in advance; see end of this section).
Hence, this kind of virtual triple patterns can conceptually be thought of as virtual relations such as
{ ?resource1 isSimilarTo ?resource2 .} that would associate the two resources
with a similarity score. Here, the predicate isSimilarTo does not have to exist in the dataset;
it is, at this point, still considered imaginary.
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[22] GraphPatternNotTriples ::= OptionalGraphPattern | GroupOrUnionGraphPattern
| GraphGraphPattern | SimilarityBlockPattern
[22.1] SimilarityBlockPattern ::= ’IMPRECISE’ ’{’ ( ( Var1 FunctionCall )+
Filter? )+ ’}’
[28] FunctionCall ::= IRIref ArgList
Table 4.1: iSPARQL grammar rules for the IMPRECISE statement.
Syntax and Grammar The extended SPARQL grammar is shown in Table 4.1. To imple-
ment the virtual triple approach, a new symbol called SimilarityBlockPattern is added
to the official SPARQL grammar rule of GraphPatternNotTriples [Prud’hommeaux and
Seaborne 2008]. The structure of SimilarityBlockPattern resembles that of Option-
alGraphPattern, but has completely different semantics: instead of matching patterns in the
RDF graph, the triples in a SimilarityBlockPattern act as virtual triple patterns that are
interpreted by a query processor. A SimilarityBlockPattern expands to Rule [22.1] in
Table 4.1, which adds the new keyword IMPRECISE to the grammar, which is in turn followed
by a number of virtual triples and optional FILTER statements.
Semantics The evaluation of basic graph patterns results in sets of solution mappings, ΩBGP, that
a query processor successively tries to merge/join. As explained in Section 4.2.1, this operation is
performed by extending sets of mappings with compatible mappings from other sets (until all sets
are processes and no more compatible mappings are found).
In a nutshell, the semantics of a SimilarityBlockPattern is basically that of a similar-
ity join and an (optional) filter operation:
(1) the sets of virtual solution mappings ΩVGP for virtual graph patterns are computed (i.e., the
similarity scores are calculated and bound to query variables);
(2) the sets ΩVGP are joined with the sets of solution mappings ΩBGP from basic graph pattern
matching;
(3) finally, those solution mappings that do not meet (optional) filter constraints are eliminated.
Similarity joins are inspired by the work of Cohen [Cohen 2000], in which they are defined
as a special class of queries including both EDB (extensional database) and similarity literals. In
this thesis, similarity joins are, thus, introduced as a new type of SPARQL query for which the
semantics is subsequently investigated in the remainder of this section. The new type is specified
as follows (displayed in original SPARQL syntax on the left and algebraic syntax on the right):
• Similarity join queries: queries including basic graph patterns and virtual graph patterns
triggering calls to customized, external similarity functions (CSFs), i.e.,
{ P IMPRECISE { VP } } ⇐⇒ ( P SIMJOIN VP ).
Similarly to the definition of the join of ordinary sets of solution mappings, the similarity join of
sets ΩBGP and ΩVGP can now be defined:
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Definition 4.3.3 (Similarity Join Operation). A similarity join s of basic graph pattern expres-
sions P and virtual graph pattern expressions VP extends the sets ΩBGP from basic graph pattern
matching with the sets of virtual solution mappings ΩVGP from virtual graph pattern matching.
The similarity join of ΩBGP and ΩVGP is defined as:
ΩBGP s ΩVGP = { μ1 + μ2 | μ1 ∈ ΩBGP, μ2 ∈ ΩVGP, μ1, μ2 are compatible,
and card[ΩVGP](μ2) = 1 }
Based on this definition, an iSPARQL query is defined as follows:
Definition 4.3.4 (iSPARQL Query). A SPARQL query containing similarity joins is called iSPAR-
QL query.
Example 4.3.3 (Similarity Join Operation). Consider the following combination of basic and
virtual graph patterns. The goal of these patterns is to compare the profile names using the
bi-gram similarity measure (see Section 3.2.3).
{ ?pro f ile1 profile:name ?name1 .
?pro f ile2 profile:name ?name2 .
IMPRECISE
{ ?sim simpack:bigram ( ?name1 ?name2 ) } }
⇐⇒
( ?pro f ile profile:name ?name1 AND
?pro f ile2 profile:name ?name2
SIMJOIN
?sim simpack:bigram( ?name1 ?name2 ) )
Let’s walk through this example step by step. First, the evaluation of the two triple patterns
(conjuncted by the logical AND) results in two sets of solution mappings Ω1 and Ω2. These
sets are merged by the ordinary join operation, which results in a new set of mappings Ω3.
Ω1 = { μ11(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ12(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ13(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService) }
Ω2 = { μ21(?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ22(?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ23(?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService) }
As the solution mappings inΩ1 and Ω2 have completely disjoint domains (i.e., ∀μi ∈ Ω1, ∀μ j ∈
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Ω2, dom(μi)∩dom(μ j) = ∅), they are all pairwise compatible (and, hence, pairwise extendable),
which results in the cross join of mappings Ω3, i.e.,
Ω3 = { μ31(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ32(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ33(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService),
μ34(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ35(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ36(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService),
μ37(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ38(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ39(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService)}.
The evaluation of the virtual triple pattern specifying property function simpack:bigram
returns a set of virtual solution mappings Ω4 that contains the similarities of the profile names,
i.e.,
Ω4 = { μ41(?sim → 1.0), μ42(?sim → 0.784), μ43(?sim → 0.609), μ44(?sim → 0.784),
μ45(?sim → 1.0), μ46(?sim → 0.851), μ47(?sim → 0.609), μ48(?sim → 0.851),
μ49(?sim → 1.0) }.
Finally, the similarity join operation merges Ω3 and Ω4 into the set of solution mappings Ω5.
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This operation is also graphically illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Ω5 = { μ51(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 1.0),
μ52(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 0.784),
μ53(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService, ?sim → 0.609),
μ54(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 0.784),
μ55(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 1.0),
μ56(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService, ?sim → 0.851),
μ57(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 0.609),
μ58(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 0.851),
μ59(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService, ?sim → 1.0)}
In Example 4.3.3, it is easy to imagine a filter expression that would eliminate those solu-
tions from Ω5 that do not satisfy some user-defined filter constraint (e.g., FILTER ( ?sim >=
0.75)). [Pe´rez et al. 2006] restricted all filter expressions to include only the binary relation =
(i.e., equality), the logical operators ∧, ∨, and ¬, the operator bound, and constants. However, in
order to use expressions such as the one above, this work extends the set of built-in conditions R
to also include virtual solution mappings and the operators <, <=, >=, and >.
Example 4.3.4 (Similarity Join Operation with Filter Constraint). Consider the final set
of solution mappings, Ω5, from the previous example. The following pattern expression is
basically the same as the one in Example 4.3.3, but extended with a filter constraint. The
solution mappings in Ω5 are reduced by those that do not meet the filter condition (i.e., for
which the similarity between the profile names is less than 0.75).
{ ?pro f ile1 profile:name ?name1 .
?pro f ile2 profile:name ?name2 .
IMPRECISE
{ ?sim simpack:bigram ( ?name1 ?name2 ) .
FILTER ( ?sim >= 0.75 ) } }
⇐⇒
( ?pro f ile profile:name ?name1 AND
?pro f ile2 profile:name?name2
SIMJOIN
?sim simpack:bigram( ?name1 ?name2 )
FILTER ( ?sim >= 0.75 ) )
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+
=
{ μ31(?profile1    SP1, ?name1    CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
           ?profile2    SP1, ?name2    CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
   μ32(?profile1    SP1, ?name1    CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
           ?profile2    SP2, ?name2    CityCountryHotelInfoService),    
   ...
   ...
   μ39(?profile1    SP3, ?name1    CityCountryInfoService,
           ?profile2    SP3, ?name2    CityCountryInfoService) }
{ μ41(?sim    1.0),
   
   μ42(?sim    0.784), 
   
   ...
   ...
   μ49(?sim    1.0) }
{ μ51(?profile1    SP1, ?name1    CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
           ?profile2    SP1, ?name2    CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?sim    1.0),
   μ52(?profile1    SP1, ?name1    CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
           ?profile2    SP2, ?name2    CityCountryHotelInfoService, ?sim    0.784),    
   ...
   ...
   μ59(?profile1    SP3, ?name1    CityCountryInfoService,
           ?profile2    SP3, ?name2    CityCountryInfoService, ?sim    1.0) }
Ω3 Ω4
Ω5
Figure 4.3: Graphical visualization of the similarity join operation of Example 4.3.3. The set of
solution mappings, Ω3, is extended with the set of virtual solution mappings, Ω4, which contains
the similarity scores between the profile names. This results in a new set of solution mappings,
Ω5, which contains each possible pair of profile names together with the similarity between them.
⇒ Ω5 = { μ51(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 1.0),
μ52(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 0.784),
μ53(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 0.784),
μ54(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 1.0),
μ55(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService, ?sim → 0.851),
μ56(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService, ?sim → 0.851),
μ57(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService, ?sim → 1.0)}
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In accordance to [Pe´rez et al. 2006] (see Equations 4.1), the semantics of virtual graph pattern
expressions can now be defined as an evaluation function [[ · ]] that takes a virtual triple pattern
expression vt and returns a virtual solution mapping μv, i.e.,
[[vt]] = { μv(?v → sc) | sc = pf:funct ( μ(?x1 → t1), . . . , μ(?xn → tn) ) }
[[(P SIMJOIN VP)]]D = [[P]]D s [[VP]].
(4.5)
The first part of Equation 4.5 takes a virtual triple pattern expression and returns a set of virtual
solution mappings ΩVGP. In other words, new solution mappings are generated that are not found
by ordinary graph pattern matching, and which assign a similarity score to query variables. Note
the difference between the evaluation functions [[·]]D and [[·]]: whereas the former evaluates a
basic graph pattern against a particular dataset D, the latter does not require a dataset, as it does not
perform traditional graph pattern matching. Instead of that, function [[·]] computes the similarities
between the arguments that are passed to the property function. Note that for a similarity measure
(i.e., property function), pf:funct is limited to two input arguments, whereas more than two
arguments can be passed to an aggregation scheme.
Pros and Cons The following list summarizes the pros and cons of the virtual triple pattern
approach for performing similarity reasoning with our iSPARQL framework.
+ Multiple similarity measures can be employed to compose sophisticated user- and data-
specific similarity strategies. For instance, the similarity strategy that we presented in Ex-
ample 4.2.10 can now be written as iSPARQL query, which is shown in Listing 4.2.
+ Similarity scores are assigned to query variables, thus, can be reused in the query for aggre-
gation and ranking, or can be returned for arbitrary further processing.
+ Aggregation schemes can be applied to calculate overall similarity scores.
+ Solution modifiers such as ORDER BY and LIMIT are applicable to the calculated similar-
ity scores.
− The SPARQL grammar needs to be extended to account for the IMPRECISE statements.
This requires an adaptation of the query engines.
− Queries using property functions depend on a query engine extension currently only imple-
mented in Jena ARQ and, hence, have limited interoperability.6
Note that virtual triples can be materialized by using, for example, the SPARQL CONSTRUCT
query form in combination with a similarity ontology as shown in Listing 4.3. This query con-
structs new triples as defined in the graph template of the query’s CONSTRUCT clause. It would
require a similarity ontology (e.g., simont) that would specify all the classes and predicates nec-
essary to model similarity calculations. Afterwards, the generated graph can be queried for the
similarity scores with a common SELECT query.
6http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/
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1 SELECT ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { <SP1> profile:name ?name1 ;
4 profile:desc ?desc1 ;
5 profile:isPresentedBy ?serviceURI1 .
6 ?serviceURI1 service:supports ?grounding1 .
7 <SP2> profile:name ?name2 ;
8 profile:desc ?desc2 ;
9 profile:isPresentedBy ?serviceURI2 .
10 ?serviceURI2 service:supports ?grounding2 .
11
12 IMPRECISE
13 { ?similarity1 simpack:bigram ( ?name1 ?name2 ) .
14 ?similarity2 simpack:tfidf ( ?desc1 ?desc2 ) .
15 ?similarity3 simpack:avg ( ?similarity1 ?similarity2 ) .
16 ?similarity4 simpack:jaccardInputs ( <SP1> <SP2> ) .
17 ?similarity5 simpack:jaccardOutputs ( <SP1> <SP2> ) .
18 ?similarity6 simpack:avg ( ?similarity4 ?similarity5 ) .
19 ?similarity7 simpack:levenshtein ( ?grounding1 ?grounding2 ) .
20 ?similarity simpack:score ( 0.5 ?similarity3 0.4 ?similarity6
21 0.1 ?similarity7 ) .
22 }
23 }
Listing 4.2: Complex iSPARQL query using five different similarity measures and two different
aggregation schemes. Note that the query uses elements such as service URIs and groundings,
which are not specified in the dataset D shown in Figure 4.2. The dataset could, however, easily
be extended with these elements.
4.3.2 Extension Function Approach
In this section, we present a second approach for adding similarity reasoning support to traditional
SPARQL. In contrast to the virtual triple approach proposed in the previous section, the extension
function approach does not require an extension of the SPARQL grammar with addition grammar
statements/keywords. It is solely based on predefined SPARQL extension functions used to carry
out the desired similarity computations as part of the filtering process.
Semantics Basically, the semantics of the extension function approach is similar to the semantics
of traditional filter queries including data constraints, i.e., queries of the form:
{ P FILTER ( R ) } ⇐⇒ ( P FILTER R )
Remember that R is a built-in filter condition that specifies the constraints on the solution mappings
found by matching the graph pattern P against an RDF dataset (refer to Section 4.2.1). In [Pe´rez
et al. 2006], these conditions are restricted to include only the binary relation = (i.e., equality), the
logical operators ∧, ∨, and ¬, the operator bound, and constants. A solution mapping μ satisfying
a filter condition R is denoted by μ  R.
In order to account for extension functions in SPARQL filter expressions, the set of possible
operators needed to to build conditions R needs to be extended with both the similarity measures
and the operators <, <=, >=, and >. More formally, conditions R may include function calls,
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1 CONSTRUCT
2 { ?profile1 simont:isSimilarTo _:v .
3 _:v simont:profile ?profile2 .
4 _:v simont:sc ?similarity .
5 }
6 WHERE
7 { ?profile1 profile:name ?name1 .
8 ?profile2 serviceProfile:name ?name2 .
9
10 IMPRECISE
11 { ?similarity simpack:bigram ( ?name1 ?name2 ) .
12 FILTER ( ?similarity >= 0.5 ) .
13 }
14 }
Listing 4.3: iSPARQL CONSTRUCT query to materialize similarity computations.
which, themselves, are defined by a function IRI and a list of arguments passed to the function.7
These new built-in conditions are denoted by R+ and include =, the logical operators ∧, ∨, and ¬,
bound, constants, similarity measures, as well as the operators <, <=, >=, and >.
As in the previous section, the semantics of the extension function approach is defined by
means of an evaluation function [[·]]D over a dataset of triples D. The relevant part of the seman-
tics that has changed in comparison to [Pe´rez et al. 2006] (see Equation 4.1) is the semantics of
FILTER expressions, i.e.,
[[(P FILTER R)]]D = { μ ∈ [[P]]D | μ  R } Pe´rez et al. 2006
⇓
[[(P FILTER R+)]]D = { μ ∈ [[P]]D | μ  R+ } (this thesis).
(4.6)
Example 4.3.5 (Extension Function Approach). Consider again the basic graph pattern from
Example 4.3.3, but this time rewritten according to the extension function approach and includ-
ing an additional FILTER constraint, i.e.,
{ ?pro f ile1 profile:name ?name1 .
?pro f ile2 profile:name ?name2 .
FILTER
( simpack:bigram ( ?name1 ?name2 )
>= 0.75) }
⇐⇒
( ?pro f ile1 profile:name ?name1 AND
?pro f ile2 profile:name ?name2
FILTER
( simpack:bigram ( ?name1 ?name2 )
>= 0.75) ).
The resulting set of solution mappings is Ω5 from Example 4.3.3 but reduced by the filter
condition. In other words, the two solution mappings, including the comparison of SP1 and
SP3, are eliminated, as the similarity between their names does not satisfy the filter constraint.
7Note that this reflects Rule [28] in the official SPARQL grammar, which is FunctionCall ::= IRIref
ArgList (refer to [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008]).
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The set of solution mappings is, thus:
Ω5 = { μ51(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ52(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ53(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ54(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ55(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService),
μ56(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ57(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService)}
Pros and Cons Assuming that there is a reference to the implementing class of the similarity
measure, this approach has immediate applications with the current SPARQL specification (refer
to [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008]). The similarity scores can, however, not be reused in
the query. The list below summarizes the pros and cons of this approach.
+ No language extensions are necessary; all required features are already implemented in
SPARQL.
+ Queries are interoperable with other SPARQL engines (assuming the engine can interpret
the similarity measure specification referenced).
− Individual similarity scores cannot be assigned to query variables. They, hence, cannot be
reused in the query for aggregation and ranking.
− Aggregation schemes are more complex to compose as they have to be specified within filter
expressions.
− The performance is likely to be suboptimal, as similarity scores have to be calculated repeat-
edly (as long as no caching mechanisms are used and the optimizer cannot take advantage
of the filter expression format).
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1 SELECT ?profile1 ?profile2 ?name1 ?name2
2 WHERE
3 { ?profile1 profile:name name1 ;
4 profile:desc desc1 .
5 ?profile2 profile:name name2 ;
6 profile:desc desc2 .
7 }
8 IMPRECISE ( ?desc1 ?desc2 ) SIMMEASURE ( simpack:tfidf ) THRESHOLD 0.025
9 IMPRECISE ( ?name1 ?name2 ) SIMMEASURE ( simpack:bigram ) THRESHOLD 0.6
10 AGGREGATOR ( simpack:score ( 0.6 0.4 ) )
Listing 4.4: SPARQL example query for the solution modifier approach.
4.3.3 Solution Modifier Approach
Last but not least, this section presents a third approach for bringing similarity reasoning to SPAR-
QL. The approach adds a new (complex) solution modifier to the official W3C SPARQL grammar
[Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008]. Solution modifiers (aka solution sequence modifiers) take
the sequence of solutions (set of solution mappings; see Definition 4.2.1) returned from SPARQL
pattern matching, modify it according to their semantics, and return a new sequence of solutions
to the user—essentially, they perform a postprocessing step.
Current SPARQL defines the following six solution modifiers: order modifier, projection mod-
ifier, distinct modifier, reduced modifier, offset modifier, and limit modifier. The semantics of these
modifiers is explained in details in [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008]. The approach presented
in this section also adds the following four solution modifiers: imprecise modifier, simmeasure
modifier, threshold modifier, and aggregator modifier.
The imprecise modifier takes as arguments the list of variables to be compared by the similar-
ity measure of the simmeasure modifier. An optional threshold modifier specifies a value above
which the computed similarity of the compared input variables must be, otherwise the solution
will be removed from the final set of query solutions. Finally, the aggregator modifier defines how
previously calculated similarity scores should be aggregated to result in the final similarity score.
Example 4.3.6 (Solution Modifier Approach). Consider the query shown in Listing 4.4,
which finds service profiles that are similar to each other. It does so by computing the sim-
ilarities between the names and descriptions of the service profiles as specified by the new
solution modifiers after the WHERE clause.
The final set of solution mappings is basically the same as Ω5 from Example 4.3.3, but
reduced by those solutions that do not meet the conditions in the threshold modifiers. The TF-
IDF similarities are sim(SP1, SP2) = 0, sim(SP1, SP3) = 0.0411, and sim(SP2, SP3) = 0. The
bi-gram similarities are sim(SP1, SP2) = 0.784, sim(SP1, SP3) = 0.609, and sim(SP2, SP3) =
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0.851. This results in the following set of solution mappings:
Ω5 = { μ51(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ52(?pro f ile1 → SP1, ?name1 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService),
μ53(?pro f ile1 → SP2, ?name1 → CityCountryHotelInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP2, ?name2 → CityCountryHotelInfoService),
μ54(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService
?pro f ile2 → SP1, ?name2 → CityLuxuryHotelInfoService),
μ55(?pro f ile1 → SP3, ?name1 → CityCountryInfoService,
?pro f ile2 → SP3, ?name2 → CityCountryInfoService) }
Note that, although these operators are listed as solution modifiers, not all of them are solution
modifiers in the sense of [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008]. For instance, the simmeasure
modifier is actually not modifying a solution but generating a solution, which clearly breaks with
the intentions of the original solution modifiers. However, this was the approach that we suggested
in iRDQL [Bernstein and Kiefer 2006], except that iRDQL allows the user to define only one
similarity measure per query.
Compared to the virtual triple pattern or extension function approach presented in Sections
4.3.1 and 4.3.2, this approach has no benefits and is, thus, clearly inferior. From a query design
point of view, data constraints should be specified in the WHERE clause. Furthermore, solution
modifiers can neither introduce new nor assign to existing query variables. Hence, there are no
means to return the similarity scores to the user. Lastly, solution modifiers are not intended to
access the ontology, but only the result variables—an intention that the similarity comparison
between resources would break. Therefore, this approach will not be investigated any further in
this thesis.
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented our novel, non-deductive similarity reasoning extension to the
Semantic Web. To that end, we have summarized the semantics of SPARQL as defined by [Pe´rez
et al. 2006] and [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008], and we have discussed SPARQL and the
notion of similarity measures.
Based on these theoretical foundations, we have introduced three approaches for extending
SPARQL with similarity reasoning: (1) the virtual triple pattern approach, (2) the extension func-
tion approach, and (3) the solution modifier approach. Given our elaborations on the pros and cons
of all three approaches, we claim that the virtual triple approach is superior to the others as it (i)
allows us to return computed similarity scores (which neither of the other approaches does), and
(ii) allows the user to elegantly specify aggregations/combinations of such scores for customized
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similarity functions (which the extension function approach does not).
Its major drawback is the use of virtual triple patterns that some might deem as conceptually
problematic. We disagree: in some sense, the specification of a similarity function is akin to the
specification of an additional inferencing rule. Hence, virtual triples can simply be regarded as
part of the inferred knowledgebase.
Another limitation of the virtual triple pattern approach to add similarity reasoning support to
SPARQL lies in the need for extending existing SPARQL query engines. We believe, however,
that the benefits—mainly its ease-of-use and flexibility in terms of defining customized similarity
strategies—warrant such an extension.
Furthermore, the use of any similarity functions in SPARQL results in the computation of a
potentially enormous number of expensive (cross) joins involved during query execution. This
problem can be addressed by (1) precomputing similarity joins using a SPARQL CONSTRUCT
query as shown in Listing 4.3 or storing them in an index (as shown in [Bernstein et al. 2007b]),
or by (2) re-ordering the triples such that similarity joins will be executed only on subsets of the
overall ontology as constrained by the query, which we also explored in [Bernstein et al. 2007b].
5
Inductive Reasoning with
SPARQL-ML
Prediction is very difficult, especially if it’s about the future.
NIELS BOHR
The goal of this thesis is the proposition of two novel, non-deductive reasoning extensions to
the Semantic Web. These two extensions are called similarity reasoning and inductive reason-
ing. In the previous chapter, we have already introduced similarity reasoning. Specifically, we
have demonstrated how we can add similarity reasoning support to traditional SPARQL via our
proposed virtual triple pattern approach.
This chapter proceeds with the presentation of our inductive reasoning approach. Together,
inductive reasoning and similarity reasoning are intend to complement the classical deductive de-
scription logic reasoning capabilities of the traditional Semantic Web. Remember that, in this
thesis, inductive reasoning means reasoning from sample-to-population (i.e., evidence-based rea-
soning). This kind of inferencing is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Set of observed samples
Set of all samples (population)
Figure 5.1: Inductive reasoning denotes the process of reasoning from sample-to-population
(Figure adapted from [Mohanan 2008, p. 7]).
In a nutshell, inductive reasoning enables us to draw conclusions about an unseen object (not
included in the original set of observed samples) based on statistical induction/inferencing tech-
niques. Basically, this comprises (1) the learning of a statistical model mirroring the characteristics
of the observed samples, and (2) the application of the model to the population. In Semantic Web
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KB: Asserted Triples
Extended KB: Asserted Triples + Derived Triples from (1)
+ Derived Triples from (2) and (3)
(= Virtual Triples)
(1) D
escription Logic R
easoning
(2) Sim
ilarity R
easoning
(3) Inductive R
easoning
Entailment
this thesis
Figure 5.2: This chapter proceeds with the presentation of our novel, inductive reasoning exten-
sion (highlighted by the downward, dashed arrow on the very right) to the Semantic Web. Together
with similarity reasoning, inductive reasoning complements the classical, deductive description
logic reasoning capabilities of the traditional Semantic Web. Inductive reasoning is implemented
using statistical induction techniques and virtual triple patterns. Generally speaking, inductive
reasoning denotes the process of deriving new triples (new information) from a knowledgebase
based on the statistical characteristics of a representative set of resources.
terminology, inductive reasoning denotes the process of deriving new triples from the set of as-
serted triples based on the statistical observations of a sufficiently large, representative set of
resources (see Figure 5.2).
To add inductive reasoning support to the current Semantic Web infrastructure, specifically to
integrate it with SPARQL, we focus on a special class of statistical induction techniques called
statistical, relational learning (SRL) methods. As we will show in our experiments, the large
and continuously growing amount of interlinked Semantic Web data is a perfect match for SRL
methods due to their focus on relations between objects in addition to features/attributes of objects
from traditional, propositional learning techniques.
Relational learning methods have a long tradition. In machine learning/data mining research,
people have been exploring how to learn models of relational data for a long time. The rationale
behind this is that exploiting the complex structure of relational data enables the building of better
models by taking into account the additional information provided by the links between objects.
These links are usually hard to model with traditional, propositional learning techniques.
Our inductive reasoning extension to SPARQL is called SPARQL-ML (SPARQL Machine
Learning). SPARQL-ML supports the integration of traditional Semantic Web techniques and ma-
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chine learning-based, statistical inferencing in order to create and work with data mining models in
SPARQL. To that end, SPARQL-ML introduces new keywords to the official SPARQL syntax to
facilitate the induction of models (see the CREATE MINING MODEL statement in Section 5.2).
For the prediction/classification of unseen objects in a dataset, SPARQL-ML makes use of
our proposed virtual triple pattern approach. Virtual triples were studied in great detail within the
context of our iSPARQL framework for similarity reasoning in Section 4.3.1. In contrast to iSPAR-
QL, SPARQL-ML queries use virtual triples to call customized, external prediction functions that
are implemented as ARQ property functions (instead of similarity functions for iSPARQL).1 Both
the CREATE MINING MODEL statement and the property functions are explained in Section 5.2.
Note that, because the concepts behind virtual triple patterns were already introduced in detail
in the previous chapter, this chapter will not discuss them fully once more. Instead of that, only
the most important modifications will be explained in order to work with them in the context of
SPARQL-ML.
The two SRL methods used in SPARQL-ML are Relational Probability Trees (RPTs) and
Relational Bayesian Classifiers (RBCs), as proposed in [Neville et al. 2003a] and [Neville et al.
2003b], respectively. These methods are introduced in Section 5.2. The use of these methods
enables the induction of statistical models without prior propositionalization (i.e., the translation
to a single table) [Dzˇeroski 2003]—a cumbersome and error-prone task.
To ensure the extensibility of our inductive reasoning approach with other learning methods,
the SPARQL Mining Ontology (SMO) is proposed to enable the seamless integration of additional
machine learning techniques (see Section 5.3). Finally, the chapter closes with a discussion of
SPARQL-ML, our conclusions, and some limitations (Section 5.4).
5.1 Preliminaries
In this chapter, the dataset, D, shown in Figure 5.3 will be used for all examples. D describes the
semantic services A and B which were shown at the beginning of Section 3.2 in Figures 3.3 and 3.4
in triple notation. In addition, D contains information about another service, C, with service profile
SP3. In triple notation, each characteristic of a service is written as a simple triple of subject,
predicate, and object, in that order. Basically, D is the same dataset as the one used in
the previous chapter, but extended with a couple of additional triples. These triples model the
category of the services by use of the hasCategory predicate (e.g., travel or eduction).
Furthermore, an extra triple for the CITY input of B and the SPORT input of C is added to D. In
addition, the output concepts LUXURYHOTEL, HOTEL, and TOWN are recorded in the dataset
for services A, B, and C respectively. Note that all the queries in the remainder of this chapter use
the prefixes shown in Listing A.1.
5.2 Theoretical Foundations
The theory introduced in this chapter relies heavily on the syntax and semantics of SPARQL and
the virtual triple pattern approach that we presented. These theories have already been discussed
1http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/extension.html#propertyFunctions
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D = { (SP1, profile:name, “CityLuxuryHotelInfoService”),
(SP1, serviceProfile:name, “MyCityLuxuryHotelInfoService”),
(SP1, profile:desc, “Often used service to get information about luxury hotels.”),
(SP1, profile:hasInput, CITY),
(SP1, profile:hasOutput, LUXURYHOTEL),
(SP1, profile:hasCategory, “travel”),
(SP2, profile:name, “CityCountryHotelInfoService”),
(SP2, profile:desc, “Accommodation and restaurant information service.”),
(SP2, profile:hasInput, CITY),
(SP2, profile:hasOutput, HOTEL),
(SP2, profile:hasCategory, “travel”),
(SP3, profile:name, “CityCountryInfoService”),
(SP3, profile:desc, “Hotels and sports facilities information service.”),
(SP3, profile:hasInput, SPORT),
(SP3, profile:hasOutput, CAPITAL),
(SP3, profile:hasCategory, “education”) }
Figure 5.3: Example dataset D, which is employed in this chapter. The services A and B from
Section 3.2 are listed in triple notation. These services are described by a service profile, SP1 and
SP2. In addition, another service, C, described by profile SP3, is included in the dataset. Note
that the name of A is recorded individually in the dataset by two different properties. In addition,
for each service, a relation to its service category is modeled in the dataset by the hasCategory
predicate.
in detail in the context of our iSPARQL framework in Section 4.2 and 4.3.1. Therefore, to better
understand the rest of this chapter, please refer to those sections. This section focuses on the
theoretical background of the inductive reasoning algorithms used in SPARQL-ML.
5.2.1 Statistical Relational Learning Methods
The two statistical relational learning (SRL) methods that are used for inductive reasoning with
SPARQL-MLare Relational Bayesian Classifiers (RBCs) and Relational Probability Trees (RPTs).
These methods have been shown to be very powerful for SRL, as they model not only the intrinsic
attributes of objects, but also the extrinsic relations to other objects, and, thus, should perform at
least as accurately as traditional, propositional learning techniques (cf. [Dzˇeroski 2003], [Neville
et al. 2003a], and [Neville et al. 2003b]).
Note that, in accordance with [Neville et al. 2003a, p. 3], we refer to such objects with links to
intrinsic and extrinsic attributes as subgraphs: “The SRL algorithms take a collection of subgraphs
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Figure 5.4: Intrinsic vs. extrinsic attributes of the semantic service A from Section 3.2. The
subgraph on the left contains A’s intrinsic relations to its attributes, whereas on the right the extrin-
sic relations are shown. These extrinsic relations are the subClassOf links to the superconcepts
of A’s asserted (i.e., direct) I/O concepts.
as input. Each subgraph contains a single target object to be classified; The objects and links
in the subgraph form its relational neighborhood.” The relations between intrinsic and extrinsic
attributes is explained by means of the following example. Furthermore, Example 5.2.2 explains
the structure of the relational subgraphs that were used in this thesis to represent Semantic Web
services.
Example 5.2.1 (Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Attributes). Consider Figure 5.4, which shows service
A from Section 3.2 represented as relational subgraph. The subgraph on the left depicts A’s
service profile, the links to its name, description, and category, as well as the links to its in- and
output concepts. These objects and links in the subgraph are called intrinsic as they are directly
associated with A.
The subgraph on the right basically models the same information, but is extended with
extrinsic relations to other objects. In this example, these relations are the subClassOf links
to the superconcepts of A’s asserted (i.e., direct) I/O concepts. Of course, these superconcepts
could again have other relations to other objects, thereby resulting in an even larger relational
neighborhood for A.
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Figure 5.5: The Semantic Web services A and B from Section 3.2 are represented as relational
subgraphs. In contrast to Figure 5.4, in this figure the service’s derived I/O concepts are linked
directly to their asserted (i.e., direct) I/O concepts.
Example 5.2.2 (Semantic Web Services as Relational Subgraphs). Figure 5.5 shows the
semantic services A and B from Section 3.2 represented as relational subgraphs. More specif-
ically, these subgraphs exemplify precisely the structure of the relational neighborhood graphs
of services used in this thesis. (The relation names are omitted in this figure as they have
already been shown in Figure 5.4). Note that the subClassOf relations to the extrinsic
I/O concepts now go directly from the asserted I/O concepts to their superconcepts (e.g.,
for service A, input travel.owl#City is linked directly to travel.owl#UrbanArea
and travel.owl#Destination instead of one link from travel.owl#City to
travel.owl#UrbanArea and another link from travel.owl#UrbanArea to tra-
vel.owl#Destination as in Figure 5.4).
Note the difference between the inputs of A and B: A has inputs from different ontologies,
whereas B has two inputs from the same ontology (i.e., portal.owl). Furthermore note that,
because service B has two inputs from the portal.owl ontology, both inputs have basically the
same superconcepts (except for portal.owl#Municipal-Unit, which is a superconcept
of portal.owl#City only).
Relational Bayesian Classifiers (RBCs)
An RBC is a modification of the traditional Simple Bayesian Classifier (SBC) for relational data
[Neville et al. 2003b;c] (also called Naı¨ve Bayes Classifier). SBCs assume that the attributes of
an instance are conditionally independent of each other given the class, C, of the instance. Hence,
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hasInput hasOutput hasCategory
travel education travel education travel education
CITY 2 0 LUXURYHOTEL 1 0 2 1
SPORT 0 1 HOTEL 1 0
CAPITAL 0 1
travel education travel education travel education
CITY 2/2 0/1 LUXURYHOTEL 1/2 0/1 2/3 1/3
SPORT 0/2 1/1 HOTEL 1/2 0/1
CAPITAL 0/2 1/1
travel education travel education travel education
CITY 3/4 1/3 LUXURYHOTEL 2/5 1/4 2/3 1/3
SPORT 1/4 2/3 HOTEL 2/5 1/4
CAPITAL 1/5 2/4
Table 5.1: Counts and probabilities of the service dataset D from Figure 5.3. The topmost
part of the table counts how many times each attribute-value pair occurs with each value (i.e.,
travel and education) for attribute hasCategory. In the middle part of the table, the
same information is presented using fractions (i.e., observed probabilities). Finally, in the lower
part, the Laplace-corrected probabilities are shown to ensure non-zero probabilities.
the probability of the class given an example instance can be computed as the product of the
probabilities of the example’s attributes, A1, . . . , An given the class, i.e.,
Pr(C = ci | A1, . . . , An) = αPr(A1, . . . , An |C = ci)Pr(C = ci)
= αPr(C = ci) ×
n∏
i=1
Pr(Ai |C = ci). (5.1)
Equation 5.1 is exactly Bayes’ rule of conditional probability, where α is a scaling factor depen-
dent only on the attributes A1, . . . , An. Bayes’ rule says that, under the condition that the attributes
A1, . . . , An are independent (given the class), their combined probability is computed by multiply-
ing their individual probabilities.
Example 5.2.3 (Simple/Naı¨ve Bayesian Classifier). To give a short example of the Simple
Bayesian Classifier and Bayes’ rule, consider Table 5.1, which shows the counts and probabili-
ties of the service dataset D from Figure 5.3. The table is divided into three parts: the topmost
part counts how many times each attribute-value pair occurs with each value (e.g., travel
and education) for attribute hasCategory. For example, the pair hasInput = CITY
occurs exactly two times in D given that the category of the services is travel.
In the middle part of the table, the same information is presented using fractions (i.e., ob-
served probabilities). For instance, the probability of the attribute-value pair hasInput =
CITY is 22 = 1, as it occurs in every observed example of the dataset D given, once more, that
the category is travel.
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Finally, in the lower part, the Laplace-corrected probabilities are shown to ensure non-zero
probabilities [Provost and Domingos 2000]. The Laplace estimator simply adds 1 to every
numerator (of the fractions) and compensates by adding the number of distinct values for every
attribute-value combination to the denominator. More formally, the probability estimates are
smoothed by p+1N+C , where p is the number of examples of a specific class, N the total number of
examples, and C the number of classes. For example, for the attribute-value pair hasInput
= SPORTS, the non-Laplace-corrected probability is 02 (i.e., no service of the travel category
has input SPORTS). Hence, using the Laplace estimator, the corrected probability is 0+12+2 =
1
4 .
Now suppose we encounter a new service D that is described by the following two triples:
ServiceD = { (SP4, profile:hasInput, CITY),
(SP4, profile:hasOutput, CAPITAL) }.
Given only this information, what should be the category of this new service? In other words,
the question is what would be the correct (most likely) value for the object of the triple [
SP4 profile:hasCategory ??? ]. To answer this question, we can use Table 5.1—
in particular the lowest part with the Laplace-corrected probabilities. Given these probabilities,
the application of Bayes’s rule in Equation 5.1 is straightforward. For example, the probability
of the new service D having category travel is obtained as follows:
Pr(travel | E) = Pr( CITY | travel) × Pr( CAPITAL | travel) × Pr(travel) = 3
4
× 1
5
× 2
3
=
1
10
.
Note that, in the above calculation, E is the particular piece of evidence for the new service (i.e.,
hasInput = CITY and hasOuput = CAPITAL). A similar calculation for the category
education (abbr. edu) leads to
Pr(edu | E) = Pr( CITY | edu) × Pr( CAPITAL | edu) × Pr(edu) = 1
3
× 2
4
× 1
3
=
1
18
.
This indicates that, for the new service D, the category travel is more likely than
education, thus, D will be classified into the travel category.
RBCs apply this independence assumption to relational data. The RBC algorithm transforms
the heterogeneous subgraphs in Figure 5.5 to homogenous sets of attributes as shown in Tables
5.2 and 5.3. Each row in the tables stands for a subgraph (i.e., semantic service), each column
represents one of its attributes, and the cells contain the multisets (or distributions) of values of
attributes. These attributes include the service category as well as the asserted and inferred I/O
concept distributions of the semantic services.
Learning an RBC model, then, basically consists of estimating probabilities for each attribute
and/or attribute-value distribution. Such probability estimation techniques include, but are not lim-
ited to, average-value and random-value estimations (cf. [Neville et al. 2003b]). In other words,
the two main ingredients in learning an RBC/RPT model are a number of flattened subgraphs as
exemplified in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 and a number of value estimation techniques. Thereafter, the
traditional rule of Bayes can be applied to classify new data instances, which is shown in the
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Service Category Inputs Input Super Concepts (ISCs)
A travel { travel.owl#City, portal.owl#Country } { Destination, Generic-Agent, Geographical-Entity, Geo-
graphical-Region, Location, support.owl#Thing, Tangible-
Thing, Temporal-Thing, UrbanArea }
B travel { portal.owl#City, portal.owl#Country } { Generic-Agent, Geographical-Entity, Geographical-Re-
gion, Location, Municipal-Unit, support.owl#Thing, Tangi-
ble-Thing, Temporal-Thing }
C education { Sports } { Activity }
Table 5.2: The relational subgraphs of the semantic services A, B, and C are decomposed by
attributes. The table lays the focus on the input concepts. Each column represents one of the ser-
vice’s attributes, and the cells contain the multisets (or distributions) of values of these attributes.
Service Category Outputs Output Super Concepts (OSCs)
A travel { LuxuryHotel } { Accommodation, Hotel }
B travel { Hotel } { Accommodation }
C education { Capital } { Destination, travel.owl#City, UrbanArea }
Table 5.3: The relational subgraphs of the semantic services A, B, and C are decomposed by
attributes (with a focus on output concepts).
Service Category Inputs Input Super Concepts (ISCs)
D ??? { portal.owl#City, Sports } { Activity, Generic-Agent, Geographical-Region, Geopolitical-Entity,
Municipal-Unit, Location, support.owl#Thing, Tangible-Thing, Tempo-
ral-Thing }
Table 5.4: New semantic service D (input concepts). The goal is to predict D’s unknown service
category.
Service Category Outputs Output Super Concepts (OSCs)
D ??? { Hotel, Price } { Accommodation, Cost, Quality, Value }
Table 5.5: New semantic service D (output concepts).
following two examples.
Example 5.2.4 (Average-Value Estimation). Consider the discrete attribute ISCs in Table
5.2. For discrete attributes, the average-value estimator mode is used. The mode of a dis-
tribution is the value of the term that occurs the most often. For service A this results in
mode(ISCs) = 1, for B mode(ISCs) = 2, and for C mode(ISCs) = 1.
Example 5.2.5 (RBC Classification). The goal of this example is to predict the service cate-
gory of a new service D as an example for RBC classification. The unseen service D is specified
as shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. Service D takes two input concepts: Sports (denoting a par-
ticular kind of sport) and a city (i.e., City), as defined in the portal.owl ontology. The outputs
of service D are Hotel and Price. In this example, the most likely service category of D
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should be estimated (i.e., what is the probability of D having category travel (education)
given the four relational attributes Inputs, Outputs, ISCs, and OSCs). Using Bayes’ rule
(see Equation 5.1), the probability for travel can be expressed as
Pr(travel | E) = Pr1(E1 | travel)︸︷︷︸
input concepts
× Pr2(E2 | travel)︸︷︷︸
output concepts
× Pr3(E3 | travel)︸︷︷︸
input superconcepts
× Pr4(E4 | travel)︸︷︷︸
output superconcepts
× Pr5(travel)︸︷︷︸
prior
,
where E1: input = Sports∧ input = City, E2: output = Hotel∧ output = Price, E3: inputSuper ∈
ISCs, and E4: outputSuper ∈ OSCs are four particular pieces of evidence (i.e., the particular
combinations of attributes and values of the new service D). Pr1–Pr4 are the joint probabili-
ties of the evidence given the class (i.e., travel). Pr5(travel) is the prior probability of the
hypothesis travel (i.e., the probability of a travel outcome without having any evidence
E).
To calculate Pr1, the counts of the input concepts in the training set (shown in Ta-
ble 5.2) are considered. These counts are travel.owl#City = 1, Country = 2, and
portal.owl#City = 1. The sum of all counts is 4, i.e.,
Pr1(E1 | travel) = 14︸︷︷︸
portal.owl#City
× 
4︸︷︷︸
Sports
=

16
,
where  is a small value used to have non-zero probabilities, albeit small (e.g., 1100 ). For
the output concepts, the counts obtained from Table 5.3 are considered. These counts are
LuxuryHotel = 1 and Hotel = 1, i.e.,
Pr2(E2 | travel) = 12︸︷︷︸
Hotel
× 
2︸︷︷︸
Price
=

4
.
To compute Pr3, the counts of the derived input concepts are required. Given that our
focus is on class travel, these counts are Destination = 1, Generic-Agent
= 3, Geographical-Region = 3, Geopolitical-Entity = 3, Location = 3,
Municipal-Unit = 1, Tangible-Thing = 3, Temporal-Thing = 3, and Urban-
Area = 1, thus,
Pr3(E3 | travel) = 21︸︷︷︸
Activity
× 3
21︸︷︷︸
Generic-Agent
× 3
21︸︷︷︸
Geographical-Region
× 3
21︸︷︷︸
Geopolitical-Entity
× 1
21︸︷︷︸
Municipal-Unit
× 3
21︸︷︷︸
Location
× 3
21︸︷︷︸
Tangible-Thing
× 3
21︸︷︷︸
Temporal-Thing
=
36 · 
218
.
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A similar computation for Pr4 using the derived output concept counts Accommodation
= 2, Hotel = 2, and LuxuryHotel = 1 leads to
Pr4(E4 | travel) = 25︸︷︷︸
Accommodation
× 
5︸︷︷︸
Cost
× 
5︸︷︷︸
Quality
× 
5︸︷︷︸
Value
=
2 · 3
54
.
Finally, the probability of service D having category travel is estimated using the previously
computed, joint probabilities Pr1–Pr4 and the prior probability Pr5 of class travel, i.e.,
Pr(travel | E) = Pr5(travel) ×
4∏
i
Ei =
2
3
× 3
6 · 6
25 · 218 · 54 = 6.42 × 10
−136.
A similar calculation for the category education leads to
Pr(education | E) = Pr5(education) ×
4∏
i
Ei =
1
3
× 
15
35
= 1.37 × 10−315.
As Pr(travel | E) is greater than Pr(education | E), the category of service D will be assigned
travel.
Relational Probability Trees (RPTs)
RPTs extend standard probability estimation trees (also called decision trees) to a relational set-
ting, in which data instances are heterogeneous and interdependent [Neville et al. 2003a].2 Similar
to RBCs, RPTs look beyond the intrinsic attributes of objects, for which a prediction should be
made; it also considers the effects of adjacent objects (extrinsic relations) on the prediction task.
As is the case for RBCs, the RPT algorithm first transforms the relational data (the semantic
services represented as subgraphs) to multisets of attributes (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3). It then
attempts to construct an RPT by searching over the space of possible binary splits of the data
based on the relational features, until further processing no longer changes the class distributions
significantly. The features used for splitting these (training) data are created by mapping the
multisets of values into single-value summaries with the help of aggregation functions. These
functions are count, mode/average, degree, proportion, minimum, maximum, and
exists (see [Neville et al. 2003a]).
Example 5.2.6 (RPT Classification). As an example, consider the RPT shown in Figure 5.6,
which predicts the value of a semantic service’s hasCategory attribute. The value of this
attribute should be one out of communication,economy, education, food, medical,
travel, and weapon.
2Actually, when it comes to predicting numeric values, decision trees with averaged numeric values at the leaf nodes
are called regression trees.
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Figure 5.6: An example relational probability tree for predicting the value of a semantic ser-
vice’s hasCategory attribute. At every non-leaf node in the tree, a decision is made according
to the rule in the node. If the outcome is yes (Y), the left edge is taken, if it is no (N) the right
edge is traversed. The leaf nodes hold the probabilistic counts (out of all services from the training
set that reach the leaf nodes) for each potential classification of a semantic service. Finally, the
value of the hasCategory attribute is assigned the category with the largest probabilistic count.
The root node in the RPT starts by examining, in the current subgraph, the superconcepts of
the service’s direct (i.e., asserted) output concepts. If the proportion of all superconcepts being
concept.owl#UntangibleObjects is greater than or equal to 0.0345, the left edge in
the RPT is traversed. If it is not, the next test looks at how many superconcepts in the sub-
graph have type my ontology.owl#Liquid represented by count(link subClass-
Of.outputSuper = my ontology.owl#Liquid). Specifically, we test whether the
subgraph contains at least one such superconcept. If this is the case, this test is passed and we
traverse the left edge to the leaf node.
The leaf nodes show the distribution of the training examples that “reached the leaf” and
the resulting class probabilities of the hasCategory target attribute. In other words, the
leaf nodes hold the probabilistic counts (out of all services from the training set that reach this
leaf node) for each potential classification of this service. We can observe that services which
reach this leaf node are much more likely to be of category economy than any other category.
Therefore, this model would predict that this service (subgraph) has category economy.
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[1] Query ::= Prologue( SelectQuery | ConstructQuery | DescribeQuery |
AskQuery | CreateQuery )
[2] CreateQuery ::= CREATE MINING MODEL’ SourceSelector ’{’ Var ’RESOURCE’
’TARGET’ ( Var ( ’RESOURCE’ | ’DISCRETE’ | ’CONTINUOUS’
) ’PREDICT’? )+ ’}’ DatasetClause* WhereClause
SolutionModifier UsingClause
[1.2] UsingClause ::= ’USING’ SourceSelector BrackettedExpression
Table 5.6: Extended SPARQL grammar for the CREATE MINING MODEL statement.
5.3 Adding Inductive Reasoning Support to
SPARQL Via SRL Methods
SPARQL-ML is an extension of SPARQL that extends the Semantic Web query language with
knowledge discovery capabilities. Our inductive reasoning extensions add new syntax elements
and semantics to the official SPARQL grammar described in [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne
2008]. In a nutshell, SPARQL-ML facilitates the following two tasks on any Semantic Web
dataset: (1) training/learning/inducing a model based on training data using the new CREATE
MINING MODEL statement (Section 5.3.1), and (2), applying a model for making predictions via
two new property functions (Section 5.3.2). The model created in the CREATE MINING MODEL
step follows the definitions in our SPARQL Mining Ontology (SMO) presented in Section 5.3.1.
SPARQL-ML is implemented as an extension to ARQ—the SPARQL query engine for Jena.3
The current version of SPARQL-ML supports, but is not limited to Proximity4 and Weka5 as data
mining modules. Remember Figure 5.1 at the very beginning of this chapter, which explains
inductive reasoning as the process of reasoning from sample-to-population. In SPARQL-ML,
this is implemented as a two-stage process: (1) learning/inducing a model on a set of observed
examples, and (2) making predictions about unseen examples from the population. These two
steps are explained in detail in the following two sections.
5.3.1 Step 1: Learning a Model
Syntax and Grammar SPARQL-ML enables the induction of a classifier (model) on any Se-
mantic Web training data using the new CREATE MINING MODEL statement. The chosen syntax
was inspired by the Microsoft Data Mining Extension (DMX) that is an extension of SQL used
to create and work with data mining models in Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS)
2005.6 The extended SPARQL grammar is tabulated in Table 5.6. Listing 5.1 shows a particular
query used to induce an RPT model for the prediction of the category of a semantic service.
Our approach adds the CreateQuery symbol to the official SPARQL grammar rule of
Query [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008]. The structure of CreateQuery resembles that
of SelectQuery, but has completely different semantics: the CreateQuery expands to Rule
[101] by adding the new keywords CREATE MINING MODEL to the grammar followed by a
3http://jena.sourceforge.net/
4http://kdl.cs.umass.edu/proximity/index.html
5http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
6http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms132058.aspx
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1 CREATE MINING MODEL <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services>
2 { ?service RESOURCE TARGET
3 ?category DISCRETE PREDICT { ’communication’,’economy’,’education’,
4 ’food’,’medical’,’travel’,’weapon’ }
5 ?profile RESOURCE
6 ?output RESOURCE
7 ?outputType RESOURCE
8 ?outputSuper RESOURCE
9 ?input RESOURCE
10 ?inputType RESOURCE
11 ?inputSuper RESOURCE
12 }
13 WHERE
14 { ?service service:presents ?profile .
15 ?service service:hasCategory ?category .
16
17 OPTIONAL
18 { ?profile profile:hasOutput ?output .
19 ?output process:parameterType ?outputType .
20
21 OPTIONAL
22 { ?outputType rdfs:subClassOf ?outputSuper . }
23 }
24
25 OPTIONAL
26 { ?profile profile:hasInput ?input .
27 ?input process:parameterType ?inputType .
28
29 OPTIONAL
30 { ?inputType rdfs:subClassOf ?inputSuper . }
31 }
32 }
33 USING <http://kdl.cs.umass.edu/proximity/rpt>
Listing 5.1: SPARQL-ML CREATE MINING MODEL query for semantic service classifica-
tion. The goal of this query is to induce an RPT model that predicts the value of a service’s
hasCategory attribute, which should be one of communication, economy, education,
food, medical, travel, and weapon, as defined by the DISCRETE PREDICT keywords
on line 3.
SourceSelector for defining the name of the trained model. In the body of CreateQuery,
the variables (attributes) used to train the model are listed. Each variable is specified with its con-
tent type, which is currently one of the following: RESOURCE—variable holds an RDF resource
(IRI or blank node), DISCRETE—variable holds a discrete/nominal literal value, CONTINUOUS—
variable holds a continuous literal value, and PREDICT—tells the learning algorithm that this fea-
ture should be predicted. The first attribute is also specified with the TARGET keyword in order to
denote the resource for which a feature should be predicted ([Neville et al. 2003a, also see]).
After the usual DatasetClause, WhereClause, and SolutionModifier, we intro-
duced a new UsingClause. The UsingClause expands to Rule [102], which adds the new
keyword USING followed by a SourceSelector to define the name and parameters of the
learning algorithm.
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Figure 5.7: SPARQL-ML Mining Ontology (SMO).
Semantics According to [Pe´rez et al. 2006], a SPARQL query consists of three parts: the pattern
matching part, the solution modifiers, and the output. In that sense, the semantics of the CREATE
MINING MODEL queries is the construction of new triples describing the metadata of the trained
model (i.e., SPARQL-ML introduces a new output type). An example of such metadata for the
model induced in Listing 5.1 is shown in Listing 5.2, which follows the definitions of our SPARQL
Mining Ontology (SMO) in Figure 5.7. The ontology enables permanent preservation of a learned
model’s parameters, which is needed by the predict queries (see next section).
The ontology includes the model name, the used learning algorithm, all variables/features
being used to train the classifier, as well as additional information such as where to find the gen-
erated model file. In Listing 5.2, lines 1–14 show the constructed triples of a model with name
services, while lines 16–31 show the metadata for two particular features of the model.
5.3.2 Step 2: Making Predictions Via Virtual Triple Pat-
terns
The second step when performing inductive reasoning with SPARQL-ML is to apply the previ-
ously induced model in order to draw conclusions about new samples from the population. After
the induction of the model with the CREATE MINING MODEL statement, SPARQL-ML allows
the user to make predictions via two new property functions. In the following, these functions are
called sml:predict and sml:mappedPredict.
From Section 4.3.1 we know that property functions are called whenever the predicate of a
triple pattern is prefixed with a special name (e.g., sml). In that case, a call to an external function
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1 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services>
2 a smo:Model ;
3 smo:hasFeature <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#inputSuper> ,
4 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#output> ,
5 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#inputType> ,
6 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#outputSuper> ,
7 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#profile> ,
8 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#outputType> ,
9 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#category> ,
10 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#input> ,
11 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#service> ;
12 smo:hasModelFile <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/models/services.xml> ;
13 smo:hasModelName "services" ;
14 smo:usesAlgorithm <http://kdl.cs.umass.edu/proximity/rpt> .
15
16 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#category>
17 a smo:Feature ;
18 smo:hasFeatureType "DISCRETE" ;
19 smo:hasNominalValues
20 [ a rdf:Bag ;
21 rdf:_1 "education" ;
22 rdf:_2 "travel"
23 ] ;
24 smo:hasVarName "category" ;
25 smo:isPredict "1" .
26
27 <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services#service>
28 a smo:Feature ;
29 smo:hasFeatureType "RESOURCE" ;
30 smo:hasVarName "service" ;
31 smo:isRootVar "YES" .
Listing 5.2: Part of the metadata generated from inducing the RPT model in Listing 5.1.
is made and arguments are passed to the function (by the object of the triple pattern).
Remember, we called this approach the virtual triple pattern approach because such triple
patterns, including property functions, are not matched against the underlying RDF graph, but
against the similarity between the resources referred to in the pattern expression, which exists
only virtually. This statement is of course only true in the context of similarity reasoning and our
iSPARQL framework. In the current context of inductive reasoning and SPARQL-ML, these triple
patterns are matched, for instance, against the class membership of the resource specified in the
pattern expression, which, likewise, exists only virtually.
For inductive reasoning, we are particularly interested in the following form of virtual triple
pattern expressions:
inductive reasoning: { ( prediction probability )︸︷︷︸
subject = return value
predictionFunction︸︷︷︸
predicate = CPF
( arg1 arg2 . . . argN )︸︷︷︸
object = inputs
}
In a nutshell, such pattern expressions define a list of arguments that are passed to a customized
prediction function (CPF). In our case, the first argument is a URI reference to the previously
induced model, which will be applied for making predictions. The rest of the arguments describe
the new resource for which a prediction should be made. Note that the only conceptual difference
between it and the virtual triple patterns used for similarity reasoning is that the triple patterns
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1 SELECT DISTINCT ?service ?prediction ?probability
2 WHERE
3 { ?service service:presents ?profile .
4
5 OPTIONAL
6 { ?profile profile:hasOutput ?output .
7 ?output process:parameterType ?outputType .
8
9 OPTIONAL { ?outputType rdfs:subClassOf ?outputSuper . }
10 }
11
12 OPTIONAL
13 { ?profile profile:hasInput ?input .
14 ?input process:parameterType ?inputType .
15
16 OPTIONAL { ?inputType rdfs:subClassOf ?inputSuper . }
17 }
18
19 PREDICT
20 { ( ?prediction ?probability )
21 sml:predict ( <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services>
22 ?service ?profile ?output ?outputType
23 ?outputSuper ?input ?inputType ?inputSuper ) .
24 }
25 }
Listing 5.3: SPARQL-MLquery to predict the the value of a service’s hasCategory attribute.
in this section may define a list of return values for the subject of the pattern expression. This
is necessary to include, in the query result set, each of the predictions and probabilities that are
computed at run-time rather than present in the knowledgebase.
Example 5.3.1 (SPARQL-ML Prediction Query). Consider the SPARQL-ML query shown
in Listing 5.3, which includes a single virtual triple pattern expression on lines 20–24. The
goal of the query is to predict the value of a semantic service’s hasCategory attribute by
applying the previously induced model in Listing 5.1. The model is referenced by the model
URI http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services and passed as the first argument to
the prediction function. The rest of the arguments define the attributes/features of the ser-
vice that should be used for predicting its category. The prediction’s result, which must be
one of either communication, economy, education, food, medical, travel, or
weapon, is, alongside its probability, finally bound on line 20 to the variables ?prediction
and ?probability respectively.
Syntax and Grammar The extended SPARQL-MLgrammar for the prediction queries is shown
in Table 5.7. To implement the virtual triple approach in SPARQL-ML, a new symbol called
PredictionBlockPattern is added to the official SPARQL grammar rule of GraphPat-
ternNotTriples [Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne 2008]. As is the case for iSPARQL (see
Section 4.3.1), the structure of PredictionBlockPattern resembles that of Optional-
GraphPattern, but has completely different semantics: instead of matching patterns in the
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[22] GraphPatternNotTriples ::= OptionalGraphPattern | GroupOrUnionGraphPattern
| GraphGraphPattern | PredictionBlockPattern
[22.1] PredictionBlockPattern ::= ’PREDICTION’ ’{’ ( ( Var1 FunctionCall )+
Filter? )+ ’}’
[28] FunctionCall ::= IRIref ArgList
Table 5.7: SPARQL-ML grammar rules for the PREDICTION statement.
RDF graph, the triples in a PredictionBlockPattern act as virtual triple patterns, which
are interpreted by a query processor. A PredictionBlockPattern expands to Rule [22.1],
which adds the new keyword PREDICTION to the grammar, and is followed by a number of
virtual triples and optional FILTER statements.
Semantics The semantics of predict queries and, thus, a PredictionBlockPattern strongly
resembles the semantics of the SimilarityBlockPattern used for similarity reasoning in
Section 4.3.1. In the following, we, therefore, briefly repeat the most important related concepts
and point out the differences between the two query styles.
In a nutshell, the semantics of a PredictionBlockPattern is basically that of a pre-
diction join:7 (1) the customized prediction function (CPF) maps the variables in the basic graph
patterns (BGPs) of the query to the features in the specified model; (2) the CPF creates instances
out of the mappings according to the induced model; (3) the model is used to classify an instance
as defined in the CREATE MINING MODEL query; (4), the values of the prediction and its prob-
ability are bound to variables in the predict query.
More formally, in terms of SPARQL solution mappings, the semantics of a Prediction-
BlockPattern can be defined as follows:
(1) the sets of virtual solution mappings ΩVGP for virtual graph patterns are computed (i.e., the
values of the prediction and its probability are calculated and bound to query variables);
(2) the sets ΩVGP are joined with the sets of solution mappings ΩBGP from basic graph pattern
matching;
(3) finally, those solution mappings that do not meet (optional) filter constraints are eliminated.
Remember the four SPARQL query types discussed on Page 74: join queries, union queries,
optional queries, and filter queries. In accordance with [Pe´rez et al. 2006], prediction joins are
introduced as a new type of SPARQL queries for which the semantics is subsequently investigated
in the remainder of this section. The new type is specified as follows (displayed in original SPAR-
QL syntax on the left and algebraic syntax on the right):
• Prediction join queries: queries including basic graph patterns and virtual graph patterns
triggering calls to customized prediction functions (CPFs), i.e.,
{ P PREDICTION { VP } } ⇐⇒ ( P PREDJOIN VP ).
7http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms132031.aspx
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Similar to the definition of the join of ordinary sets of solution mappings, the prediction join
of sets ΩBGP and ΩVGP can now be defined:
Definition 5.3.1 (Prediction Join Operation). A prediction join, p, of basic graph pattern ex-
pressions P and virtual graph pattern expressions VP extends the sets ΩBGP from basic graph
pattern matching with the sets of virtual solution mappings ΩVGP from virtual graph pattern
matching. The prediction join of ΩBGP and ΩVGP is defined as:
ΩBGP p ΩVGP = { μ1 + μ2 | μ1 ∈ ΩBGP, μ2 ∈ ΩVGP, μ1, μ2 are compatible,
and 1 ≤ card[ΩVGP](μ2) ≤ 2 }
Example 5.3.2 (Prediction Join Operation). Consider the following combination of basic
and virtual graph pattern expressions for the prediction of the value of the hasCategory
attribute of the semantic service D introduced on Page ?? (which is repeated in the following
for convenience). To that end, assume that an appropriate prediction model (which is referenced
by its model URI) was induced in a previous step on the training data shown in Figure 5.3 at the
beginning of this chapter.
{ ?pro f ile profile:hasInput ?input .
?pro f ile profile:hasOutput ?output .
PREDICTION
{ ( ?prediction ?probability ) sml:predict ( modelURI ?pro f ile ?input ?output ) } }

( ?pro f ile profile:hasInput ?input AND
?pro f ile profile:hasOutput ?outputs
PREDJOIN
( ?prediction ?probability ) sml:predict ( modelURI ?pro f ile ?input ?output ) )
The semantic description of service D in triple notation is:
S erviceD = { (SP4, profile:hasInput, CITY),
(SP4, profile:hasInput, SPORTS),
(SP4, profile:hasOutput, HOTEL),
(SP4, profile:hasOutput, PRICE) }
The evaluation of the basic triple patterns (conjuncted by the logical ANDs) on the description
of D results in the set of solution mappings Ω1, i.e.,
Ω1 = { μ11(?pro f ile → SP4, ?input → CITY,
?input → SPORTS, ?output → HOTEL, ?output → PRICE) }.
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The evaluation of the virtual triple pattern that specifies the property function for making pre-
dictions returns a set of virtual solution mappings, Ω2, that contains the values of the prediction
and its probability. Assume that the prediction model returns the following values, i.e.,
Ω2 = { μ21(?prediction → travel, ?probability → 0.99) }.
Lastly, the prediction join operation merges Ω1 and Ω2 into the set of solution mappings Ω3:
Ω3 = { μ31(?pro f ile → SP4,
?input → CITY, ?input → SPORTS,
?output → HOTEL, ?output → PRICE,
?prediction → travel, ?probability → 0.99) }
Remember, in Equation 4.5, at the end of Section 4.3.1, the semantics of virtual graph patterns
were defined as an evaluation function [[ · ]] that takes a virtual triple pattern, vt, and returns
a virtual solution mapping μv. Adapting this equation to the inductive reasoning scenario, the
evaluation of a SPARQL-MLpredict query over a dataset, D, can be defined recursively as follows:
[[vt]] = { μv(?v1 → pre,?v2 → pro) | (pre, pro) = pf:funct ( μ(?x1 → t1), . . . , μ(?xn → tn) ) }
[[(P PREDJOIN VP)]]D = [[P]]D p [[VP]]
(5.2)
Again, the first part of Equation 5.2 takes a virtual triple pattern expression and returns a set of
virtual solution mappings ΩVGP. New solution mappings are generated that are not found by
ordinary graph pattern matching, and which assign the value of a prediction and its probability
to query variables (i.e., ?v1 and ?v2). This means that, in contrast to our similarity reasoning
extension to SPARQL, in this case t might also be a list of return values. Note that Equation 5.2
only shows the case were both values are returned. If the query only asks for the prediction, the
first part in Equation 5.2 is the same as in Equation 4.5. Furthermore, note that in contrast to
iSPARQL, the prediction function pf:funct is not limited to two input arguments. It takes the
URI of the induced model as well as all the necessary attributes/features to make a prediction.
Pros and Cons The following list summarizes the pros and cons of the virtual triple pattern
approach when performing inductive reasoning with our SPARQL-ML framework.
+ A number of different prediction models can be used in the same query (which is useful to
compare their performance).
+ A very simple adaption of sml:predict allows us to also apply the induced model on a
dataset with a different ontology structure (see [Kiefer et al. 2008, p. 485]).
+ The integration of inductive reasoning support into SPARQL provides an easy-to-use and
flexible approach for quickly creating and working with data mining models in SPARQL.
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+ The values of the predictions and their probabilities are assigned to query variables, and thus
can be reused in the query for filtering and ranking, or can be returned for arbitrary further
processing.
+ Solution modifiers such as ORDER BY and LIMIT are applicable to the calculated predic-
tion (probability) values.
− The virtual triple pattern expressions we use for prediction are somehow ‘overloaded’ (i.e.,
the property functions potentially have a long parameter list). Furthermore, the functions
may return a list of prediction-probability values.
− The SPARQL grammar needs to be extended to account for the PREDICTION statements
(which requires an adaptation of the query engines).
− Queries using property functions depend on a query engine extension currently only imple-
mented in Jena ARQ and, hence, have limited interoperability.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented our novel inductive reasoning extension to the RDF query
language SPARQL. Together, inductive reasoning and similarity reasoning (in Chapter 4) com-
plement the classical deductive description logic reasoning capabilities of the traditional Semantic
Web. Our novel approach, called SPARQL-ML, extends traditional SPARQL with data mining
support to perform knowledge discovery in the Semantic Web.
To implement inductive reasoning, SPARQL-ML uses two prominent statistical relational
learning (SRL) algorithms: Relational Bayesian Classifiers (RBCs) and Relational Probability
Trees (RPTs). As we will demonstrate in our experiments in Sections 6.3 and 7.2, statistical rela-
tional learning methods are a perfect match for Semantic Web data as they also take into account
additional inferred information about the links between objects. Although these algorithms are
supervised induction methods (in particular prediction/classification), SPARQL-ML supports the
whole breadth of machine learning methods provided by its data mining modules. Furthermore,
the modular architecture of our implementation enables an easy extension with further machine
learning algorithms.
To summarize, our inductive reasoning framework, SPARQL-ML, facilitates the following
two tasks on any Semantic Web dataset: (1) inducing a model based on training data using the
new CREATE MINING MODEL statement, and (2) applying a model for making predictions via
our virtual triple pattern approach (i.e., by calling customized external prediction functions).
In accordance with [Pe´rez et al. 2006], we have, therefore, defined the syntax and grammar as
well as the semantics for both tasks. Specifically, we have formally defined the CREATE MINING
MODEL and the PREDICTION statements, which are used for model induction and data predic-
tion/classification respectively.
As is the case for similarity reasoning, and, thus, iSPARQL (see Chapter 4), SPARQL-ML’s
major drawback is the use of virtual triple patterns that some might deem as conceptually prob-
lematic. But again, in this work we regard virtual triple patterns simply as part of the inferred
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knowledgebase. In other words, the specification of a prediction function is akin to the specifica-
tion of an additional inferencing rule.
Another limitation of the virtual triple pattern approach of adding inductive reasoning support
to SPARQL lies of course in the need for extending existing SPARQL query engines with the
necessary language statements.
Part III
Evaluation/Validation

6
Semantic Web Case
Studies
We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence then, is not an act but a habit.
ARISTOTLE
The title of this dissertation is “Non-Deductive Reasoning for the Semantic Web and Software
Analysis”. In the previous parts of this thesis, we introduced two novel, non-deductive reasoning
methods called similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning. The former relies on similarity mea-
sures, whereas the latter uses statistical induction to reason over Semantic Web data (i.e., to derive
additional, not asserted triples in a knowledgebase as the result of the inferencing process). Both
methods are implemented as extensions to the RDF query language SPARQL. More specifically,
they use virtual triple patterns as key enabling technology to integrate similarity and inductive
reasoning with the traditional Semantic Web infrastructure.
Similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning were motivated and discussed in detail in Parts I
and II of this thesis. In particular, Chapter 4 presented our novel virtual triple pattern approach and
our iSPARQL framework for performing similarity reasoning through similarity measures. Chap-
ter 5 proceeded with the details of the SPARQL-ML framework we used for inductive reasoning.
This part of the thesis is devoted to the application and evaluation of these novel reasoning
methods for a number of different Semantic Web tasks. More precisely, this chapter starts with the
application and evaluation of our extensions for the three Semantic Web tasks listed in Table 6.1.
In the following, we will give a brief overview of these tasks.
Semantic Web Service Matchmaking The matchmaking case study in Section 6.1 addresses
Semantic Web service matchmaking. It presents a novel approach for service matchmaking based
on iSPARQL strategies that combine the classical deductive description logic reasoning capabili-
ties with elements from similarity reasoning (i.e., similarity measures). The strategies for match-
making that we presented and then evaluated can make use of a plethora of similarity measures
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Evaluation/Validation task Framework Dataset
Semantic Web service matchmaking iSPARQL OWL-S TC v2
Semantic Web process retrieval iSPARQL OWL MIT Process Handbook
Semantic Web service classification SPARQL-ML OWL-S TC v2
Table 6.1: Semantic Web tasks considered to evaluate/validate our novel similarity reasoning
and inductive reasoning extensions. Similarity reasoning is enabled by our proposed iSPARQL
framework (see Chapter 4), whereas inductive reasoning is implemented within our SPARQL-ML
framework (described in Chapter 5). The last column lists the datasets we used in our experiments.
and aggregation schemes from SimPack—our library of similarity measures for the use in ontolo-
gies presented in Section 3.3. We moreover demonstrate how the combination of structured and
imprecise querying can be used to perform very effective hybrid Semantic Web service match-
making. The presented iMatcher approach is analyzed thoroughly on a large OWL-S service test
collection. Furthermore, we show how initial strategies can be improved by applying machine
learning algorithms to result in very effective strategies for matchmaking (see Section 6.1.4).1
Semantic Web Process Retrieval In the process retrieval case study presented in Section 6.2,
the applicability of our iSPARQL framework for performing semantic process retrieval on the
OWL MIT Process Handbook—a large collection of over 5000 semantic business processes—is
evaluated. Specifically, as it is a non-trivial, data-, and context-dependent task to find well perform-
ing similarity strategies, we evaluate the performance of three simple and two human-engineered
similarity strategies. As in the matchmaking case study, we conduct a couple of machine learn-
ing experiments in order to promote the learning of similarity measures, thereby showing that the
complementary information contained in the different notions of similarity strategies provide a
very high retrieval accuracy (see Section 6.2.3).
Semantic Web Service Classification (Annotation) Finally, the goal of the service classifica-
tion case study in Section 6.3 is to evaluate our novel inductive reasoning extension to SPAR-
QL. We will, therefore, demonstrate the usefulness and simplicity of the integration of machine
learning methods with the existing Semantic Web infrastructure using our proposed SPARQL-ML
framework. Specifically, we will show that the combination of statistical induction with logical
deduction produces superior performance over statistical induction alone. To that end, we perform
a Semantic Web service category prediction experiment (i.e., we automatically generate seman-
tic annotation/metadata for semantic services). As our benchmarking dataset, we use the same
OWL-S service test collection as in the matchmaking case study in Section 6.1.
1It is important to understand the difference between our similarity reasoning and the inductive reasoning frame-
works iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML in terms of machine learning: iSPARQL may apply an externally learned/induced
model/strategy in order to perform, for instance, semantic service matchmaking. However, iSPARQL is only able to
extract the features (i.e., the similarities) from the data, and these are then passed to a particular machine learning algo-
rithm for model induction. This model may then again be used in an iSPARQL query to perform similarity reasoning.
SPARQL-ML, on the other hand, is able to induce a machine learning model itself. In other words, no external tool
needs to be called for feature extraction/model induction.
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Figure 6.1: Semantic service matchmaking system: a service provider publishes semantically
annotated services to a service registry (1). A service requester (user/client) performing queries
(2) asks the service registry for a ranked list of services (4) that should match the client’s service
request. Usually, some kind of matchmaking between the query service and the service adver-
tisements at the service registry is performed in order to generate a list of appropriate services
returned to the client (3). Finally, the client chooses a service from the received service list and
invokes it at the service provider’s location (5) (figure adapted from [Skoutas et al. 2008, p. 42]).
6.1 Semantic Web Service Matchmaking
6.1.1 Overview
The task of Semantic Web service matchmaking can be explained as follows: given a collection
of services (i.e., service advertisements) and a query service (i.e., service request), find all the
services that implement the same semantics as the query service (i.e., find all the relevant services
that are closest to the query).
This task is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.1. The figure gives an overview of a typical
semantic service matchmaking system. First, a service provider publishes semantically annotated
services to a service registry (1). Second, a service requester (user/client) performing queries (2)
asks the service registry for a ranked list of services (4) that should match the client’s service
request. Usually, some kind of matchmaking between the query service and the service adver-
tisements at the service registry is performed in order to generate a list of appropriate services
returned to the client (3). Finally, the client chooses a service from the received service list and
invokes it at the service provider’s location (5).
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It is important to say that, in this case study, we only deal with the following three steps of
such a matchmaking system:
(1) a client performing service queries (number 2 in Figure 6.1),
(2) a semantic matchmaker analyzing the client’s query and matching it against the services in
the service registry/knowledgebase (number 3),
(3) and a client receiving and evaluating the ranked list of possible service matches (number 4).
In addressing the first step—a client performing service queries—we have the user who writes
an iSPARQL query (which will in the following be referred to as an iSPARQL strategy). These
queries use similarity measures and virtual triple patterns to specify the elements of the query
service and the services in the service registry for which closeness (i.e., similarity) should be cal-
culated. This is particularly motivated by the observation that it is oftentimes not sufficient to use
logic-based, deductive algorithms only to perform matchmaking, as queries may be overspecified
and/or the user may find herself buried in results (cf. [Klusch et al. 2006], [Klusch 2008], or
[Lamparter et al. 2007]). Therefore, hybrid matchmaking approaches, which apply a combination
of logic- and similarity-based methods, have been demonstrated to be very promising.
For the second step—the semantic matchmaker—we present our iMatcher application.2 The
“i” stands for imprecise, emphasizing its ability for approximate service matching using similarity
reasoning. In short, iMatcher is simply a set of software components for the specification, evalua-
tion, and visualization of iSPARQL strategies for matchmaking. While many matchmaking algo-
rithms have been proposed (e.g., [Jaeger et al. 2005], [Klusch et al. 2006], [Di Noia et al. 2004],
[Paolucci et al. 2002], and [Sycara et al. 1999]), our iMatcher approach suggests that one not build
a specialized matchmaker (algorithm), but instead a matchmaker from off-the-shelf components
that embeds both structured as well as imprecise elements. The former is achieved by classical
deductive description logic reasoning, whereas the latter applies similarity reasoning.
Last but not least, for the final step—a client evaluating the returned list of ranked services—
the iMatcher application includes two components for the statistical evaluation of the returned
result as well as its graphical visualization (via Gnuplot).3
6.1.2 The iMatcher Approach
Background iMatcher performs hybrid Semantic Web service matchmaking. That is, it uses
both deductive description logic reasoning and similarity reasoning to search for suitable services
in a service knowledgebase. This makes it similar to other hybrid systems such as OWLS-MX
[Klusch et al. 2006] and FC-MATCH [Bianchini et al. 2006] (refer to Section 2.2.3 for more
details about these approaches).
At this point, it is important to indicate that iMatcher has a strong focus on approximate service
input/output (I/O) concept matching. As has already been demonstrated in [Hau et al. 2005], the
I/O concepts frequently provide sufficient information for semantic service matchmaking. We,
2http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/imatcher.html
3http://www.gnuplot.info/
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1 SELECT SELECT ?service ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { <SERVICE_URI> service:presents ?queryProfile .
4 ?queryProfile profile:serviceName ?queryName .
5 ?service service:presents ?serviceProfile .
6 ?serviceProfile profile:serviceName ?serviceName .
7
8 IMPRECISE
9 { ?similarity simpack:levenshtein ( ?serviceName ?queryName ) . }
10 }
11 ORDER BY DESC (?similarity)
Listing 6.1: A simple iSPARQL strategy that performs semantic service matchmaking by com-
paring service names.
therefore, adapted this idea in almost all of the experiments that we present in the remainder of
this chapter.
iMatcher is based on iSPARQL strategies (see Section 4.2.2), which enables the user to query
a service knowledgebase with similarity measures—an approach oftentimes applied in traditional
information retrieval (IR). The strategies for matchmaking that are developed and evaluated make
use of a myriad of similarity measures and aggregation schemes from SimPack—our library of
similarity measures for the use in ontologies (see Section 3.3).
One of the design goals of iMatcher is to demonstrate how simple it is to find well-performing
matchmaking strategies in an iterative and ‘playful’ procedure. Furthermore, iMatcher contains
a set of well-defined software components to generate all the required information necessary for
easily learning an iSPARQL strategy that is to be used for service matchmaking. We will demon-
strate later in this chapter how the performance of the initial matchmaking strategies can be greatly
improved by applying standard machine learning algorithms such as linear regression models, de-
cision trees, or support vector machines (SVMs) in order to produce very effective strategies for
matchmaking.
The iMatcher Procedure The iMatcher procedure can basically be divided into two types ac-
cording to the strategies that are used for matchmaking: simple strategies and machine-learned
strategies.
Example 6.1.1 (Simple iSPARQL Strategy for Matchmaking). Consider the iSPARQL strat-
egy shown in Listing 6.1, which performs semantic service matchmaking by comparing the
names of a given service (specified by its service URI) with all the names of the services in
the service knowledgebase. The strategy is simple as it uses only a single similarity measure
(virtual triple pattern) for matchmaking (line 9). Neither a (weighted) combination of measures
is used nor is there any learned/induced strategy employed in the query. The corresponding
iMatcher procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The strategy is executed against the service KB
and the returned list of ranked services (in decreasing order of similarity) is analyzed and the
performance of the strategy graphically visualized.
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Figure 6.2: The iMatcher procedure for simple iSPARQL strategies. The strategy in Listing 6.1
performs Semantic Web service matchmaking by comparing the service names (using the Lev-
enshtein similarity measure, see Section 3.2.3). First, the strategy is executed against the service
knowledgebase, second, the returned list of ranked services (in decreasing order of similarity) is
analyzed, and third, the performance of the strategy is graphically visualized.
Example 6.1.2 (Machine-Learned iSPARQL Strategy for Matchmaking). The strategy in
Listing 6.2 applies the weights from an externally learned, linear regression model to compute
the similarity between the query service (specified by its service URI) and the services in the
knowledgebase. The overall service similarity is computed as
similarity = w1 · sim1 + w2 · sim2 + w3 · sim3 − w4
= 0.9686 · sim1 + 0.195 · sim2 + 0.09 · sim3 − 0.0295,
where sim1, sim2, and sim3 stand for the TF-IDF and Jaccard similarities (both for the input and
output concepts) respectively. The corresponding iMatcher procedure is shown in Figure 6.3. In
contrast to the simple iMatcher procedure in Figure 6.2, in this case two intermediate steps are
necessary to arrive at a machine-learned iSPARQL strategy: first, the features used for model
induction need to be generated/extracted from the service knowledgebase, and, second, the
actual model needs to be trained by the use of some machine learning module (e.g., Weka; see
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/˜ml/weka/). In this example, we trained a linear
regression model that we then translated back into the iSPARQL strategy shown in Listing 6.2.
In the following, the iMatcher procedure for machine-learned strategies shown in Figure 6.3 is
explained in more details. Essentially, iMatcher computes similarities between the query and the
services in the KB. The more similar a service to a query, the more likely it is to be a correct result.
As parameters, iMatcher is given a set of similarity measures S M, a dataset of queries, services,
and correct answers T (called ground truth), and a learning algorithm, R. To train iMatcher , it
first computes a similarity-based training set, T sim, that contains the similarities between all the
queries and services in T for all measures in S M and an indication of whether the combination
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1 SELECT SELECT ?service ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { <SERVICE_URI> service:presents ?queryProfile .
4 ?queryProfile profile:textDescription ?queryDescription .
5 ?service service:presents ?serviceProfile .
6 ?serviceProfile profile:textDescription ?serviceDescription .
7
8 IMPRECISE
9 { ?sim1 simpack:tfidf ( ?serviceDescription ?queryDescription ) .
10 ?sim2 simpack:jaccardInputs ( ?serviceProfile ?queryProfile ) .
11 ?sim3 simpack:jaccardOutputs ( ?serviceProfile ?queryProfile ) .
12
13 ?similarity simpack:score ( 0.9686 ?sim1 0.195 ?sim2
14 0.09 ?sim3 -0.0295 1.0 ) .
15 }
16 } ORDER BY DESC (?similarity)
Listing 6.2: Machine-learned iSPARQL strategy that performs semantic service matchmaking
by applying an externally learned, linear regression model.
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Figure 6.3: The iMatcher procedure for machine-learned iSPARQL strategies. The strategy
in Listing 6.2 performs Semantic Web service matchmaking by applying the weights from an
externally trained, linear regression model. The overall similarity between services is the weighted
sum of similarities shown on line 13.
of the service and the query is correct (i.e., a true positive) or not. For example, such a dataset,
T sim, may look as depicted in Table 6.2. iMatcher then applies the algorithm R to T sim in order to
learn/induce an induction model M (i.e., a linear regression model in Example 6.1.2).
To use iMatcher, the generated, machine-learned iSPARQL strategy computes the similarities
(with the measures S M) of a given query q to all services in a given KB (lines 9–11 in Listing
6.2), then uses M to predict the combined similarity (or likelihood) of a match (lines 13–14), and
returns the answers in decreasing order of similarity. As iMatcher is based on iSPARQL, any
similarity measure defined within SimPack can be use for S M. For the learning algorithms R,
any induction algorithm implementing the Weka interface can be employed. As a training set T ,
iMatcher expects a training dataset consisting of a knowledgebase with services, a list of queries,
and a file specifying which services are the correct answers for any given query.
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Query Service TF-IDF JacIn JacOut TP(q,sv)
q1 sv1 sc
t f id f
q1 ,sv1 sc
JacIn
q1 ,sv1 sc
JacOut
q1 ,sv1 1
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
q1 svm sc
t f id f
q1 ,svm sc
JacIn
q1 ,svm sc
JacOut
q1 ,svm 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
qn sv1 sc
t f id f
qn ,sv1 sc
JacIn
qn ,sv1 sc
JacOut
qn ,sv1 1
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
qn svm sc
t f id f
qn ,svm sc
JacIn
qn ,svm sc
JacOut
qn ,svm 0
Table 6.2: Training set T sim for learning an iSPARQL strategy for matchmaking. For each query
qi ∈ T , the similarity scores between qi and all the services sv j in T are computed for all measures
in S M. Furthermore, T sim contains an indication of whether the combination of the service sv j
and the query qi is correct (i.e., a true positive) or not.
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Figure 6.4: iMatcher is based on iSPARQL and SimPack. It implements the SME2Plugin
interface to initialize the matchmaker and to run queries. The statistics handler computes the
precision, recall, and R-Precision performance measures by looking at the supplied query answer
(relevance) sets in T . Finally, the visualization component generates the precision vs. recall (R-
Precision) figures using Gnuplot. Currently, Weka and LibSVM are used as external machine
learning modules to predict whether a service is a true answer to a query.
The iMatcher architecture is depicted in Figure 6.4. For the evaluation, the results are run
through a simple statistics handler that knows the set of relevant services (true positives) for a
given input query service. This information is used to compute the precision vs. recall figures that
are shown throughout the evaluation (see Section 6.1.4). Furthermore, iMatcher implements the
SME2Plugin interface in order to initialize the matchmaker with a particular service knowledge-
base and to run queries.4
4Used at the 1st International Semantic Service Selection Contest (S3) at ISWC 2007 (http://www-ags.dfki.
uni-sb.de/˜klusch/s3/index.html).
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6.1.3 Evaluation Methodology and Dataset
In this section, the performance measures used in the evaluation (Section 6.1.4) are briefly re-
viewed. 5 Note that both the performance measures and the procedure are slight extensions of the
ones introduced and, hence, validated in [Klusch et al. 2006].
Precision and Recall Probably the most often used performance measures for matchmaking
are precision and recall [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999]. Given a query, q, precision is
the fraction of the answer set Aq (retrieved by the matchmaker) that is relevant to the query,
whereas recall is the fraction of relevant documents, Rq, that have been retrieved, i.e., precisionq =
|Raq |
|Aq| , recallq =
|Raq |
|Rq| , where Raq denotes the subset of relevant documents in Aq. As the evaluation
of a single query is oftentimes not sufficient to make a statistically significant statement, many
queries are involved and the averages of Precision and Recall computed.
Macro-Average In our experiments, we are interested in macro-averaging precision and recall
over all queries (see [Raghavan et al. 1989] or [Sebastiani 2002]), as it gives equal weight to each
user query [Lewis 1991]. We, therefore, need to introduce the set L = {0, 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 1.0} of
21 standardized recall levels [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999], as our goal is to compute
average precision vs. recall figures for each investigated matchmaking strategy. Furthermore,
note that an interpolation procedure (aka ceiling) is necessary to compute precision and recall at
each standardized recall level as each query likely has a different number of relevant services (i.e.,
different Rq values). For each query qi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, macro-averaging computes precision and
recall separately at each level j, where j ∈ L, and then computes the mean of the resulting n values,
i.e.,
precisionMj =
1
n
×
n∑
i=1
|Raqi , j|
|Aqi, j|
, recallMj =
1
n
×
n∑
i=1
|Raqi, j|
|Rqi |
. (6.1)
All the precision vs. recall figures in the remainder of this case study macro-average the results of
all queries q ∈ T for all investigated iSPARQL matchmaking strategies.
R-Precision R-precision RPr [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999] is used in this case study
as a single value summary of the performance of a particular matchmaking algorithm. It is the
fraction of relevant services which have been retrieved when considering only the first |Rq| services
of the answer set, denoted Ra∗q, i.e., RPrq =
|Ra∗q |
|Rq | . R-precision is used to compare two matchmaking
algorithms, A and B, on a per-query basis, i.e.,
RPrA/Bq = RPr
A
q − RPrBq . (6.2)
A positive result for RPrA/Bq highlights the fact that algorithm A is more effective than B for query
q, and vice versa. A zero result denotes equal performance of both algorithms.
5For an elaborate treatment of these measures, refer to the textbook of Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [Baeza-Yates
and Ribeiro-Neto 1999] as well as to [Lewis 1991] and [Sebastiani 2002].
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Figure 6.5: R-precision comparison of the Levenshtein- and the Jaccard-based iSPARQL strate-
gies shown in Listings 6.1 and 6.3. Clearly, Jaccard outperforms Levenshtein on almost all queries.
1 SELECT SELECT ?service ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { <SERVICE_URI> service:presents ?queryProfile .
4 ?service service:presents ?serviceProfile .
5
6 IMPRECISE
7 { ?sim1 simpack:jaccardInputs ( ?serviceProfile ?queryProfile ) .
8 ?sim2 simpack:jaccardOutputs ( ?serviceProfile ?queryProfile ) .
9 ?similarity simpack:avg ( ?sim1 ?sim2 ) .
10 }
11 }
12 ORDER BY DESC (?similarity)
Listing 6.3: Simple iSPARQL strategy that performs semantic service matchmaking by com-
paring the sets of derived I/O concepts by the use of the set-based Jaccard similarity measure.
Example 6.1.3 (R-Precision). Consider the example service B in Figure 3.3. According to
OWLS-TC v2, the total number of relevant service answers, |RserviceB|, is 20 for this service
query. Assume a matchmaking algorithm returns 8 relevant services among the first 20 docu-
ments in the ranking (i.e., |Ra∗serviceB| = 8). The value of R-precision is, thus,
RPrserviceB =
|Ra∗serviceB|
|RserviceB| =
8
20
= 0.4.
R-precision can be used to compare the two matchmaking strategies A and B on a per-query
basis. Consider Figure 6.5, which shows R-precision for the two simple iSPARQL strategies
shown in Listings 6.1 and 6.3. These strategies use the Levenshtein similarity measure (strategy
A) and the set-based Jaccard similarity measure (strategy B) from Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.2, re-
spectively, to perform service matchmaking. The R-precision comparison of the two algorithms
shows that Jaccard clearly outperforms Levenshtein on a per-query basis.
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Category Number Fraction
communication 29 5.02%
economy 206 35.63%
education 135 23.36%
food 25 4.33%
medical 52 8.99%
travel 106 18.34%
weapon 25 4.33%
578
Table 6.3: Summary statistics of the OWLS-TC v2.1 Semantic Web service retrieval test collec-
tion used as benchmarking dataset in our experiments. The collection includes a total quantity of
578 semantic services of seven different categories. The largest category is economy, followed
by education and travel.
Evaluation Procedure and Dataset In accordance with the iMatcher procedure in Section 6.1.2,
the evaluation procedure is basically the following: first, based on experiences, a set of iSPARQL
strategies that are assumed to perform well is created (see Section 4.2.2); second, for each query,
iMatcher is run to obtain a list of services ranked by their similarity to the query; third, given these
ranked lists of services, macro-averages are computed by considering the queries’ relevance sets
(their true answers) as explained earlier in this section; lastly, the results are plotted to visually
examine the effectiveness of the created matchmaking strategies. By iteratively identifying and
replacing weak parts of strategies with parts that improve the matchmaking performance, it is
possible to find well-performing strategies for the given task and dataset.
The Semantic Web services considered in this case study use the OWL-S language to repre-
sent their service capabilities.6 For all our matchmaking experiments, we use OWLS-TC v2.1—an
OWL-S Semantic Web service retrieval test collection as benchmarking dataset T .7 The collection
consists of 578 services from seven different categories. It specifies 28 queries with their relevance
sets (true answers), thereby allowing us to compute the aforementioned statistics for our match-
maker. The categories and the distribution of the services are shown in Table 6.3. The table shows
that economy is the largest category, followed by education and travel etc.
6.1.4 Experimental Results
The ultimate goal of the experiments was to demonstrate the ease of use of iMatcher for perform-
ing Semantic Web service matchmaking based on iSPARQL strategies. To that end, three sets
of strategies are evaluated: (1) primitive strategies: evaluations of a set of simple, off-the-shelf
strategies, (2) induced strategies: assessments of the quality of machine learning techniques for
matchmaking, and (3) customized strategies: estimations of the improvements of iteratively im-
proved, self-engineered strategies. We close our experiments with a short comparison of strategies
from other frameworks using similarity measures (i.e., similarity reasoning).
6http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
7http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/owls-tc/
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(a) String-based strategies.
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Figure 6.6: Performance comparison of simple string- and vector-based strategies.
Primitive Strategies
String-based Strategies We start our evaluation with the comparison of simple string-based
similarity strategies for matchmaking (see Figure 6.6a). An example of such a simple iSPARQL
strategy that is also evaluated in this section is the one shown in Listing 6.1. In addition, Figure
6.6a shows the results for OWLS-MX M4 (measure no. 6) on this and every subsequent precision
vs. recall figure presented in this work. OWLS-MX M4 is reported to be the best-performing
matchmaker variant of the OWLS-MX matchmaker [Klusch et al. 2006]. It uses the extended
Jaccard similarity coefficient to compare two services based on their sets of unfolded input/output
concepts.8 Furthermore, Figure 6.6a illustrates the results of the TF-IDF measure (no. 5) that
compares services based on their service descriptions [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999].
As the results in Figure 6.6a show, TF-IDF clearly outperforms all other measures in terms of
precision and recall. It also outperforms OWLS-MX M4 until about half of the relevant services
have been retrieved. Both strategies find all relevant services in the end (recall of 1.0), but OWLS-
MX M4 does so with much higher, almost consistently perfect precision.
A clear performance trend is recognizable among the set of measures that syntactically com-
pare the names of the services (measures no. 1–4). Among them, the bi-gram string similarity
measure (no. 2) performs slightly better than other prominent measures from this domain, such
as the Levenshtein string similarity (no. 1) [Levenshtein 1966] and the Jaro measure (even with
Winkler’s reweighing scheme) [Winkler and Thibaudeau 1987].
Figure 6.7a additionally underscores the superiority of TF-IDF over the other strategies, thus
8In all our experiments, we used the nearest-neighbor matchmaking filter as minimum degree of match and a value
of 0.7 as syntactic similarity threshold for OWLS-MX M4. This setup was suggested by the authors of OWLS-MX so
that we could obtain good results for OWLS-TC v2.1.
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(b) J48 Decision Tree vs. Euclidean I/O inferred strategy.
Figure 6.7: R-Precision comparison of selected matchmaking strategies.
showing an exemplary comparison with the Bi-gram measure on a per-query basis. For 19 out
of 28 queries, comparing their textual descriptions with descriptions of services of the service KB
turned out to be more efficient for matchmaking than comparing their service names. We speculate
that these performance figures could be improved using even richer textual service descriptions.
We learned from this evaluation that the simple TF-IDF full-text similarity measure is very
well suited for matchmaking in OWLS-TC v2.1 for the purpose of achieving good results. We,
therefore, will reuse it in subsequent strategies. Furthermore, to compare service names, we will
use the bi-gram measure.
Vector-based Strategies Next, we compare a set of simple vector-based strategies for match-
making. The results are depicted in Figure 6.6b. Basically, these strategies take the sets of service
I/O concepts, unfold them logically (using the Pellet reasoner),9 transform them to vectors, and
measure the similarity between those vectors using one of the vector similarity measures from
SimPack. This transformation procedure was also explained in Example 3.2.1 earlier in this the-
sis. For convenience, we briefly repeat the required steps in the following example.
Example 6.1.4 (Transformation of typed (RDF) Graphs to Vectors). Let n, m be the number
of the asserted and derived input concepts of the semantic services A and B in Section 3.2. For
A, this results in n = 11, and for B m = 10. The set of all input concepts IA, IB can be
represented as binary vectors xA, xB of size |IA|+ |IB| − |IA ∩ IB| = 13, where |IA| = 11, |Ib| = 10,
and |IA ∩ IB| = 8 (cf. Figure 5.5).
The vector representation of these two sets IA, IB is xA = [1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1]T
and xB = [0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0]T , which have, for instance, a Jaccard similarity of|Ia∩Ib |
|Ia |+|Ib |−|Ia∩Ib | =
8
13 = 0.615. Likewise, the similarity of the vectors representing the services’
outputs is computed, which results in a value of 0.667. Averaging the two similarity scores, we
obtain an overall similarity of 0.641 for the compared services A and B.
9http://pellet.owldl.com/
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Table 6.4: Training set T sim for learning an iSPARQL strategy for matchmaking.
Figure 6.6b illustrates that simple measures such as the metric Euclidean vector distance are
sufficient to achieve good results for I/O-based service matchmaking.10 The Jaccard measure is
only slightly outperformed by the simple Euclidean distance. The figure also shows that the Over-
lap measure completes the matchmaking task less precisely than the Euclidean and the Jaccard
measure for about 65% of retrieved services. After that, its performance is comparable to the
other measures.
It is interesting to observe the remarkable influence of ontological reasoning over the I/O
concepts on the matchmaking task. Comparing the Euclidean measure with reasoning support
turned on (measure no. 1 in Figure 6.6b) vs. the same measure without reasoning (no. 2) evidently
shows that enabling reasoning boosts performance by about 20% for a given matchmaking task.
As a consequence, we will use reasoning in all subsequent experiments.
Machine-Learned Strategies
In this section, we intend to test the applicability of techniques from machine learning for Semantic
Web service matchmaking. To that end, we followed the iMatcher procedure for machine-learned
iSPARQL strategies described in Section 6.1.2. First of all, we had to generate/extract the features
that are used for model induction. We, therefore, defined an iSPARQL strategy for each of the four
following similarity measures that performed very well in our empirical experiments: bi-gram, TF-
IDF, and Euclidean distance (separately for both input and output concepts). This resulted in the
training set T sim shown in Table 6.4.
Given this training set, we subsequently induced four different machine learning models using
algorithms from Weka11 and LibSVM12 as explained in 6.1.2. From Weka, we chose a linear
regression, a logistic regression, and a J48 decision tree learner for the prediction of whether a
service is a true answer to a query. From LibSVM, we chose the support vector regression model
(-SVR) with an RBF kernel and cross-validation/grid-search done as recommended in [Hsu et al.
2007] to search for the best parameter setting for the RBF kernel. For a more detailed discussion
of these algorithms, refer to the textbook of Witten and Frank [Witten and Frank 2005] for Weka
10The Euclidean distance, d, is converted into a similarity score by the common distance conversion function 11+d
(see Equation 3.5).
11http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/˜ml/weka/
12http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm/
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1 SELECT SELECT ?service ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { <SERVICE_URI> service:presents ?queryProfile .
4 ?queryProfile profile:serviceName ?queryName ;
5 profile:textDescription ?queryDescription .
6 ?service service:presents ?serviceProfile .
7 ?serviceProfile profile:serviceName ?serviceName ;
8 profile:textDescription ?serviceDescription .
9
10 IMPRECISE
11 { ?sim1 simpack:bigram ( ?serviceName ?queryName ) .
12 ?sim2 simpack:tfidf ( ?serviceDescription ?queryDescription ) .
13 ?sim3 simpack:euclideanInputs ( ?serviceProfile ?queryProfile ) .
14 ?sim4 simpack:euclideanOutputs ( ?serviceProfile ?queryProfile ) .
15
16 ?similarity simpack:score ( 0.0443 ?sim1 0.785 ?sim2 0.481 ?sim3
17 0.146 ?sim4 -0.158 1.0 ) .
18 }
19 }
20 ORDER BY DESC (?similarity)
Listing 6.4: Machine-learned iSPARQL strategy using a linear regression model.
and to Chang and Lin [Chang and Lin 2001] for LibSVM.
As a representative example, the resulting iSPARQL strategy from Weka’s linear regression
model is shown in Listing 6.4. The model defines a weighted, linear combination of the input
features (the similarity scores) for the prediction of the membership of a service to a query’s
relevance set. The weights learned for this particular model are given on lines 16 and 17 in Listing
6.4. The final similarity score, sim, is computed by aggregating/combining the individual scores,
i.e.,
sim =
∑
i∈S M
wi · simi,
where S M = {Bi-gram, TF-IDF, EuclidIn, EuclidOut}.
The results in Figure 6.8a show that the -SVR strategy outperforms all other strategies in
terms of precision until, on average, about 65% of the relevant services have been retrieved. Then
the decision tree takes the lead until about 90% retrieved relevant services, before it is once again
slightly outperformed by -SVR. Linear and logistic regression thus perform worse than the non-
linear models.
The accuracy of the prediction for the J48 learner is 98.95%, and 98.45% for the logistic
regression learner. Note that the exclusive use of accuracies is, however, misleading, as they
are heavily dependent on the prior probability of the dataset. Therefore, Figure 6.8b graphs the
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) and the area under the ROC curve (AUC in the leg-
end), both of which provide a prior-independent approach for comparing the quality of a predictor
[Provost and Fawcett 2001] for two of the chosen methods. The x-axis shows the false positive
rate and the y-axis the true positive rate. AUC is, typically, used as a summary number for the
curve. A random class assignment (either YES or NO) is also shown as a line form the origin (0,0)
to (1,1) and the ideal ROC curve would be going from the origin straight up to (0,1) and then to
(1,1).
Note that, with this very simple approach, we clearly outperform OWLS-MX M4 in terms of
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Figure 6.8: Performance comparison of machine-learned matchmaking strategies.
precision and recall for almost 90% of relevant services. Also, the performance on a per-query
basis illustrates the superiority of the machine learned strategies, as plotted exemplarily in Figure
6.7b for the J48 decision tree strategy and the simpler vector-based Euclidean I/O strategy. We,
therefore, conclude that the combination of logical deduction and statistical induction produces
superior performance to only logical deduction, which can be easily achieved with our approach.
Customized Strategies
As claimed in Section 6.1.2, iMatcher enables the creation of efficient matchmaking strategies in
an iterative and ‘playful’ procedure. To point this out, Figure 6.9a summarizes the results of four
iteratively improved strategies. Starting with the very simple name-comparing strategy bi-gram
(measure no. 1), we can successively create better strategies by first applying TF-IDF (no. 2),
then combining 1 and 2 (= no. 3), followed by no. 4, which also takes service inputs and outputs
into account, and, last, by using machine learning to result in the best-performing strategy in this
experiment.
Strategies from other Frameworks
To close our experimental section, we compare succinctly the results of three other frameworks
using similarity measures (i.e., similarity reasoning): (1) the ontology alignment tool OLA (OWL-
Lite Alignment) [Euzenat et al. 2004a]; (2) OWLS-MX [Klusch et al. 2006]; and (3), the string
metric for ontology alignment (SMOA) [Stoilos et al. 2005] (refer to Example 3.2.7). Note that
two of these tools were initially created for ontology alignment rather than for matchmaking.
However, as they also involve the use of similarity measures to find correspondences in different
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Figure 6.9: Performance comparison of customized matchmaking strategies and strategies from
other frameworks using similarity measures (i.e., similarity reasoning).
ontologies, they can also be used by iMatcher.
The results in Figure 6.9b show that the Hamming strategy from OLA for comparing the names
of services is by far the most inaccurate approach for matchmaking. All of the other measures yield
much higher performance. The SMOA strategy behaves very similar to OLA’s Tri-gram strategy.
Finally, a comparison of OWL-S MX M0, which performs purely logic-based matchmaking with
OWLS-MX M4, again illustrates the usefulness of taking into account simple methods from IR in
order to improve precision and recall for Semantic Web service matchmaking.
6.1.5 Discussion
Clearly, our empirical results are limited to an artificial dataset, namely OWL-S TC v2. Therefore,
the results must be taken with a grain of salt. Given, however, the very low number of comparable
test collections publicly available, this limitation is rather natural and must be accepted. Similarly,
we note that focusing only on OWL-S as the service description language is a limitation of our
experimental setup and not of our approach itself.
Particularly interesting is the high influence of the IR techniques such as TF-IDF on match-
making performance (see Figure 6.6a). The strategies that exploit textual information of the ser-
vices turned out to be very effective, which underlines again the importance of the similarity-based
approaches for matchmaking. On the other hand, as can be seen from Figure 6.6b, strategies that
involve classical deductive description logic reasoning over the input data can boost the match-
making performance by a factor of about 20%. It is interesting to observe that the combination of
both approaches (see measure no. 4 in Figure 6.9a) is superior to each of the individual approaches.
Whilst this is not a new finding, it emphasizes, nevertheless, the importance of combining simi-
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larity reasoning with deductive description logic reasoning, which can also be concluded from our
machine learning experiments in Section 6.1.4.
Of course, creating customized indexes for keyword search and document weighting (e.g.,
for TF-IDF) involves a data preprocessing step that might be costly depending on the size and
dynamics of the dataset.
Another issue is the approximate matching procedure of iMatcher as opposed to a formal ap-
proach. Obviously, both approaches have an important role. Formal matching procedures ensure
a correct match, which is especially important when, for example, automatically finding a ser-
vice that is to be invoked without any adaptation. The formal approaches, however, might be
too restrictive in open domains in which an exact match cannot be assumed [Klusch et al. 2006].
Approximate matching is more suitable when an exact match cannot be found, when the formal
approach provides too many answers, or when some adaptation procedure would adapt the “call-
ing” code to the found service before invoking it. Also, approximate matching raises the issue of
a threshold under which an answer should not be considered. In our evaluation we assumed that
the caller would like an answer in any case and would like to examine the most suitable result. In
other scenarios such a threshold would, however, be appropriate.
6.2 Semantic Web Process Retrieval
6.2.1 Overview
One of the cornerstones of the Semantic Web service’s vision is to enable the design and execution
of dynamic inter- and intra-organizational services. A major prerequisite for fulfilling this vision
is the ability to find services which have certain features (i.e., the ability for adaptive service
discovery and service matchmaking, see Section 6.1). To achieve these goals, most approaches
have thus far relied on some type of logical reasoning (e.g., [Bernstein and Klein 2002], [Paolucci
et al. 2002], and [Klusch et al. 2006]).
In our previous iRDQL approach [Bernstein and Kiefer 2006], we suggested that statistical
methods based on a catalog of simple, predefined similarity measures might be more suitable for
this task. Indeed, using a large matchmaking test collection, we successfully demonstrated that
a straightforward method based on simple, off-the-shelf similarity measures performed almost as
well as the “best of bread” OWLS-MX M4 matchmaker [Klusch et al. 2006] that was engineered
for the task of matching Semantic Web services.
Note that, whereas we used Semantic Web services in the matchmaking case study in Section
6.1 and in iRDQL, in this case study we instead use Semantic Web processes. The reason for this
distinction lies in the data format we use to evaluate our novel similarity reasoning extension for
semantic retrieval. The services in Section 6.1 are specified in the OWL-S upper ontology format
(i.e., by a service profile, service grounding, and service model). The processes used in this case
study originate from the MIT Process Handbook [Malone et al. 2003]. They specify neither a
profile nor a grounding, but only a process model. This dataset is discussed in greater detail in the
next section.
While the success of iRDQL was remarkable, it left open some important questions. First,
the question of which similarity measure/strategy is applicable for a given problem needs to be
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answered. Findings from machine learning [Geng and Hamilton 2006] and information retrieval
[Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999] show that the best performing similarity measure might be
both task- and domain-dependent. Indeed, the process of finding the best similarity measure for
any given task and domain can be mapped to an optimization problem where the “No Free Lunch”
theorem [Wolpert and Mcready 1997] has proven that no uniformly best solution exists. Hence, the
choice of the best performing similarity measure for any given task, given an application domain,
seems anything but straightforward.
Second, the fact that the similarity-based iRDQL approach was still slightly outperformed by
the human-engineered, task-optimized OWLS-MX M4 matchmaker raises the question of whether
a (human-) engineered, task-optimized similarity measure would not perform better. This ques-
tion is especially important when considering that, in many practical applications, a considerable
amount of human (knowledge) engineering is expended in order to improve the performance of
systems. Hence, the engineering effort would also go into similarity-based solutions.
Third, since similarity is an inherently statistics-based notion, it almost begs the use of statis-
tical machine learning techniques for finding a similarity measure optimized for a given task and
application domain.
In this case study, our novel similarity reasoning framework, iSPARQL, is used to address
exactly these questions. Specifically, the contributions of this study are that it (1) shows the sim-
plicity of designing similarity-based Semantic Web applications with iSPARQL, (2) analyzes the
usefulness of human-engineered task- and domain-specific similarity strategies in comparison to
some off-the-shelf strategies widely used in computer science and artificial intelligence, and (3),
shows how machine-learned iSPARQL strategies outperform both the off-the-shelf as well as the
human-engineered strategies in a semantic process retrieval task.
To that end, iSPARQL is tested on the OWL MIT Process Handbook —a large collection of
over 5000 semantic business processes. The OWL MIT Process Handbook is a dataset for process
retrieval applications in ontologies based on the original MIT Process Handbook that provides a
very rich structural and textual description of the provided processes [Malone et al. 2003].
6.2.2 Evaluation Methodology and Dataset
In order to evaluate iSPARQL’s applicability and effectiveness for the task of semantic process
retrieval, a substantial database of instances is needed, which includes a sizable number of queries
with their associated correct answers (similar to OWLS-TC for testing OWL-S matchmaking al-
gorithms, refer to Section 6.1). The correct answers are crucial, as they enable the quantitative
evaluation of the iSPARQL retrieval approach. But manually preparing a suitable database that
is large enough to enable statistical analysis can be impracticably time-consuming. We, there-
fore, decided to bootstrap the dataset generation process with a large existing knowledgebase that
describes business processes.
The MIT Process Handbook [Malone et al. 2003] is an electronic repository of best-practice
business processes, and the result of over a decade of development by over 40 researchers and
practitioners centered around the MIT Center for Coordination Science.13 The Process Handbook
is intended to help people (1), redesign organizational processes, (2) invent new processes, and
13Now called the MIT Center for Collective Intelligence (http://cci.mit.edu).
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Figure 6.10: Extract of the MIT Process Handbook meta-model (without attributes; figure
adapted from [Dobozi 2006, p. 20]).
(3), share ideas about organizational practices. It includes a database of about 5000 business
processes in addition to software tools for viewing, searching, and editing the database contents.
The Process Handbook is a process ontology: it provides a specialization hierarchy of processes
(verbs) and their inter-relations in the form of properties that connect the process to its attributes,
parts, exceptions, and dependencies to other processes. Note that specialization in the Process
Handbook is non-monotonic. In other words, it is possible for a “child” process to overwrite or
delete an inherited property. The MIT Process Handbook, thus, has the advantage of being a
sizable dataset that was developed in a real-world setting (i.e., by end-users and not by Semantic
Web researchers).
Mutating the MIT Process Handbook In order to use the MIT Process Handbook for eval-
uating our similarity reasoning framework, iSPARQL, the original Process Handbook had to be
exported into an OWL-based format. Given the non-monotonic inheritance structure, the straight-
forward translation of processes to concepts was not possible. We, therefore, decided to model
the Process Handbook meta-model in OWL and export the processes in the original MIT Process
Handbook as instances of this meta-model.14 Figure 6.10 shows an extract of the MIT Process
Handbook meta-model.
Hence, all major parts of the Process Handbook—such as Process, Bundle, Goal, Ex-
ception, Resource, Dependency, and Tradeoff—are represented as OWL classes (see
Figure 6.11). With the ontology at hand, the approximately 5000 business processes have been
14In order to preserve the inherent semantics of the MIT Process Handbook, some additional rules in RuleML would
be needed [Bernstein et al. 2005a].
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Figure 6.11: Simplified structure of the OWL MIT Process Handbook ontology. The figure
shows the subsumption relations between the OWL concepts we defined to model the ontology
(i.e., is-a links aka rdf:subClassOf relations).
@prefix processHandbook: <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph/2006/08/ProcessHandbook.owl#> .
<http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph/2006/08/E1024.owl#E1024> a processHandbook:Process ;
processHandbook:name "Determine cost" ;
processHandbook:description "This is a general activity to determine
the cost to the organization of purchase
or production." ;
processHandbook:hasException
<http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph/2006/08/E17159.owl#E17159> ;
processHandbook:hasSpecialization
<http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph/2006/08/E6302.owl#E6302> ,
<http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph/2006/08/E8007.owl#E8007> ;
processHandbook:hasGeneralization
<http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph/2006/08/E3356.owl#E3356> .
Figure 6.12: Example process E1024 (“Determine cost”) from the MIT Process Handbook
in Notation 3. The process is defined by a name, a description, and a number of relations to its
process generalization and specializations.
transformed into OWL and stored in their own files. Figure 6.12 shows a representative example
of such a process.
Next, a sizable number of realistic queries and their corresponding correct answers had to be
found in the MIT Process Handbook. To that end, we adopted a new approach for creating a
test database that is based on semantics-preserving process mutation. First, 105 distinct process
models from within the Process Handbook repository were selected. These models represent the
target set. Second, for each target process in the target set, 20 variants of that process, all of
which were syntactically different but semantically equivalent, were created using a set of specific
mutation operators. These variants represent the “true positives” or correct answers (i.e., the
database items that should be returned when iSPARQL is applied to find matches for the target
processes). All other items in the database are viewed as non-matches, and should, therefore, not
be returned by iSPARQL if it is operating correctly.
Variants were created by applying semantics-preserving mutation operators to the target pro-
cesses. Every variant represented the application of between 1 and 20 randomly selected operators
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to a target process. We used the following seven mutation operators:
• a process step (i.e., part of a process) is
– split into two siblings (STEPSPLIT)
– split into a parent/child (STEPCHILD)
– merged with a (randomly selected) sibling (STEPMERGESIB)
– merged with its parent (STEPMERGEPARENT)
– deleted (STEPDELETE)
• a word in the name of a process is
– deleted (NAMEDELETE)
• a word in the description of a process is
– deleted (DESCRIPTIONDELETE)
The mutation operators were selected so that they would produce a plausible alternative way
of modeling the process they were applied to. If we were modeling a restaurant process, for
example, some people might combine the “order” and “pay” actions into one substep (e.g., for a
fast food restaurant), while others might model the same process with separate substeps for “order”
and “pay”. These two approaches represent syntactically different but semantically equivalent
ways of modeling the same process. The STEPMERGESIB operator could take a process model
with distinct “order” and “pay” substeps and merge them into one. Conversely, the STEPSPLIT
operator could take a process model where “order” and “pay” are merged, and split them into two
distinct substeps.
It should be noted, as a caveat, that there is a substantial random element in how the mutation
operators work, because they do not perform a sophisticated semantic analysis of a step before, for
example, deciding how to perform a split. Hence, the process variants may not look much like their
human-generated equivalents, even though they themselves are generated through a process that
is similar to what a person might have used. It is our belief, however, that a semantics-preserving
mutation approach represents a promising way for generating large query collections to enable
rapid and useful evaluations of different retrieval algorithms. The algorithms that “rise to the top”
as a result of this screening procedure can then be evaluated using hand-generated test sets that,
presumably, will produce retrieval and precision figures that are closer to what can be expected in
“real-world” contexts.15
15The generated process retrieval test collection including variants (true positives) and queries is available at
http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph-owl.html.
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1 SELECT ?process2 ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { ?process1 rdfs:label ‘‘E16056’’ ;
4 ph:description ?desc1 .
5 ?process2 rdfs:label ?label2 ;
6 ph:description ?desc2 .
7 IMPRECISE
8 { ?similarity simpack:tfidf ( ?desc1 ?desc2 ) . }
9 }
10 ORDER BY DESC(?similarity) LIMIT 100
Listing 6.5: Simple off-the-shelf iSPARQL retrieval strategy applying the TF-IDF measure to
compare processes based on process descriptions.
6.2.3 Experimental Results
The goal of our experimental analysis was to find some empirical evidence to answer the ques-
tions raised at the beginning of this section: Which are the “correct” iSPARQL strategies for a
given task and domain? Do engineered strategies outperform off-the-shelf strategies? And, can
an “optimal” strategy be learned? To that end, two sets of experiments were performed: first,
the pure retrieval experiments show a comparison of both off-the-shelf and domain-/task-specific,
engineered similarity strategies using iSPARQL; second, the machine learning experiments com-
pare the performance of these predefined strategies to learned strategies that we obtained using
supervised learning approaches.
Retrieval Experiments
Off-the-shelf vs. Engineered In order to compare the performance of off-the-shelf versus
specifically engineered similarity strategies, several steps are necessary. First, three simple iSPAR-
QL strategies were created using, respectively, either the TF-IDF (S 1), the Levenshtein (S 2), or the
Levenshtein Level 2 (LL2; S 3) similarity measure (see Section 3.2 for a description of the similar-
ity measures). The TF-IDF measure is used to compare textual process descriptions, whereas the
Levenshtein and the LL2 measures are applied to compare shorter process names. These strategies
are shown in Listings 6.5–6.7.
Listing 6.5, for instance, shows the iSPARQL strategy that computes a similarity join between
the process with the label E16056 and all other processes in the knowledgebase by using the
TF-IDF measure. This strategy returns the retrieved processes (bound to variable ?process2) in
descending order of similarity. Obviously, these off-the-shelf strategies were not chosen randomly,
but according to previously obtained empirical findings.
Second, two task- and domain-specific complex similarity strategies were defined manually (or
engineered) based on our experience with the MIT Process Handbook. Both engineered strategies
are a combination of multiple similarity measures. These strategies are called MITPH-LL2-TFIDF
(S 4) and MITPH-LL2-TFIDF-JaccardAll (S 5) in the following.
The former S 4, as illustrated in Listing 6.8, is a combination of two atomic measures (i.e., LL2
to compare process names and TF-IDF to compare process descriptions). An overall similarity
score is computed by averaging the two individual similarities. The latter S 5, as shown in Listing
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1 SELECT ?process2 ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { ?process1 rdfs:label ‘‘E16056’’ ;
4 ph:name ?name1 .
5 ?process2 rdfs:label ?label2 ;
6 ph:name ?name2 .
7 IMPRECISE
8 { ?similarity simpack:levenshtein ( ?name1 ?name2 ) . }
9 }
10 ORDER BY DESC(?similarity) LIMIT 100
Listing 6.6: Simple off-the-shelf iSPARQL retrieval strategy applying the Levenshtein measure
to compare processes based on process names.
1 SELECT ?process2 ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { ?process1 rdfs:label ‘‘E16056’’ ;
4 ph:name ?name1 .
5 ?process2 rdfs:label ?label2 ;
6 ph:name ?name2 .
7 IMPRECISE
8 { ?similarity simpack:ll2 ( ?name1 ?name2 ) . }
9 }
10 ORDER BY DESC(?similarity) LIMIT 100
Listing 6.7: Simple off-the-shelf iSPARQL retrieval strategy applying the LL2 measure to
compare processes based on process names.
6.9, is a combination of seven atomic measures: in addition to S 4, four extra scores are computed
reflecting the similarities of the processes’ goals, exceptions, resources, inputs, and outputs. The
overall similarity between processes is again determined by averaging the individual scores.
Note that, while almost no domain knowledge is necessary to choose and define the off-the-
shelf similarity strategies, some domain expertise is needed for the human-engineered strategies
due to the fact that specifying which measures should be used to determine the similarity between
which elements of processes means having a profound understanding of the structure of the data.
To compare the performance of the similarity strategies, an iSPARQL query had to be exe-
cuted for all 105 query processes with each of the five similarity strategies (i.e., off-the-shelf and
engineered). To evaluate the performance of these strategies, precision and recall from traditional
information retrieval were chosen (refer to Section 6.1.3). As a representative example, the results
for the process with the label E16056 are shown in Figures 6.13a and 6.13b that depict precision
and recall, respectively, for the 100 most similar processes to E16056.16
As one can see, the TF-IDF-based strategy (S 1) outperforms all other strategies in terms of pre-
cision, and is closely followed by S 4 (MITPH-LL2-TFIDF). Both simple and engineered strategies
start very high, with precision equaling 1, except for S 4, which starts around 0.9. S 3 (Levenshtein
Level 2) rapidly falls below 0.2 in precision (∼25 returned processes), which expresses its low
usefulness for this retrieval task. In terms of recall (Figure 6.13b), S 4 starts highest (recall ∼0.7)
but is outperformed by S 1 (at around 15 returned services) for larger query result sets.
16http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph/2006/08/E16056.owl
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1 SELECT ?process2 ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { ?process1 rdfs:label ‘‘E16056’’ ;
4 ph:name ?name1 .
5 ph:description ?desc1 .
6
7 ?process2 rdfs:label ?label2 ;
8 ph:name ?name2 ;
9 ph:description ?desc2 .
10
11 IMPRECISE
12 { ?sim1 simpack:ll2 ( ?name1 ?name2 ) .
13 ?sim2 simpack:tfidf ( ?desc1 ?desc2 ) .
14 ?similarity simpack:avg ( ?sim1 ?sim2 ) .
15 }
16 }
17 ORDER BY DESC(?similarity) LIMIT 100
Listing 6.8: Engineered MITPH-LL2-TFIDF iSPARQL retrieval strategy.
Why does the standard TF-IDF perform so well? A reason for this effectiveness is very likely
the large descriptions that are typically associated with process entries. Given that the descriptions
were not mutated in all cases and that mutation did essentially consist of deleting words, TF-
IDF, which has been found to be very useful in full-text retrieval, may have an unfair advantage.
Nonetheless, even disregarding TF-IDF as a competitor, it is interesting to observe that neither of
the engineered measures uniformly outperforms the off-the-shelf ones in terms of precision, but
that they only gain with larger result sets.
Why does the engineered strategy S 5 (MITPH-LL2-TFIDF-JaccardALL) not perform equally
well when S 3 initially outperforms it in terms of precision and almost uniformly outperforms it in
terms of recall? This might be due to badly chosen weights for the various individual similarity
strategies (i.e., instead of giving the same weights to TF-IDF, LL2, and the Jaccard measures,
TF-IDF should probably be weighted much higher, as indicated by the simple strategy S 1). An
approach for learning to construct such weights is, therefore, discussed in the next section.
Figure 6.14 shows average precision and recall for the five employed similarity strategies
across all 105 queries. As the figure illustrates, the performance of all strategies across all the
queries is not as good as for the single query. Nonetheless, we can observe that the findings from
the single query generalize qualitatively. Specifically, Figure 6.14a illustrates that the simple TF-
IDF-based strategy S 1 clearly outperforms all other strategies in terms of precision—it seems as if
descriptions, if considered across all queries, are once again of much higher importance than the
other structure properties of a process. Note, however, that precision for all measures (including
S 1) is, on average, not as high as in the single query case. This is due to the fact that there are
processes in the test collection that have shorter textual descriptions and/or fewer properties, which
results in lower TF-IDF similarity scores, which, in turn, leads to reduced average precision.
In terms of precision, all three simple strategies once again outperform the engineered ones
when few processes are returned. For larger query result sets, the two engineered strategies, S 4 and
S 5, perform better than S 1 and S 3, but still worse than the simple strategy S 1. For inspecting recall
(Figure 6.14b), the best performing similarity strategy is the engineered S 4 (MITPH-LL2-TFIDF)
until the point where ∼40 processes are returned. With larger result sets, it is outperformed by S 1,
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1 SELECT ?process2 ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { ?process1 rdfs:label ‘‘E16056’’ ;
4 ?process1 ph:name ?name1 ;
5 ph:description ?desc1 .
6
7 ?process2 rdfs:label ?label2 ;
8 ?process2 ph:name ?name2 ;
9 ph:description ?desc2 .
10
11 IMPRECISE
12 { ?sim1 simpack:ll2 ( ?name1 ?name2 ) .
13 ?sim2 simpack:tfidf ( ?desc1 ?desc2 ) .
14 ?sim3 simpack:jaccardExceptions ( ?process1 ?process2 ) .
15 ?sim4 simpack:jaccardGoals ( ?process1 ?process2 ) .
16 ?sim5 simpack:jaccardResources ( ?process1 ?process2 ) .
17 ?sim6 simpack:jaccardInputs ( ?process1 ?process2 ) .
18 ?sim7 simpack:jaccardOutputs ( ?process1 ?process2 ) .
19 ?similarity simpack:avg ( ?sim1 ?sim2 ?sim3 ?sim4 ?sim5
20 ?sim6 ?sim7 ) .
21 }
22 }
23 ORDER BY DESC(?similarity) LIMIT 100
Listing 6.9: Engineered MITPH-LL2-TFIDF-JaccardAll iSPARQL retrieval strategy.
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Figure 6.13: Precision and recall for the representative example process with label E16056.
The TF-IDF-based strategy S 1 outperforms all other strategies in terms of precision, and is closely
followed by S 4 (MITPH-LL2-TFIDF). For recall, S 4 starts with the highest results (recall ∼0.7)
but is outperformed by S 1 (at around 15 returned services) for larger query result sets.
which, conversely, produces low results for a small number of returned processes (∼0.3).
It can also be observed, that, on average, similarity strategies incorporating TF-IDF in order to
measure the relatedness of processes of the MIT Process Handbook perform substantially better
than strategies focusing on other modeling aspects. Thus, future strategies should probably use
TF-IDF as one of their key component measures, and therefore assign it a high enough weight in
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(b) Average recall.
Figure 6.14: Average precision and recall for 105 target processes from the MIT Process Hand-
book and five iSPARQL similarity strategies. For precision, the simple strategies outperform the
engineered ones when few processes are returned. For larger query result sets, the two engineered
strategies, S 4 and S 5, perform better than S 1 and S 3, yet worse than S 1 alone. Inspecting recall,
the best performing similarity strategy is the engineered S 4 until the point where ∼40 processes
are returned. With larger result sets, it is outperformed by S 1, which starts with low performance
(∼0.3).
the overall similarity computation.
To summarize, we can state that the engineered measures do not uniformly outperform the
off-the-shelf ones. Indeed, it seems that the simple iSPARQL strategies that are heavily reliant on
full-text (such as S 1) are favored by this dataset. But ignoring the description (and the TF-IDF
measure), it can be seen that the engineered measures perform better in terms of both precision
and recall for large return sets. For small return sets, though, the off-the-shelf measures remain
better in terms of precision and are, at least, competitive in terms of recall.
Machine Learning Experiments
Off-the-shelf and Engineered vs. Learned The last question raised at the beginning of this
case study demands clarification regarding the performance of learned measure in comparison to
either the off-the-shelf or the engineered ones. To that end, the widely used Machine Learning
tool Weka was employed in conjunction with iSPARQL for the learning of a similarity measure
based on the results obtained with the simple and engineered strategies.17
Specifically, for each of the 105 target processes, all the off-the-shelf strategies used thus far,
with the exception of TF-IDF, have been considered (i.e., S 2 and S 3, but not S 1). The rationale
for not using the TF-IDF measure was that the process descriptions should not have too much
influence in this evaluation.
Together with the information that indicated whether they were a correct or incorrect answer,
17http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Figure 6.15: Precision and recall curves for the learned iSPARQL similarity strategies from the
shelf and engineered datasets. As learning algorithm, logistic regression was used. The perfor-
mance of the learned strategies vastly exceeds both the off-the-shelf and engineered strategies.
the resulting similarity values were combined in a feature vector
shelf i, j = [S 2(i, j), S 3(i, j), correct(i, j)]T ,
where i is the number of the target process, j is the number of the process from the MIT Process
Handbook and correct(i, j) specifies if j is a correct answer to the target process i. Thereafter, all
the vectors shelf i, j were combined in the dataset shelf. Analogously, we constructed the vector
engineeredi, j, which extended shelf i, j with the engineered measures to the dataset engineered,
i.e.,
engineeredi, j = [S 2(i, j), S 3(i, j), S 4(i, j), S 5(i, j), correct(i, j)]
T .
Note that this dataset and evaluation procedure is conceptually the same as that described in the
matchmaking case study in Section 6.1. More precisely, shelf i, j and engineeredi, j correspond to
the training set T sim shown in Table 6.2 in Section 6.1.2.
For each of these two datasets, we then learned an iSPARQL similarity strategy using a logistic
regression learning algorithm performing a 10-fold cross validation (i.e., we took 90% of the data
in the shelf (engineered) dataset, learned/trained an iSPARQL similarity strategy using logistic
regression, and then measured the strategy’s effectiveness on the remaining 10% of the dataset,
which is standard practice in machine learning). The averages of the results of the 10 runs are
shown in Figure 6.15.
As Figures 6.15a and 6.15b show, the learned strategies’ performance vastly exceeds both
the engineered and the off-the-shelf strategies (note the scale on the figures!). It thus seems that
each of the measures employed contains some latent (that is, potentially different) information
about the similarity between the queries and its correct answers. Combined, they yield excellent
performance. Also note that the similarity measure learned from the engineered dataset (the upper
line in Figures 6.15a and 6.15b) significantly outperforms the one learned from the shelf dataset
(lower curves). As precision/recall curves are sometimes misleading when one is evaluating the
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Figure 6.16: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) for both learned similarity strategies from
the shelf and engineered datasets. The iSPARQL similarity strategy learned from the engineered
dataset with its accuracy of 99.469%, almost perfectly mimics a perfect prediction, while the result
for the shelf dataset is not much worse with its accuracy of 98.523%.
performance of learning approaches, we also supply the average receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves for both learned measures. The ROC curve graphs the true positive rate (y-axis)
against the false positive rate (x-axis), where and ideal curve would go from the origin to the top
left (0,1) corner before proceeding to the top right (1,1) corner. Please also compare Section 6.1.4
and Figure 6.8, which provide more background about ROC curves.
As Figure 6.16 clearly shows, the iSPARQL similarity strategy learned from the engineered
dataset, with its accuracy of 99.469%, almost perfectly mimics a perfect prediction, while the
result for the shelf dataset is not much worse with its accuracy of 98.523%.
6.2.4 Discussion
The findings of our experiments in the previous Section are relatively clear. First, the ease of use
of our proposed similarity reasoning framework iSPARQL for the presented semantic process re-
trieval task was clearly shown. Evaluations that previously would have had to have been tediously
programmed could be effectuated by simply composing an iSPARQL strategy. The seamless in-
tegration of simple, off-the-shelf as well as human-engineered similarity strategies significantly
simplified the implementation. We claim, therefore, that a declarative query language containing
similarity reasoning elements such as iSPARQL can significantly simplify the design and imple-
mentation of Semantic Web applications that include some elements of similarity. Because such
elements are included in many of the core Semantic Web applications (e.g., service matchmaking,
retrieval in ontologies, ontology alignment, etc.), tools such as iSPARQL can play an important
role in simplifying the spread of the Semantic Web.
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Second, as the retrieval experiments showed, the human-engineered measures performed con-
sistently better on large sets of processes than the off-the-shelf measures did. In contrast, the
simple off-the-shelf strategies turned out to be superior for smaller sets. Furthermore, strategies
including the TF-IDF measure, which drew heavily on the process descriptions, performed better
in terms of precision and recall. This indicates that the off-the-shelf methods captured a differ-
ent notion of the similarity between processes than the engineered ones. This finding is further
supported by the learned similarity strategies. As Figure 6.15 shows, the results of the model
(classifier) learned with only the off-the-shelf data is somewhat less precise than the one learned
with both the off-the-shelf and engineered data. Hence, the information contained in the engi-
neered measures is at least partially complementary to the information contained in the off-the-
shelf ones, which the learning algorithm can exploit. Arguably, this additional information is the
latent experience of the experts that was embedded in the engineered strategies.
Third, the learned strategies clearly outperformed the off-the-shelf or engineered ones. The
learning algorithm’s ability to combine the complementary information contained in the different
notions of similarity proved to provide an overall, almost overwhelming accuracy. It can, therefore,
clearly be concluded that the value of using learned similarity strategies is immense assuming that
a sufficient number of examples is available: irrespective of whether off-the-shelf or engineered
strategies were used, the learned strategies performed close to perfect.
One major limitation of this case study is the choice of experimental data. The generalizability
of our findings across tasks and domains is limited by the fact that we (i) only used one dataset,
(ii) that this dataset employed some generated data, (iii) that we only ran one task (i.e., a process
retrieval task), and (iv) that the test suite generation strategy might have influenced the results.
Nonetheless, we claim that our findings are likely to hold across domains and tasks: first, extrapo-
lating from information retrieval where the choice of good similarity measures seems to permeate
across both tasks and domains; second, while our dataset is not ideal, it is one of the first in the Se-
mantic Web that contains both queries and associated true answers. Such datasets are very costly
to design and only their introduction to the community will enable comparative studies, which is,
ultimately, the basis of science. Third and last, even though the true positives were generated (note
that the database itself was collected by domain experts), their generation process was guided by
many years of experience with the type of data under study. We claim, therefore, that our findings
will generalize at least across domains and possibly, given the ubiquity of similarity measures in
computer science and artificial intelligence, even across tasks.
6.3 Semantic Web Service Classification
6.3.1 Overview
The previous case studies have demonstrated the applicability and usefulness of our similarity
reasoning framework iSPARQL in a matchmaking and process retrieval task. This case study
proceeds with the evaluation of our second novel, non-deductive reasoning extension to the Se-
mantic Web. Specifically, we show how our inductive reasoning framework SPARQL-ML can be
used to automatically classify Semantic Web services into their most appropriate service category.
According to [Heß and Kushmerick 2003], a web service category describes the general kind of
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service that is offered, such as travel, medical, or educational services.
In a nutshell, our SPARQL-ML framework is used to classify/predict the category of a seman-
tic service, which is usually a string value, say, travel or education. This value can then be
used to tag (annotate) the service (e.g., in Semantic Web terminology add a new triple to the ser-
vice description holding the value of the classification step). Note, however, that our focus clearly
lies on service classification rather than service annotation. In the following, we will give some
more background about this case study.
Since the advent of Web service standards such WSDL18 and UDDI ,19, people from the re-
search community as well as from industry have been developing Web services to support inter-
operable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. One of the key cornerstones of such
agent-based architectures is the ability to automatically discover, compose, and execute registered
services (advertisements). Typically, service discovery includes some kind of matchmaking be-
tween user requests and service advertisements. A typical service discovery/matchmaking system
is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Although UDDI enables classification of Web services according to their functionality, it does
not, however, provide many possibilities to attach comprehensive service semantics. On the other
hand, as several studies have successfully demonstrated, the task of service discovery/matchmak-
ing can be greatly improved by using semantic annotations and ontologies—a task heavily inves-
tigated in Semantic Web research (cf. [Klusch et al. 2006], [Bianchini et al. 2006], or [Lamparter
et al. 2007]).
Within the Semantic Web, enriching Web service descriptions with semantic annotations is
achieved by the use of languages for sharing meaning such as OWL-S,20 WSDL-S,21 WSMO,22
and SAWSDL23 that provide the foundations for semantic interoperability [Shadbolt et al. 2006].
In other words, providing this kind of semantic service annotation (i.e., semantic metadata) is key
to the success of effective and efficient service discovery/retrieval/matchmaking systems.
Similar to the studies of Heß and Kushmerick, we explore the usability of machine learning
algorithms (through SPARQL-ML) in order to automatically derive semantic annotations from
training data (see [Heß and Kushmerick 2003] and [Heß and Kushmerick 2004]). In contrast to
[Heß and Kushmerick 2003], however, we do not investigate probabilistic classification/learning
algorithms such as Naı¨ve Bayes and support vector machines (SVMs) [Witten and Frank 2005].
Instead, we use statistical relational learning (SRL) methods such as Relational Probability Trees
(RPTs) and Relational Bayesian Classifiers (RBCs) that are able to exploit the rich relational data
structure of Semantic Web services (refer to Section 5.2 for more details about these methods).
In the remainder of this case study, the applicability and effectiveness of these SRL meth-
ods in combination with our inductive reasoning framework SPARQL-ML is examined in detail.
Specifically, we present and discuss the results of our prediction/classification experiments. More-
over, we show the benefits of the SRL algorithms using a real-world service test collection in a
non-binary classification task.
18http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
19http://www.oasis-open.org/home/index.php
20http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
21http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSDL-S/
22http://www.wsmo.org/
23http://www.w3.org/TR/sawsdl/
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Figure 6.17: Extended OWL-S upper ontology model. In addition to the service profile, ground-
ing, and model, an extra relation to the service category is added. The goal of the service classifica-
tion experiments is to predict the service category (i.e., the value of the service’s hasCategory
attribute).
6.3.2 Evaluation Methodology and Dataset
For all our service classification experiments we use the OWLS-TC v2.1 Semantic Web service
retrieval test collection that we already used in the matchmaking case study (see Section 6.1).24
For convenience, the most important features of OWLS-TC are briefly repeated. OWLS-TC
contains 578 semantic service descriptions of seven different categories. These categories are
communication, economy, education, food, medical, travel, and weapon. Ac-
cording to Table 6.3, the prior distribution of the services is communication = 5.02%, economy =
35.63%, education = 23.36%, f ood = 4.33%, medical = 8.99%, travel = 18.34%, and weapon =
4.33% (i.e., economy is the category with the most services).
Remember that the goal of this case study is to predict the value of a semantic service’s
hasCategory attribute (i.e., to classify them into one of the seven categories). However, in
order to use the category information for model induction using our SPARQL-ML framework, we
first had to assert this information in the dataset (as it was originally separate). In other words,
we had to extend the OWL-S service ontology model with an additional relation to the service
category. The extended OWL-S ontology is shown in Figure 6.17.
Example 6.3.1 (Semantic Service with Category Information). Listing 6.10 shows an extract
of the semantic service A of Chapter 3 in Notation 3. The extra information we added to all the
services of OWLS-TC is pointed out on line 3. For service A this is the triple
{CITYCOUNTRY LUXURYHOTEL SERVICE service:hasCategory ‘‘travel’’}
that asserts that A is located in the travel sector.
Using these extended service descriptions, we are able to learn/induce a service prediction
model using our SPARQL-ML framework. More precisely, we are able to write CREATE MINING
24http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/owls-tc/
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1 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#CITYCOUNTRY_LUXURYHOTEL_SERVICE>
2 a service:Service ;
3 service:hasCategory "travel" ;
4
5 service:describedBy
6 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#CITYCOUNTRY_LUXURYHOTEL_PROCESS_MODEL> ;
7 service:presents
8 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#CITYCOUNTRY_LUXURYHOTEL_PROFILE> ;
9 service:supports
10 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#CITYCOUNTRY_LUXURYHOTEL_GROUNDING> .
11
12 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#CITYCOUNTRY_LUXURYHOTEL_PROFILE>
13 a profile:Profile ;
14 profile:serviceName "CityLuxuryHotelInfoService"@en ;
15 profile:textDescription "It is the most frequently used service to get
16 information about luxury hotels in the city of
17 the country."@en ;
18 profile:hasInput
19 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#_COUNTRY> ,
20 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#_CITY> ;
21 profile:hasOutput
22 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#_LUXURYHOTEL> ;
23 profile:has_process
24 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#_CITYCOUNTRY_LUXURYHOTEL_PROCESS> ;
25 service:isPresentedBy
26 <http://example.org/serviceA.owls#CITYCOUNTRY_LUXURYHOTEL_SERVICE> .
Listing 6.10: Extract of the semantic service A of Chapter 3 in Notation 3. The extra category
information is shown on line 3.
MODEL queries that (i) define the instances to be use for model induction and (ii) specify the learn-
ing algorithm and its parameters (see next section). Note that in all our experiments (i.e., SPAR-
QL-ML queries for model induction and data classification) we limited our investigations to the
I/O concepts of services, as we believe that they are the most informative for this task (cf. [Hau
et al. 2005]).
6.3.3 Experimental Results
Listing 6.11 shows the CREATE MINING MODEL query that we used in the model learning
step (it is the same query as shown in Listing 5.1, but repeated here for convenience). By using
OPTIONAL patterns, we enable the inclusion of services with no outputs or inputs. The additional
OPTIONAL pattern for the rdfs:subClassOf triple enables us to run the same query on the
asserted and the inferred data.
We ran the experiment once on the asserted and once on the (logically) inferred model using
the predict query shown in Listing 6.12 (which is the same as Listing 5.3). Furthermore, we
performed a 10-fold cross validation where 90% of the data was used to learn a classification
model and the remaining 10% to test the effectiveness of the learned model. This approach is
standard practice in machine learning (see [Witten and Frank 2005]).
For our experiments, we induced a relational probability tree (RPT) to predict the service
category of a service based on its input and output concepts. We chose an RPT because, in all our
experiments, its performance proved superior to relational Bayesian classifiers.
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1 CREATE MINING MODEL <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/servicesRPT>
2 { ?service RESOURCE TARGET
3 ?category DISCRETE PREDICT { ’communication’,’economy’,’education’,
4 ’food’,’medical’,’travel’,’weapon’ }
5 ?profile RESOURCE
6 ?output RESOURCE
7 ?outputType RESOURCE
8 ?outputSuper RESOURCE
9 ?input RESOURCE
10 ?inputType RESOURCE
11 ?inputSuper RESOURCE
12 }
13 WHERE
14 { ?service service:presents ?profile ;
15 service:hasCategory ?category .
16
17 OPTIONAL
18 { ?profile profile:hasOutput ?output .
19 ?output process:parameterType ?outputType .
20
21 OPTIONAL
22 { ?outputType rdfs:subClassOf ?outputSuper . }
23 }
24
25 OPTIONAL
26 { ?profile profile:hasInput ?input .
27 ?input process:parameterType ?inputType .
28
29 OPTIONAL
30 { ?inputType rdfs:subClassOf ?inputSuper . }
31 }
32 }
33 USING <http://kdl.cs.umass.edu/proximity/rpt>
Listing 6.11: SPARQL-ML CREATE MINING MODEL query for semantic service classifi-
cation. The goal of this query is to induce an RPT model that predicts the value of a service’s
hasCategory attribute in case where that attribute is one of communication, economy,
education, food, medical, travel, and weapon as defined by the DISCRETE
PREDICT keywords on line 3.
The average classification accuracy for the results of the 10 runs is 0.5102 on the asserted
and 0.8288 on the inferred model. Hence, the combination of logical deduction with induction
improves the accuracy by 0.3186 over pure induction.
For this multiclass prediction, we show the results of our experiments as two-dimensional
confusion matrices: once for the models induced on only the asserted information (w/o inf ) in
Table 6.5, and once for the models induced on the (logically) inferred I/O concepts (w/ inf ) in
Table 6.6. Good prediction results would correspond to large numbers down the main diagonal
and small off-diagonal elements. Each matrix element shows the number of the test services
(instances) for which the actual service category is the column and the predicted category is the
row (averaged over the 10 runs of the cross validation).
Regarding the prediction performance of the models induced on only the asserted informa-
tion in Table 6.5, there are many incorrect results, as can be observed from the main diagonal
and the off-diagonal values written in bold face. A large number of services are predicted to be
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1 SELECT DISTINCT ?service ?prediction ?probability
2 WHERE
3 { ?service service:presents ?profile .
4
5 OPTIONAL
6 { ?profile profile:hasOutput ?output .
7 ?output process:parameterType ?outputType .
8
9 OPTIONAL
10 { ?outputType rdfs:subClassOf ?outputSuper . }
11 }
12
13 OPTIONAL
14 { ?profile profile:hasInput ?input .
15 ?input process:parameterType ?inputType .
16
17 OPTIONAL
18 { ?inputType rdfs:subClassOf ?inputSuper . }
19 }
20
21 PREDICT
22 { ( ?prediction ?probability )
23 sml:predict ( <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/services>
24 ?service ?profile ?output ?outputType
25 ?outputSuper ?input ?inputType ?inputSuper ) .
26 }
27 }
Listing 6.12: SPARQL-ML query to predict the the value of a service’s hasCategory at-
tribute.
Actual Category
communication economy education food medical travel weapon
P
re
di
ct
ed
C
at
eg
or
y communication 1.8 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0
economy 0.1 13.2 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.2
education 1.1 6.9 11.3 2.5 5.4 7.4 1.7
food 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
medical 0 0.2 0 0 0 0.1 0
travel 0 0 0 0 0 2.7 0
weapon 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 1.1
Table 6.5: Confusion matrix for the service classification experiments for the models induced on
only the asserted information (w/o inf ). Each matrix element shows the number of the test services
(instances) for which the actual service category is the column and the predicted category is the
row (averaged over the 10 runs). There are many incorrect predictions, as can be observed from
the main diagonal and the values written in bold face. A large number of services are predicted to
be education services when they actually have a completely different service category.
education services when they actually have a completely different service category. On the
other hand, the averaged prediction results of the models induced on the (logically) inferred I/O
concepts are much better as can be seen from the largest numbers down the main diagonal.
Further detailed results that could be calculated based on the information in Tables 6.5 and
6.6 are shown in Table 6.7, and further confirm this result for all seven categories by listing the
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Actual Category
communication economy education food medical travel weapon
P
re
di
ct
ed
C
at
eg
or
y communication 1.8 0.2 0 0 0 0 0
economy 0.4 18.5 0.1 0.2 0 0 0
education 0.4 1.6 10.6 0.3 0.6 1 0.3
food 0 0.1 0 2.4 0 0 0
medical 0.3 0.3 0.5 0 3.3 0.4 0
travel 0.1 0.1 1 0 2.1 9.6 0
weapon 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 2.7
Table 6.6: Confusion matrix for the service classification experiments for the models induced
on the (logically) inferred I/O concepts (w/ inf ). The average results of these models are much
better, as can be seen from the largest numbers down the main diagonal.
Category FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure
w/o inf w/ inf w/o inf w/ inf w/o inf w/ inf w/o inf w/ inf
communication 0.007 0.004 0.819 0.900 0.600 0.600 0.693 0.720
economy 0.081 0.018 0.810 0.964 0.644 0.889 0.718 0.925
education 0.538 0.090 0.311 0.716 0.904 0.869 0.463 0.786
food 0 0.002 0 0.960 0 0.800 0 0.873
medical 0.006 0.030 0 0.688 0 0.550 0 0.611
travel 0 0.069 1 0.744 0.245 0.873 0.394 0.803
weapon 0.002 0.002 0.917 0.964 0.367 0.900 0.524 0.931
average 0.091 0.031 0.551 0.848 0.394 0.783 0.399 0.807
t-test (paired, one-tailed) p=0.201 p=0.0534 p=0.00945 p=0.0038
Table 6.7: Detailed results for the Semantic Web service classification experiments. As can be
observed, the models induced on the (logically) inferred I/O concepts (w/ inf ) perform consid-
erably better than the ones induced on only the asserted information (w/o inf ) across almost all
measures and categories.
typical data mining measures false positive rate (FP rate), precision, recall, and F-measure for all
categories. As the results of the t-test show, the differences for recall and F-measure are (highly)
significant. The results for precision just barely misses significance at the 95% level.
When investigating the structure of the relational probability trees, the trees induced on the
inferred model clearly exploit inheritance relations by using the transitive rdfs:subClassOf
property, thus indicating that access to the newly derived triples improves the determination of
a service’s category. Figure 6.18 exemplifies the different kinds of trees that are used for model
induction and prediction. On the left in Figure 6.18, the service subgraphs built without deductive
inferencing support turned on are shown. These subgraphs have a smaller relational neighborhood
than the subgraphs built with inferencing support turned on (on the right side). The statistical
relational learning algorithms are able to exploit the richer relational neighborhood in order to
improve their performance. These observations further support our finding that a combination of
deduction and induction is useful for Semantic Web tasks and can be easily achieved with SPAR-
QL-ML.
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service
profile
input
output
outputType
inputType
service
profile
input
output
outputType
inputType
inputSuper outputSuper
with inferencingwithout inferencing
Figure 6.18: Service subgraphs built for the Semantic Web service classification task, on the left
without inferencing and on the right with inferencing. By use of the traditional, deductive descrip-
tion logic inferencing rules of the transitive rdfs:subClassOf property, the superconcepts of
the services’ asserted output concepts can be derived. The asserted concepts are highlighted in
greenish colors and labeled with inputType and outputType. The derived concepts on the
right are shown as reddish and labeled with inputSuper and outputSuper.
6.3.4 Discussion
In this case study, we have shown the benefits of statistical relational learning (SRL) algorithms
(particularly relational probability trees) for performing Semantic Web service classification using
a well-known Semantic Web benchmarking dataset. By enabling/disabling ontological inference
support in our experiments, we came to the conclusion that the combination of statistical inference
with logical deduction produces better performance than statistical inference only.
These findings support our assumption that the interlinked Semantic Web data are a perfect
match for SRL methods due to their focus on relations between objects (extrinsic attributes) in ad-
dition to the features/attributes of objects of traditional, propositional learning techniques (intrinsic
attributes).
However, as a general limitation for this kind of problem, the ‘no free lunch’ theorem of
Wolpert and Macready [Wolpert and Mcready 1997] should be considered. This theorem states
that an algorithm which achieves superior results on one problem (dataset) must pay with inferior-
ity for other problems (datasets). In other words, there exists no algorithm that performs equally
well on any problem. From this observation, we can deduce that the examined SRL algorithms
will not perform equally well on any other Semantic Web dataset. However, despite this, we spec-
ulate that they can also be ‘tuned’ to other datasets, but shall postpone this evaluation to future
work.
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Another limitation of our approach is that the performance of the classification task might
heavily depend on the expressiveness of the ontologies we employed. The Semantic Web services
used in our experiments (fortunately) define their I/O concepts with extensive (i.e., deep) ontolo-
gies (e.g., the portal.owl and travel.owl ontologies), which enables the derivation of considerable,
additional knowledge regarding their nature. Using ontologies with flatter inheritance structures
will, therefore, likely result in inferior results. We note, however, that this performance loss is a
limitation of the ontologies employed and not of the SRL algorithms themselves. Therefore, we
speculate that the loss could be eliminated by using more comprehensive ontologies.
6.4 Summary of Case Studies
First of all, in the matchmaking case study, we introduced our novel similarity reasoning approach
for performing Semantic Web service matchmaking based on iSPARQL strategies. Tests on a
large collection of OWL-S services demonstrated how the combination of structured and impre-
cise querying can be used to perform hybrid Semantic Web service matchmaking. Our proposed
iMatcher approach was evaluated by analyzing a multitude of different matchmaking strategies
that make use of the logical foundations of the Semantic Web, apply techniques from traditional
information retrieval, involve machine learning, or employ a combination of the three to find very
effective strategies for matchmaking. Our empirical findings suggest that simple iSPARQL strate-
gies are oftentimes sufficient to obtain good results. However, using weighted and learned combi-
nations of simple measures boosts matchmaking performance even further. We also showed that
some simple-to-construct strategies perform surprisingly well, whilst a simple extension of those
strategies based on machine learning outperform even one of the most sophisticated matchmakers
currently available.
In our second case study, we investigated the use of similarity measures in a process ontol-
ogy retrieval task by once again using our similarity reasoning framework iSPARQL. We found
that the declarative nature of iSPARQL did significantly simplify the task. We also found that the
combination of different notions of similarity string learning approaches significantly boosted the
overall task performance. Therefore, as can be seen from our evaluations, the use of statistics, ei-
ther directly employed by similarity strategies or by statistical learning algorithms, proved crucial
for the performance of this task.
Finally, in our third Semantic Web case study, we showed how our inductive reasoning frame-
work SPARQL-ML enables prediction/classification of unseen data in a new dataset based on
the results of a mining model. In particular, we demonstrated how models trained by statistical
relational learning (SRL) methods such as Relational Probability Trees (RPTs) outperform mod-
els not taking into account additional, deduced information about the links between objects. We
analyzed SPARQL-ML on a real-world Semantic Web service dataset to show its excellent predic-
tion/classification quality. Our approach is extensible in terms of the supported machine learning
algorithms, and, as it is applicable for any Semantic Web dataset, generic.
7
Software Analysis Case
Studies
It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.
HENRY DAVID THOREAU
In the previous chapter, we investigated the application and evaluation of our novel similarity
reasoning and inductive reasoning frameworks iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML on a set of specific
Semantic Web tasks. More precisely, we have demonstrated how our proposed virtual triple pat-
tern approach can be used to call customized similarity (prediction) functions to derive additional
knowledge about the resources stored in a knowledgebase.
In this chapter, we continue our investigations and examinations of iSPARQL and SPAR-
QL-ML by this time addressing Software Analysis. The Software Analysis research field heavily
deals with the analysis of software source code and abstract software models. Software Analysis
and its subdisciplines have grown tremendously, which can also be observed from the increasing
number of diverse papers submitted to the largest Software Analysis/Engineering conferences and
workshops, for example ICSE1 and MSR2 in the past years.
Analyzing source code is useful in a myriad of challenging tasks such as detecting software
design patterns (e.g., [Gamma et al. 1995]), finding code smells and anti-patterns (e.g., [Fowler
1999]), computing object-oriented software metrics (e.g., [Lanza and Marinescu 2006]), studying
the evolution of software systems (e.g., [D’Ambros and Lanza 2006]), performing clone detection
(e.g., [Baxter et al. 1998]), performing bug prediction (e.g., [Bernstein et al. 2007a]), or deriving
call and inheritance graphs (e.g., [Beyer et al. 2005]), among many others
In order to show the advantages of similarity and inductive reasoning via virtual triple patterns,
this chapter subsequently presents two case studies for the purpose of evaluating iSPARQL and
SPARQL-ML within the field of Software Analysis. In particular, we address the tasks of (a)
studying the evolution of software systems using iSPARQL, and (b) performing bug prediction
1International Conference on Software Engineering, http://www.icse-conferences.org/
2International Workshop on Mining Software Repositories, http://msr.uwaterloo.ca/
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Evaluation/Validation task Framework Dataset
Semantic Web software evolution analysis iSPARQL Eclipse compare plug-in
Semantic Web bug detection SPARQL-ML Eclipse updateui, update-
core, search, pdeui, pde-
build, and compare plug-ins
Table 7.1: Software analysis tasks for evaluating/validating our novel similarity reasoning and
inductive reasoning extensions to SPARQL. iSPARQL is used for software evolution analysis,
whereas SPARQL-ML is applied to perform bug prediction. The last column lists the datasets we
used in our experiments.
in source code with our SPARQL-ML framework (refer to Table 7.1). To that end, we introduce
EvoOnt —a set of ontologies for modeling the domain of software. Basically, what we will show
is that these tasks can be reduced to a simple iSPARQL/SPARQL-MLquery on an EvoOnt dataset.
Software Evolution Analysis First, in the software evolution case study, we illustrate the use-
fulness of EvoOnt—a set of OWL software ontologies and data exchange format—in combination
with iSPARQL. Together, EvoOnt and iSPARQL can accomplish a sizable number of tasks sought
in Software Analysis, such as an assessment of the amount of change between releases, the compu-
tation of software design metrics, or the detection of code smells. Section 7.1 in particular focuses
on the first of these tasks (i.e., software evolution analysis using a real-world Java project).
Bug Prediction Second, in the bug prediction case study, we will use our SPARQL-ML ap-
proach in combination with the EvoOnt software model presented in Section 7.1.2 in order to
perform bug prediction. In order to show the usefulness of SPARQL-ML for bug prediction, we
repeated the defect location experiment presented in [Bernstein et al. 2007a]. The goal of this
experiment was to predict the probability of defect (bug) occurrence for any given file from a test
set given an induced model from a training set.
7.1 Software Evolution Analysis
7.1.1 Overview
In recent years, the rise of the Semantic Web has provided new possibilities also for Software
Engineering. Especially, in the field of Semantic Web Enabled Software Engineering, tools are
being developed for software engineering using Semantic Web technologies and languages.
An important step towards Semantic Web driven software engineering is the creation of soft-
ware ontologies (i.e., domain models) that can be shared and reused among developers. Once
these domain models are available, existing software components (artifacts) can be semantically
annotated with the provided concepts (and relations) of these ontologies. One of the advantages of
annotating software components with additional semantic information is that query and inference
techniques can be applied to (1) discover and (2) reason about software components.
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Querying such RDF graphs has many further applications in the analysis of software systems.
The comparison of two graphs is used to study the evolution of software systems between different
versions. Analyzing the structure of a graph is useful to detect code smells [Fowler 1999], which
is an important step in software refactoring. Counting specific links and objects in the graph is,
in turn, useful for calculating software design metrics [Lanza and Marinescu 2006]. Furthermore,
reasoning techniques (i.e., techniques to derive new statements from an existing model by the
application of a set of logic deduction/inferencing rules) can be exploited to perform, for instance,
(anti-) pattern detection.
Oftentimes, there is no easy-to-use, standardized tool to perform all of these analysis tasks.
This is a very typical situation in software analysis and, generally, in software development: people
analyzing their software systems either drown in a sea of specialized, task-specific tools or find no
tools whatsoever. Altogether, analyzing large software systems can be a cumbersome and complex
task.
Beyond this, one of the most important decisions researchers face when analyzing software
systems is the choice of a proper data analysis/exchange format. This section, therefore, introduces
EvoOnt, a set of software ontologies and data exchange format based on OWL. EvoOnt enables
us to model software source code (e.g., classes, methods, calls, etc.), release history information
(e.g., from a version control system such as CVS), and bug-tracking metadata. Because OWL
describes the semantics of the data, EvoOnt is (1) easily extendible, (2) comes with many existing
tools, and (3), enables to derive assertions through its inherent deductive description logic (DL)
reasoning capabilities.
This case study, therefore, presents how our similarity reasoning framework, iSPARQL, to-
gether with EvoOnt and some off-the-shelf Semantic Web tools may help to resolve to these chal-
lenges. And this, essentially, without having to write a single line of code. Specifically, we will
demonstrate how iSPARQL can exploit the semantic annotation of EvoOnt to compute statistical
propositions about the evolution of software projects.
7.1.2 Evaluation Methodology and Datasets
EvoOnt
In this section, the EvoOnt software ontology model used in this case study is briefly reviewed.
EvoOnt is a set of software ontologies and data exchange format based on OWL. It provides the
means to store all elements necessary for software analyses, including the software design itself
as well as its release and bug-tracking information. Given that OWL is a W3C recommendation,
a myriad of tools enable its immediate processing in terms of visualization, editing, querying, and
debugging avoiding the need to write code or use complicated command line tools. OWL makes it
possible to handle the data based on its semantics, which enables the simple extension of the data
model while maintaining the functionality of existing tools. Furthermore, given OWL’s description
logic foundation, any Semantic Web engine can be used to derive additional assertions (i.e., new,
non-asserted triples) from the code, which are entailed from base facts (cf. Figure 1.2).
EvoOnt consists of the three different models shown in Figure 7.1 that encapsulate different
aspects of object-oriented software source code: the Software Ontology Model (SOM), the Bug
Ontology Model (BOM), and the Version Ontology Model (VOM). These models not only reflect
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owl:Thing
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isFileForRevision
accesses
isAccessedBy
isResolvedIn
isReleaseOf
(a) Software Ontology Model (SOM)
(c) Version Ontology Model (SOM)
(b) Bug Ontology Model (BOM)
Figure 7.1: OWL class hierarchy (is-a) and distinct properties of the three composed ontology
models of EvoOnt: the Software Ontology Model (SOM), the Version Ontology Model (VOM), and
the Bug Ontology Model (BOM).
the design and architecture of the software, but also capture information gathered over time (i.e.,
during the whole life cycle of the project). Such metadata includes information about revisions,
releases, and bug reports.
Software Ontology Model The Software Ontology Model (SOM) is based on the FAMOOS
Information Exchange Model (FAMIX), which is a programming language-independent model for
representing object-oriented source code [Demeyer et al. 1999]. On the top level, the ontology
specifies Entity, which is the common superclass of all other entities, such as Behavioural-
Entity and StructuralEntity (see Figure 7.1a). The parent of Entity is owl:Thing,
which is the implicit superclass of all classes in OWL ontologies. Entity defines the two datatype
properties name (i.e., short, descriptive name of the software component) and uniquename (i.e.,
external, unique reference to an entity). According to [Demeyer et al. 1999], a Behavioural-
Entity “represents the definition in source code of a behavioural abstraction, i.e., an abstraction
that denotes an action rather than a part of the state” (achieved by a method or function). A
“StructuralEntity, in contrast, represents the definition in source code of a structural entity,
i.e., it denotes an aspect of the state of a system” (e.g., a variable or parameter). Figure 7.2 shows
the original Famix model that was used as the basis for the software ontology model.
However, when designing our Software Ontology Model, we made some changes to the orig-
inal FAMIX model: first, we introduced three new classes (Context, File, and Directory),
the first being the superclass of the latter. Context is a container class for modeling the context
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Figure 7.2: Original Famix model (figure taken from [Demeyer et al. 1999], page 33).
in which a source code entity appears. A File is linked with a Revision of the version ontol-
ogy (described in Paragraph Version Ontology Model) via the isFileForRevision property
that is defined in the Software Ontology Model. This enables to receive further information about
the revisions of the file.
Second, due to the nature of OWL, the explicit modeling of association classes could be
omitted by adding new OWL object properties.3 To capture, for instance, a method accessing a
variable, the property accesses with domain BehaviouralEntity and range Structur-
alEntity is defined in EvoOnt.
Last but not least, we added the concept of object-oriented software source code metrics to
the Software Ontology Model. The OWL class Metric denotes a metric as, for instance, defined
in [Lanza and Marinescu 2006]. An Entity can be connected to multiple metrics to measure
various aspects of the design of the software component. This approach of integrating metrics into
the model allows us to represent object-oriented metrics in an extendible way and to use the values
of the metrics directly in our experiments.
Bug Ontology Model EvoOnt’s Bug Ontology Model (BOM) is inspired by the bug-tracking sys-
tem Bugzilla.4 The model is very shallow, defining only nine OWL classes on the top level (Figure
7.1b). Issue is the main class for specifying bug reports. It is connected to Person, which is
the class for modeling information regarding who reported the bug, and also to Activity that
links additional details about the current status of the bug.5 Issue is linked to Revision (see
next paragraph) via the isResolvedIn property. This enables it to model the information about
which file revision successfully resolved a particular bug, and vice versa, which bug reports were
issued for a specific source code file.
3The original Famix model includes the two associations Invocation and Access. The former models method
calls, whereas the latter represents a method accessing an attribute.
4http://www.bugzilla.org/
5https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs shows various concrete examples.
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Version Ontology Model The goal of the Version Ontology Model (VOM) is to specify the
relations between files, releases, and revisions of software projects. To that end, the three OWL
classes File, Release, and Revision (see Figure 7.1c) were defined along with the properties
necessary to connect these classes. For example, a File has a number of revisions and, therefore,
is linked to Revision by the hasRevision property. At some point in time, the developers
of a software project usually decide to publish a new release that includes all the revisions made
until that point. In the vom model, this is reflected by the isReleaseOf property that relates
Release and Revision.
Evaluation Methodology and Dataset
For the experiments presented in Section 7.1.3, 206 releases of the org.eclipse.compare
plug-in for Eclipse were examined (from the first release in May 2001 up to the one released
in January 2007). The compare plug-in provides support for performing structural and textual
comparisons on arbitrary data and immediately displaying the results in Eclipse. To generate
an OWL data file of a particular release, it is first retrieved automatically from Eclipse’s CVS
repository and loaded into an in-memory version of the Software Ontology Model before it is
exported to an OWL file.
To get the data from CVS and to fill the Version Ontology Model, the contents of the Release
History Database (RHDB) [Fischer et al. 2003] for the compare plug-in are loaded into memory
and parsed and exported to OWL according to the Version Ontology Model. While parsing the
CVS data, the commit message of each revision of a file is inspected and searched for bug IDs. If
a bug is mentioned in the commit message as, for instance, in “fixed #67888: [accessibility] Go
To Next Difference stops working on reuse of editor”, the information about the bug is (automati-
cally) retrieved from the web and also stored in memory. Finally, the data of the in-memory Bug
Ontology Model is exported to OWL.
Note that we use the query prefixes shown in Listing A.1 in all the strategies shown in the
remainder of this section.
7.1.3 Experimental Results
Remember, the goal of this experiment was to evaluate the applicability of our similarity reasoning
framework, iSPARQL, to software source code in order to study the evolution of software systems.
In particular, we were interested in the graphical visualization of code changes in the compare
plug-in for a certain time span in the life cycle of the project. To that end, we also introduce color
heatmaps—a visualization technique that mirrors code changes between software components by
using different colors (shades of gray) for different similarity scores in the interval 0–1. Further-
more, in order to examine the evolution of the software project, we compared all the Java classes
of one major release with all the classes from another major release using four different iSPARQL
similarity strategies. In the following, these strategies are briefly summarized.
As in the process retrieval case study in Section an 6.2, we again distinguish between off-the-
shelf and engineered strategies: off-the-shelf strategies employ a single, atomic similarity measure
from SimPack, whereas engineered strategies are a (weighted or even learned) combination of
individual similarity measures that are combined by user-defined aggregation schemes.
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1 SELECT ?similarity
2 WHERE
3 { ?release1 vom:name "R3_1" .
4 ?release2 vom:name "R3_2" .
5
6 ?file1 som:hasRelease ?release1 ;
7 som:uniqueName "org.eclipse.compare.MergeMessages.java" ;
8 som:hasClass ?class1 .
9 ?file2 som:hasRelease ?release2 ;
10 som:uniqueName "org.eclipse.compare.MergeMessages.java" ;
11 som:hasClass ?class2 .
12
13 ?class1 som:uniqueName ?uniqueName1 .
14 ?class2 som:uniqueName ?uniqueName2 .
15
16 IMPRECISE
17 { ?similarity simpack:treeSim ( ?class1 ?class2 ) . }
18 }
19 ORDER BY DESC (?similarity)
Listing 7.1: iSPARQL strategy for measuring the similarity between each pair of classes from
two different releases of the Eclipse compare plug-in. The virtual triple pattern on line 17 calls
the tree similarity measure that calculates the structural similarity/difference between the tree rep-
resentations of the Java classes.
The simple, off-the-shelf tree similarity strategy shown in Listing 7.1 computes the tree sim-
ilarity between Java classes represented as EvoOnt concepts (please refer to Section 3.2.5 for an
explanation of the tree similarity measure). In order to detect the similarity between two ontolo-
gized Java classes, the classes first need to be transformed to tree representations. This is achieved
with a two-stage procedure: first, the classes are regarded as the root nodes of the trees to be
compared, and second, depending only on the tree building configuration, a number of specific
child nodes are recursively attached to the roots (until no more nodes are available or a certain tree
depth is reached). Such child nodes are, for example, methods and attributes that are linked to the
classes by the corresponding EvoOnt properties hasMethod and hasAttribute respectively.
An example for such a tree representing class, CompareViewerPane of the compare
plug-in, is shown in Figure 7.3. In addition to methods and attributes, the trees built for this
strategy also includes method invocation nodes (i.e., nodes representing a call/relation to another
method).
Note that the strategy in Listing 7.1 computes only the structural similarity between the trees
(i.e., it does not consider the labels of the tree nodes). Another limitation of this strategy (i.e.,
of this similarity measure) is that, for instance, a class with 10 methods and 5 attributes will be
considered identical to a class with 15 methods and no attributes as the total number of nodes is
the same and the nodes are all on the same tree level. To overcome these limitations, we defined
an improved version of the original tree similarity strategy that also takes into account the labels of
the tree nodes in order to compute the similarity. To that end, the node labels are compared by the
Levenshtein string similarity measure (see Section 3.2.3). It follows that two trees with identical
structure will have a similarity value of less than 1 if their node labels are not the same.
The simple, off-the-shelf graph similarity strategy computes the similarity between two Java
classes by detecting the maximum common subgraph of the classes (refer to Section 3.2.5 for a
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Class: CompareViewerPane
|- Method: CompareViewerPane.getToolBarManager(...)
| +- Method invocation: CompareViewerPane.getToolBarManager()
|- Method: clearToolBar(...)
| |- Method invocation: ToolBarManager.update(...)
| |- Method invocation: CompareViewerPane.getToolBarManager(...)
| +- Method invocation: ContributionManager.removeAll()
...
|
+- Attribute: CompareViewerPane.fToolBarManager
Figure 7.3: Class CompareViewerPane of the compare plug-in in (textual) tree represen-
tation. The tree contains nodes for all methods and attributes of the class. In addition, method
calls (invocations) are also modeled as tree nodes.
description of the graph similarity measures). Similar to the tree strategies, the graph strategy
requires the Java classes to be transformed to graph structures, which is achieved in a similar
fashion as described earlier. As in the improved tree similarity strategy, the labels of the graph
nodes will be compared by the Levenshtein similarity measure.
Finally, the engineered custom class strategy CustomClass determines the similarity of
Java classes by comparing their methods and attributes. The names of the methods (attributes) are
compared by the Levenshtein string similarity measure (described in Section 3.2.3). Individual
similarity scores are weighted and accumulated to an overall similarity value. To make matters
more concrete, the custom class strategy calculates two similarity values to (a) measure the struc-
tural similarity between two trees T1 and T2 and (b) to measure the similarity between the labels
of the tree nodes of T1 and T2.
To measure the structural similarity, the types of the nodes are considered. These types refer to
the kind of source code entity the tree node represents (e.g., Class, Method, or Attribute).
This results in the following customized tree structure similarity measure, i.e.,
simstructure =
1
n
∑
t ∈ types
min(numt(T1), numt(T2))
max(numt(T1), numt(T2))
,
where types is the set of distinct types, n the magnitude of types, and numt the number of nodes
having type t in tree T1 and T2. For example, assume two trees having 10 methods and 5 attributes
and 8 methods and 7 attributes respectively. According to the above equation, the structural simi-
larity of the two trees is calculated as simstructure = 12 ×
(
8
10 +
5
7
)
= 0.757.
To measure the similarity between the labels of the trees, the maximum similarity between
each pair of nodes (v1, v2) of T1 and T2 is computed per type t, accumulated, and averaged, i.e.,
simlabels =
1
n
∑
t ∈ types
∀v1 ∈ T1 : max
v2 ∈ T2
(simlev(v1, v2)).
Finally, the overall similarity between two trees is calculated as the weighted sum of structure and
labels similarity, i.e.,
simtree = w1 · simstructure + w2 · simlabels,
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(a) Tree edit distance (structure only)
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(b) Tree edit distance (structure and labels)
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(c) Graph measure
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(d) CustomClass measure
Figure 7.4: Figures 7.4a–7.4d show the computed heatmaps of the between-version comparison
of all the classes of the compare plug-in of releases R3 1 and R3 2 using four different iSPARQL
similarity strategies.
where w1 and w2 are weights that we set to 0.5 in all our experiments.
The results for releases R3 1 and R3 2 of the compare plug-in are shown in Figure 7.4.
Every point in the heatmaps denotes a particular comparison between two classes of releases R3 1
(on x-axis) and R3 2 (on y-axis) respectively. The color (a shade of gray) of the point changes
depending on the class similarity, moving from black (no similarity), red (few similarity), yellow
(strong similarity) to white (equality).
At first glance, the diagonal light line is striking in all figures. The diagonal line represents
the comparison of the same classes from releases R3 1 and R3 2, which highlights the effective
evolutionary change that affected the software project between the two releases. The other parts
of the heatmaps show the similarities between the rest of the classes of the releases.
The tree similarity strategy corresponding to Figure 7.4a only compares the structure of the
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trees that represent the classes (i.e., it does not consider the similarity between the tree’s node
labels). Figure 7.4b shows the results of the extended tree similarity strategy that also takes into
account the node labels in order to compare the trees. The heatmap generally shows a decreased
similarity value across all class comparisons. Still, the diagonal line is clearly recognizable.
The heatmap in Figure 7.4c shows the results of the maximum common subgraph strategy
(which also uses the Levenshtein measure to calculate the similarities of the graph nodes). How-
ever, the figure is generally ‘darker’ and less fine grained than Figure 7.4b, thus, it is even harder
to read the computed class similarities. Finally, Figure 7.4d shows the results of our engineered
CustomClass strategy. Clearly, the figure is again more fine grained and, thus, easier to read.
To summarize, by analyzing the generated heatmaps we found that the specialized Custom-
Class strategy performed best for the given task and dataset (see Figure 7.4d). The combination of
method/attribute set comparisons per type together with the Levenshtein string similarity measure
for method/attribute names turned out to be more precise and generally easier to read than for the
other examined strategies. Moreover, in all our experiments, the graph-based similarity strategy
(Figure 7.4c) was the least accurate indicator for the similarity of Java classes.
Furthermore, to shed some light on the history of a single Java class, we measured the simi-
larity of the class from one release and the (immediate) next release and repeated this process for
all classes and releases. This resulted in an array of values sim
Ri,Rj
class , with each value expressing
the similarity of the same class of two subsequent releases, Ri and Rj. However, to visualize the
amount of change, we plotted the inverse (i.e., 1 − simRi,Rjclass) as illustrated in Figures 7.5a–7.5d,
which exemplify the history of changes of four distinct classes of the compare plug-in.
There are classes such as BufferedCanvas that tend to undergo fewer changes as their
project evolves. Other classes have peaks indicating a larger amount of mutation from one release
to the next, as is shown for class CompareAction in Figure 7.5b. Classes such as Compare-
Editor (Figure 7.5c) are altered again and again, probably implying some design flaws or code
smells [Fowler 1999]. Then again, there are classes which tend to undergo more changes over
time, as is shown for class Utilities in Figure 7.5d.
7.1.4 Discussion
We note that the loss of information due to the use of our FAMIX-based EvoOnt software ontology
models is a limitation. Language constructs such as if-then-else and switch statements
are not modeled in EvoOnt (nor are they in FAMIX). The effects of this are that measurements
on the statements level of source code cannot be conducted (e.g., metrics such as the cyclomatic
complexity [Lanza and Marinescu 2006] to describe program control flow cannot be calculated).
Moreover, the performance of the presented iSPARQL approach is likely to be suboptimal.
Computing the heatmaps for even a small software project like the compare plug-in takes a very
long time (depending on the employed similarity strategy). Also, the amount of memory it takes
to load and process the generated OWL data files is huge, almost exceeding the maximal available
memory in our Java virtual machine (the memory load is even larger if ontological reasoning is
turned on).
To overcome these limitations, various optimization techniques should be investigated. Be-
sides the work achieved for SPARQL basic graph pattern optimization through selectivity estima-
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Figure 7.5: The history of changes of four distinct classes from the compare plug-in is illus-
trated in Figures 7.5a–7.5d. Some classes tend to stabilize over time (Figure 7.5a), while others
are altered again and again (Figure 7.5c). Finally, there are classes which tend to undergo more
changes as their project evolves (Figure 7.5d).
tion (refer to [Bernstein et al. 2007b] and [Stocker et al. 2008]), we also experimented with various
similarity index structures, whose elaborate treatment we postpone to future work.
Last but not least, the presented similarity measures are only a small selection of a myriad of
possible other ways to measure similarity. Therefore, future work should also investigate different,
more precise similarity measures to determine the affinity between software entities.
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7.2 Bug Prediction
7.2.1 Overview
In this second Software Analysis case study, we evaluate the applicability and usefulness of our
novel inductive reasoning framework SPARQL-ML for bug prediction. Roughly speaking, soft-
ware bug prediction (aka defect prediction) is about finding locations in source code that are likely
to be error-prone. We, thus, argue that the development and testing of tools that are able to de-
tect such defect locations are crucial to (i) increase software quality and (ii) to reduce software
development cost (among others).
In this case study, we therefore evaluate the predictive power of our SPARQL-ML approach
on several real-world software projects modeled in the EvoOnt format (Section 7.1.2). Recall
that SPARQL-ML is based on traditional SPARQL and statistical relational learning methods (see
Section 5.2) such as relational probability trees (RPTs) and relational Bayesian classifiers (RBCs).
The advantage of these methods is that they take into account both the intrinsic and extrinsic
relations between objects for the induction of a model as well as for making predictions. SPARQL-
ML, thus, allows us to exploit the rich and complex heterogeneous relational structure of Semantic
Web data, enabling us to perform knowledge discovery and data mining with any Semantic Web
data.
Generally, in data prediction/classification, the goal of a learning algorithm is to induce a
model via a set of training examples with class labels (e.g., + or − in a binary classification task)
[Zhang 2004]. Thereafter, the induced model can be used to classify (i.e., to predict the class label)
of new, unseen examples.
In the past, many approaches have been proposed for performing bug prediction in source
code. In Fenton [Fenton and Neil 1999], an extensive survey and critical review of the most
promising learning algorithms for bug prediction from the literature is presented. [Fenton and Neil
1999] proposed to use Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) to overcome some of the many limitations
of the reviewed bug prediction algorithms. BBNs are based on applying Bayes’ rule (see Equation
5.1), which assumes that all attributes of training and testing examples are independent given the
value of the class variable (which is called conditional independence). It is important to note that
the relational Bayesian classifier (RBC) validated in this case study is an extension of the simple
Bayesian classifier (that applies Bayes’s rule for classification) to a relational data setting.
In the following, we apply RBCs and RPTs via SPARQL-ML to six different software projects
(modeled in the EvoOnt format) in order to perform bug prediction. To that end, we will compare
the off-the-shelf performance of SPARQL-ML with a traditional, propositional data mining ap-
proach proposed by [Bernstein et al. 2007a] following exactly their evaluation procedure. To
achieve this goal, we use historical/evolutionary information about the software projects in all
our experiments. This information is provided by a concurrent versions system (CVS) and a bug-
tracking system (i.e., Bugzilla).6
6http://www.bugzilla.org/
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Plug-in First Release Last Release #Files
compare May 02, 2001 Jan 30, 2007 315
pdebuild Dec 11, 2001 Jan 12, 2007 198
pdeui Mar 26, 2001 Jan 30, 2007 1621
search May 02, 2001 Jan 30, 2007 540
updatecore Jan 03, 2001 Jan 18, 2007 459
updateui Jan 03, 2001 Jan 18, 2007 757
Total 3890
Table 7.2: The six Eclipse plug-ins considered to evaluate the usefulness of SPARQL-ML for
bug prediction.
7.2.2 Evaluation Methodology and Datasets
The data used in this case study was collected from six plug-ins of the Eclipse open source project:7
compare, pdebuild, pdeui, search, updatecore, updateui. These plug-ins are all
available at the CVS repository at dev.eclipse.org. Table 7.2 from [Bernstein et al. 2007a,
p. 2] shows the time span of (CVS) releases that were considered in our experiment as well as
the total number of files per plug-in. Of these files, 59 were omitted by the authors as they do
not provide a sufficient number of revisions to provide temporal information; thus, our dataset
includes a total of 3831 files.
In a nutshell, the experimental procedure applied in this case study can be summarized as
follows: first, along with the data from CVS and Bugzilla, we exported each of the plug-ins into
our EvoOnt format (see Section 7.1.2); second, we created a small extension to EvoOnt to take
into account the 22 extra features from [Bernstein et al. 2007a] that are used for model induction
and making predictions; third, we wrote SPARQL-ML queries for the induction of a mining model
on the training set as well as for the prediction of bugs on the test set. The queries in Listings 7.2
and 7.3 show an example of the CREATE MINING MODEL and PREDICT statements we used
for the model induction and prediction task respectively.
For the first step, in which we exported the information from CVS and Bugzilla into our Evo-
Ont format, the information from the first releases up to the last one released in January 2007 was
considered (see Table 7.2). For the second step, the extension of the EvoOnt model with addi-
tional features for learning and predicting, we exploited the fact that EvoOnt (and more generally,
the OWL data format) is easily extendable with additional classes and properties. Following the
experimental procedure in [Bernstein et al. 2007a], we had to extend EvoOnt with a total number
of 22 additional features. These features as well as a short description of them are listed in Table
7.3 that we reproduced from [Bernstein et al. 2007a, p. 3].
All of these features were computed in a preprocessing step and added to the OWL class File
in the Version Ontology Model (VOM) shown in Figure 7.1c via a set of new OWL datatype
properties (e.g., vom:loc, vom:lineAddedIRLAdd, etc.). Furthermore, for each ontologized
file of the plug-ins, an additional vom:hasError property is added. The value of the property
is either ’Yes’ or ’No’ depending on whether the file was mentioned in a bug report from Bugzilla.
7http://www.eclipse.org/
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1 CREATE MINING MODEL <http://www.example.org/bugssignificant>
2 { ?file RESOURCE TARGET
3 ?error DISCRETE PREDICT {’YES’,’NO’}
4 ?lineAddedIRLAdd CONTINUOUS
5 ?lineDeletedIRLDel CONTINUOUS
6 ?revision1Month CONTINUOUS
7 ?defectAppearance1Month CONTINUOUS
8 ?revision2Months CONTINUOUS
9 ?reportedIssues3Months CONTINUOUS
10 ?reportedIssues5Months CONTINUOUS
11 }
12 WHERE
13 { ?file vom:hasRevision ?revision .
14 ?revision vom:creationTime ?creation .
15 FILTER ( xsd:dateTime(?creation) < "2007-01-31T00:00:00"ˆˆxsd:dateTime )
16
17 ?file vom:hasError ?error .
18
19 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:lineAddedIRLAdd ?lineAddedIRLAdd . }
20 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:lineDeletedIRLDel ?lineDeletedIRLDel . }
21 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:revision1Month ?revision1Month . }
22 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:defectAppearance1Month ?defectAppearance1Month . }
23 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:revision2Months ?revision2Months . }
24 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:reportedIssues3Months ?reportedIssues3Months . }
25 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:reportedIssues5Months ?reportedIssues5Months . }
26 }
27 USING <http://kdl.cs.umass.edu/proximity/rpt>
Listing 7.2: SPARQL-ML CREATE MINING MODEL query to induce a model using the most
significant source code features from [Bernstein et al. 2007a]. For model induction, the training
set consists of all the files for each plug-in that were released before January 2007 (see line 15).
Note that we use optional patterns to account for the fact that we could not compute all of the
features in Table 7.3 for each file (for instance, if a file does not have any revisions between Dec
1 to 31, 2006). In this case, optional patterns are necessary to still include the file in the model
induction step.
In the experiments in [Bernstein et al. 2007a], six different models were trained using Weka’s
J48 decision tree learner (a re-implementation of C4.5 [Quinlan 1993]). The first model does
not take into account any temporal features whilst the second to fifth model all use a variation of
different temporal and non-temporal features for model induction. Finally, the sixth model is a
summary model that uses only those features that turned out to be most significant in the other
models.
For each set of discriminating features, we created a SPARQL-MLCREATE MINING MODEL
query to induce a model using either a relational probability tree or a relational Bayesian classifier
as prediction algorithm. Listing 7.2 shows the corresponding SPARQL-ML query for inducing a
model using only the most significant features from [Bernstein et al. 2007a]. For model induction,
all plug-in files released before January 31, 2007 were considered (line 15). Variable ?file is
the target variable that is linked to variable ?error for which a prediction should be made (ei-
ther ’Yes’ or ’No’) expressing if the file is likely to be error-prone or not (lines 2 and 3). The
induced model is available for predictions via its model URI <http://www.example.org/
bugssignificant>.
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1 SELECT DISTINCT ?file ?prediction ?probability
2 WHERE
3 { ?file vom:hasRevision ?revision .
4 ?revision vom:creationTime ?creation .
5
6 FILTER ( xsd:dateTime ( ?creation ) <= "2007-01-31T00:00:00"ˆˆxsd:dateTime )
7
8 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:lineAddedIRLAdd ?lineAddedIRLAdd . }
9 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:lineDeletedIRLDel ?lineDeletedIRLDel . }
10 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:revision1Month ?revision1Month . }
11 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:defectAppearance1Month ?defectAppearance1Month . }
12 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:revision2Months ?revision2Months . }
13 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:reportedIssues3Months ?reportedIssues3Months . }
14 OPTIONAL { ?file vom:reportedIssues5Months ?reportedIssues5Months . }
15
16 PREDICT
17 { ( ?prediction ?probability )
18 sml:predict ( <http://www.example.org/bugssignificant>
19 ?file ?lineAddedIRLAdd ?lineDeletedIRLDel
20 ?revision1Month ?defectAppearance1Month ?revision2Months
21 ?reportedIssues3Months ?reportedIssues5Months ) .
22 }
23 }
Listing 7.3: SPARQL-ML predict query to classify a source code file as either buggy or non-
buggy. The query first selects the source code files for which a revision was made before January
31, 2007 (line 6), and second, applies the previously induced model to make predictions (lines
17–22).
To test the model, we applied the SPARQL-ML predict query shown in Listing 7.3. The query
first selects the source code files for which a revision was made before January 31, 2007 (line
6), and second, applies the previously induced model in order to classify a file as either buggy or
non-buggy (lines 17–22).8 The result of the prediction and its probability are finally bound on line
17 to the variables ?prediction and ?probability. 9
To summarize, the goal of this case study is to predict the value of the vom:hasError
property using the 22 temporal and non-temporal features. It is important to state that the refer-
ence point for the computation of these features was December 31, 2006. For example, feature
vom:revision1month counts the number of (CVS) revisions of a file starting from December
1 to December 31, 2006. Furthermore note that the value of the vom:hasError property is
’Yes’ only if a bug report was filed in the period of January 1 to January 31, 2007 (otherwise the
value is ’No’).
8Note that every file we considered has at least one revision (i.e., for when it was created/checked into CVS).
9Note, furthermore, that the prediction query in Listing 7.3 is only shown for illustration purposes. This kind of
query is useful for predicting whether a new, unseen file is likely to be buggy or not. However, as we use the same
set of files for training and testing, we use a similar script as shown in [Jensen 2007, pages 102–108], which performs
cross-validation in order to evaluate the performance of the induced model.
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Feature Name Description T
LOC Number of lines of codes (not used) n
LineAddedIRLAdd Number of lines added to fix a bug relative to total number of
lines added
n
LineDeletedIRLDel Number of lines deleted to fix a bug relative to total number
of line deleted
n
AlterType Amount of modification done relative to LOC n
AgeMonths Age of a file in months n
RevisionAge Number of revisions relative to the age of a file n
DefectReleases Number of releases of a files with defects relative to total
number of releases
n
Revision1Month Number of revisions of a file from Dec 1 to 31 of 2006 y
DefectAppearance1Month Number of releases of a file with defects from Dec 1 to 31 of
2006 (not used)
y
ReportedI1Month Number of reported problems of a file from Dec 1 to 31 of
2006
y
Revision2Months Number of revisions of a file from Nov 1 to Dec 31 of 2006 y
DefectAppearance2Months Number of releases of a file with defects from Nov 1 to Dec
31 of 2006
y
ReportedI2Months Number of reported problems of a file from Nov 1 to Dec 31
of 2006
y
Revision3Months Number of revisions of a file from Oct 1 to Dec 31 of 2006 y
DefectAppearance3Months Number of releases of a file with defects from Oct 1 to Dec
31 of 2006
y
ReportedI3Months Number of reported problems of a file from Oct 1 to Dec 31
of 2006
y
Revision5Months Number of revisions of a file from Aug 1 to Dec 31 of 2006 y
DefectAppearance5Months Number of releases of a file with defects from Aug 1 to Dec
31 of 2006 (not used)
y
ReportedI5Months Number of reported problems from Aug 1 to Dec 31 of 2006 y
ReportedIssues Total number of reported problems n
Releases Total number of releases n
RevisionAuthor Number of revisions per author (i.e., per file compute
#Revisions
#Authors )
n
Table 7.3: The table lists the 22 extra source code features that were computed for the six
considered Eclipse plug-ins. All of these features were added to the OWL class File in EvoOnt’s
Version Ontology Model (VOM). The last column indicates if a feature is a temporal (’y’) or a
non-temporal (’n’) feature.
7.2.3 Experimental Results
The results of the bug prediction experiments are summarized in Figures 7.6 and 7.7, which illus-
trate the performance of the temporal and non-temporal feature models using relational probability
trees and relational Bayesian classifiers. The results are presented in terms of prediction accuracy
(acc; in legend), Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC; graphed), and the area under the ROC
curve (auc; also in legend). The ROC curve graphs the true positive rate (y-axis) against the false
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Figure 7.6: ROC curves for all of the temporal and non-temporal models of the bug prediction
experiments using relational probability trees. The model induced on the most significant features
reported in [Bernstein et al. 2007a] outperforms the baseline (black line) as well as all the other
RPT models in terms of area under the curve.
positive rate (x-axis) where an ideal curve would go from the origin to the top left (0,1) corner,
before proceeding to the top right (1,1) one [Provost and Fawcett 2001]. ROC curves have the
advantage of showing the prediction quality of a classifier independently of the distribution (and,
hence, prior probability) of the underlying dataset. The area under the ROC curve is, typically,
used as a summary number for the curve.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the performance of the best model from [Bernstein et al. 2007a]
as a baseline (the black line with bullet points; acc = 0.992, auc = 0.925). This is the model
that was trained with only the most significant/discriminating features. As can be seen, the best
statistical relational learning model is the RBC model induced on the 3-months features (auc =
0.977), closely followed by an RPT model on only the most significant features from [Bernstein
et al. 2007a] (auc = 0.972). It can be observed that, with the exception of the RPT model for
the most significant features, all the RBC models slightly outperform the RPT models in terms of
area under the curve. If we examine accuracy, the RPT models, on the other hand, outperform the
RBC models. An explanation for this observation, we belief, can be found when looking at the
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Figure 7.7: ROC curves for all of the temporal and non-temporal models of the bug prediction
experiments using relational Bayesian classifiers. The 3-months feature model outperforms all the
other models (including the baseline) in terms of area under curve.
relational structure of the instances used for model induction and prediction. Figure 7.8 shows an
example instance of a file represented as a relational subgraph as generated by the query in Listing
7.2. In this example, the graph is not very interesting: all the attributes used for model induction
are basically only one hop away from the core object File. We can, hence, hypothesize that RBC
models trained on this kind of simple graphs (datasets) are more suitable for bug prediction than
RPT models.
Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that all but the models trained on the 1-month features
outperform the traditional, propositional learning approach of [Bernstein et al. 2007a] in terms of
area under the curve. For both the RPT and RBC algorithm, the 1-month model shows the worst
performance compared with the baseline as well as with the rest of the temporal/non-temporal
feature models. This is contrary to the findings of [Bernstein et al. 2007a] where the 1-month
model was second best in terms of accuracy and at third position for auc.
The traditional model is, however, better in terms of prediction/classification accuracy (acc =
0.992). Note that the use of accuracy as a measure for the quality of the prediction is, however,
misleading as it does not relate the prediction to the prior probability of the classes (i.e., ’Yes’/’No’
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File
lineAddedIRLAdd
lineDeletedIRLDel
revision1Month
defectAppearance1Month
revision2Months
reportedIssues5Months
reportedIssues3Months
error
hasError
Figure 7.8: Example relational instance (subgraph) of a file as generated by the query in Listing
7.2. The subgraph is very simple: all the attributes/features used for model induction are only one
hop away from the core object File.
for the value of vom:hasError). As pointed out in [Bernstein et al. 2007a], this is especially
problematic in datasets which are heavily skewed (i.e., that have a distribution of values far from
being normal). As shown by the authors, the bug prediction dataset is indeed heavily skewed
with a total number of 3691 non-buggy and 14 buggy classes. Hence, as mentioned earlier, the
ROC curves and the area under the curve are more meaningful measures as they provide a prior-
independent approach for comparing the quality of predictors.
Also note that the best performing RPT/RBC models (significant features for RPT, 3-months
features for RBC) also have the highest prediction/classification accuracy among the SRL models
(acc = 0.985 and acc = 0.977).
Last but not least, it is interesting to examine the RPT/RBC models that are induced by the
SRL algorithms. Figure 7.9 shows the relational probability tree for the model induced on only the
most significant/discriminating features from [Bernstein et al. 2007a]. The root node examines the
value of the reportedIssues3Months attribute for the subgraph’s file object. Because this
node examines a single value for a single object, it does not require an aggregation function, such
as proportion or degree (see [Jensen 2007, p. 112]). This is indicated by the nop (no operator)
aggregation function as nop( f ile.reportedIssues3Months]) ≥ 1.
Specifically, at the root node the RPT asks whether the value of the reportedIssues-
3Months attribute is at least 1. If yes, the left branch of the tree is traversed, otherwise the
right branch is taken. Assuming yes, the next node in the tree tests the value of the revision-
2Months attribute. If the value is at least 2, again the left branch in the tree is taken. If we assume
no for the next instance, the next node in the tree going down the right branch is a leaf node that
holds the probabilistic counts (out of all files from the training set that reach the leaf nodes) for
each potential classification of a file.
A comparison of this RPT with the tree presented in [Bernstein et al. 2007a, p. 5] shows
that the SRL algorithm applied in this case study splits the tree at the root node based on the
reportedIssues3Months attribute, whereas the tree in [Bernstein et al. 2007a] chooses the
defectAppearance1Month attribute to partition the tree at the top.
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Figure 7.9: Relational probability tree for the model induced on only the most significant/dis-
criminating features from [Bernstein et al. 2007a]. The root node of the tree examines the value of
the reportedIssues3Months attribute for the subgraph’s file object. Because the root
node examines a single value for a single object, it does not require an aggregation function
such as proportion or degree. This is indicated by the nop (no operator) aggregation function
as nop( f ile.reportedIssues3Months]) ≥ 1. The leaf nodes hold the probabilistic counts (out of
all files from the training set that reach the leaves) for each potential classification of a file.
7.2.4 Discussion
In this case study, we have shown that inductive reasoning enabled by our SPARQL-ML frame-
work allows us to easily perform bug prediction on semantically annotated software source code.
Specifically, we have demonstrated that statistical relational learning (SRL) algorithms are well-
suited for this kind of task and dataset. Both investigated SRL methods relational probability tree
and relational Bayesian classifier analyzed on a number of real-world datasets showed its excel-
lent prediction/classification quality as well as its superiority to other related approaches, such as
decision trees used in traditional, propositional learning.
Clearly, the use of a single dataset (i.e., from a single platform; Eclipse) is a limitation. Future
work should, therefore, extend our evaluation of SPARQL-ML to other domains (datasets) in order
to ensure our findings’ generalizability. Currently, work is in progress that aims at providing these
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results for the NetBeans,10 Mozilla,11 and OpenOffice projects.12
We note as a technical limitation that we are currently not able to perform cross-validation
through the query engine. Thus, if we want to use the same dataset for training and testing, we
currently have to use specialized scripts for making predictions and calculating the performance
measures.
7.3 Summary of Case Studies
In the software evolution case study in Section 7.1, we presented a new approach for analyzing
software systems using our novel similarity reasoning framework iSPARQL. iSPARQL, based
on the Semantic Web query language SPARQL, provides, together with EvoOnt, the ability to
examine object-oriented software source code represented in the OWL format. This format is
principally used within the Semantic Web to share, integrate, and reason from data of different
places. To illustrate the power of the combination of iSPARQL and EvoOnt, we conducted a set of
experiments on the org.eclipse.compareplug-in for Eclipse. We demonstrated that iSPAR-
QL and its similarity reasoning capabilities are indeed able to shed some light on the evolution
of software systems. In particular, we recommended the use of colored similarity heatmaps to
quickly spot software components that changed between releases (i.e., that changed over time).
Our findings suggest that similarity reasoning (and thus, iSPARQL) is indeed useful for getting a
first impression of the amount of change that happened to software systems.
For our proposed inductive reasoning extension to SPARQL, we evaluated our SPARQL-ML
framework in the context of a bug prediction task. To that end, we repeated an experiment reported
in [Bernstein et al. 2007a] in which the goal was to predict whether or not a file would have bugs
in the future or not by using a variation of selected temporal and non-temporal features. We found
out that SPARQL-ML’s inductive reasoning power is well-suited for this kind of task and dataset.
More precisely, the statistical relational learning methods available via SPARQL-ML seem to be
a perfect candidate for bug prediction in software systems represented as relational graphs (i.e., in
the EvoOnt format).
10http://www.netbeans.org/
11http://www.mozilla.org/
12http://www.openoffice.org/
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Conclusions
Calvin: I think we have got enough information now, don’t you?
Hobbes: All we have is one “fact” that you made up.
Calvin: That’s plenty. By the time we add an introduction, a few
illustrations and a conclusion, it’ll look like a graduate thesis.
Calvin & Hobbes: Scientific Progress Goes “Boink”
BILL WATTERSON
8.1 Summary of Thesis
In this thesis, we have introduced our two novel non-deductive reasoning extensions to the Seman-
tic Web: similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning. These extensions aim at complementing
the classical deductive description logic reasoning capabilities of the traditional Semantic Web
infrastructure (i.e., they allows us to draw conclusions from the asserted facts in a knowledgebase
which are otherwise not deducible by the classical approaches). Both extensions are tightly in-
tegrated with the RDF query language SPARQL, and, thus, provide access to the newly derived
knowledge through the query engine. To that end, both extensions exploit SPARQL virtual triple
patterns that perform pattern matching by calling a customized, external piece of code, rather than
matching triple patterns against an RDF graph.
We have elaborated upon the theoretical foundations of both our similarity reasoning and in-
ductive reasoning extensions, thereby describing the syntax and semantics of the two approaches
in detail. These foundations are similarity measures for similarity reasoning and statistical rela-
tional learning methods for inductive reasoning. We have implemented these approaches in our
generic iSPARQL (imprecise SPARQL) and SPARQL-ML (SPARQL Machine Learning) frame-
works, which enable the easy inference of extra triples from any Semantic Web dataset.
To evaluate/validate our novel extensions, we performed five sets of Semantic Web and Soft-
ware Analysis experiments. For the Semantic Web, we first evaluated the applicability of iSPAR-
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QL for the task of semantic service matchmaking—a task heavily research in the Semantic Web—
using OWLS-TC v2 as benchmarking dataset. Second, we tested the usefulness of similarity
reasoning (i.e., iSPARQL) for semantic process retrieval on the OWL MIT Process Handbook—a
very large semantic business process knowledgebase. Finally, we evaluated the predictive power
of our inductive reasoning framework, SPARQL-ML, in a semantic service classification experi-
ment, where the goal was to predict the most likely category of a Semantic Web service. In this
experiment, we once again used OWLS-TC v2 as validation dataset.
For Software Analysis, we performed two different tasks: first, in the software evolution case
study, we evaluated the benefits of similarity reasoning for identifying/visualizing the changes to
the software source code between different releases of the software. More specifically, we used
the Eclipse compare plug-in in order to evaluate the performance of our iSPARQL framework
for change analysis. In that context, we also presented our EvoOnt software ontology model,
which provides the means to model all elements necessary for software analyses—including the
software design itself as well as its release and bug-tracking information. Secondly, in the bug
prediction case study, our SPARQL-ML framework was applied to predict whether a file is likely
to have bugs in the future by taking into account the data obtained from a versioning system and
a bug-tracking system. As evaluation datasets, we used six different software plug-ins from the
Eclipse platform. Our empirical findings suggest that SPARQL-ML is indeed able to predict bugs
with very good accuracy, which, ultimately makes SPARQL-ML a suitable tool to help improve
the quality of software systems.
To summarize, the similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning frameworks we have pre-
sented, iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML, seem to be two practical and easy-to-use tools for perform-
ing a number of Semantic Web and Software Analysis tasks. They are easily extendible with
additional similarity measures (relational learning methods) and highly customizable to the actual
task and dataset. Most of the tasks addressed in this work could be accomplished with short and
simple iSPARQL/SPARQL-ML queries, which means no complex (and/or proprietary) tools need
to be used. Furthermore, as both the results we obtained and the data used in our experiments are
specified in the RDF/OWL format, they are immediately machine-readable and interchangeable
between peers for further investigation, manipulation, and visualization (among others).
8.2 Future Work
Reasoning
The focus of this dissertation is clearly on the exploitation and evaluation of novel types of rea-
soning for Semantic Web data. In particular, we investigated similarity reasoning and inductive
reasoning capabilities in order to complement the classical deductive reasoning approaches of the
current Semantic Web infrastructure (see Figure 8.1). There exist, however, still different types
of (human) reasoning, as described in [Mohanan 2008], which were not addressed in this the-
sis. These types are, for instance, non-monotonic reasoning and temporal reasoning. Generally
speaking, in a non-monotonic reasoning system, additional/new information not considered when
drawing the original conclusions can change the reasonableness of these conclusions [Mohanan
2008]. In other words, the originally correct conclusions may no longer be valid and need to be
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Figure 8.1: Possible future reasoning extensions to the Semantic Web—non-monotonic reason-
ing and temporal reasoning. Non-monotonic reasoning assumes the knowledgebase that is used
to draw conclusions is complete (i.e., closed), which enables to derive additional triples based on
the absence of facts. Temporal reasoning, on the other hand, allows us to derive new information
depending on some notion of time.
revised.
Two typical types of non-monotonic reasoning are abductive reasoning and closed-world rea-
soning. The former denotes the process of reasoning from effects to causes (i.e., this is the opposite
of classical deductive reasoning that draws conclusions from causes to effects). The latter—closed-
world reasoning—is more related to the Semantic Web. It assumes the available body of knowl-
edge is complete (i.e., closed). This is particularly important for circumventing the oft-discussed
Open-World Assumption (OWA) under that “failure to derive a fact does not imply the opposite”
[Grimm and Motik 2005]. Consider, for example, a semantic service that does not specify its
service category. Whereas under OWA, we may not conclude that the service lacks, for instance,
the category travel, under the closed-world assumption (CWA) we may simply say so unless
we can prove the contrary.
We are aware of two studies that investigate closed-world reasoning and its integration into
the OWL language by use of epistemic operators and autoepistemic description logics (ADLs)
(see [Grimm and Motik 2005] and [Katz and Parsia 2005]). Without going into the details of
either concepts, we think that it would make perfect sense to allow for non-monotonic reasoning
capabilities through the SPARQL query engine. This would allow us to derive even more addi-
tional knowledge from the asserted facts in a knowledgebase, which can neither be derived by the
classical deductive, similarity, nor inductive reasoning capabilities.
A different type of reasoning is temporal reasoning, where the goal is to draw conclusions
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about the knowledgebase’s resources in the context of some notion of time. For example, a tempo-
ral query may ask for all the Semantic Web services that were advertised in a particular time span.
Such query capabilities are currently not supported in the traditional Semantic Web infrastructure.
There are, however, studies that investigated the introducing of time into RDF (e.g., [Gutierrez
et al. 2005], [Gutierrez et al. 2007], and [Pugliese et al. 2008]). We, again, belief that temporal
reasoning is a perfect candidate for complementing the deductive description logic reasoning ca-
pabilities of the current Semantic Web. Having such an extension and making it available through
the SPARQL query engine would, ultimately, allows us to pose sophisticated queries about, for
instance, the creation of and evolution of RDF resources over time.
As mentioned earlier in this thesis, one might argue that the use of virtual triple patterns for
similarity (inductive) reasoning is conceptually problematic. Virtual triple patterns call external
functions to perform pattern matching (i.e., they are neither performing ‘real’ graph pattern match-
ing nor are they part of the reasoning fabric of the current Semantic Web). However, in this work,
we highlighted the fact that the specification of a similarity function (prediction function) is akin to
the specification of an additional inferencing rule. Hence, we regard virtual triple patterns simply
as part of the inferred knowledgebase. Therefore, to address the fact that some might deem virtual
triple patterns as conceptually ugly, another possibility for future work would be the systematic
exploration of ways to extend standard description logic reasoners with customized similarity
(prediction) functions.
Optimization
Another possible path for future work is optimization. As mentioned earlier, we have not yet
considered iSPARQL and SPARQL-ML optimization techniques. Besides the work achieved for
SPARQL basic graph pattern optimization through selectivity estimation (which we presented in
[Stocker et al. 2008] and [Bernstein et al. 2007b]), we did experiment with various similarity index
structures in the context of our similarity reasoning extension.
Regarding our inductive reasoning extension, we might think of faster and more effective
ways to integrate the presented prediction/classification algorithms into SPARQL. Currently, we
face a rather large performance loss in transferring the data to the external learning algorithms,
performing the prediction/classification steps, and bringing the results back to the query engine.
Generally speaking, for both our novel reasoning extensions, we suggest having a closer look
at virtual triple pattern optimization. Optimization in this direction will probably be twofold: first,
the externally called functions need to be improved. For similarity reasoning (inductive reasoning),
this implies faster algorithms to calculate similarities (to make predictions). Second, and probably
more importantly, the query engine might need some modifications to perform query evaluation
including virtual triple patterns more efficiently. This is especially important if our novel reasoning
approaches should be scalable and applicable to datasets which are much larger than the ones used
in this thesis.
Algorithms, Datasets, and Tasks
In the following, we summarize a couple of future research directions which are related to the
employed algorithms, datasets, and evaluation/validation tasks used in this thesis.
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First of all, in all our case studies we only used a couple of specific datasets (i.e., OWLS-
TC v2.1, the OWL MIT Process Handbook, and various plug-ins from the Eclipse project). It
is, therefore, left to future work to analyze iSPARQL’s (SPARQL-ML’s) behavior for different
Semantic Web datasets (data formats) in order to ensure our findings’ generalizability. Examples
of such datasets are OWLS-TC v2.2 that contains more than 1000 Semantic Web services, and
different plug-ins from the Eclipse project (e.g., jdt-core). To address different data formats,
our approaches should be evaluated on different semantic service description formats, such as
WSMO1 or SAWSDL.2
Besides the evaluation of our similarity reasoning and inductive reasoning frameworks for
other datasets, their applicability to different validation tasks should also be investigated system-
atically. Examples of such tasks that could substantially benefit from similarity reasoning are
ontology alignment and Semantic Web data integration. These tasks oftentimes involve some
notion of similarity to find correspondences in different datasets (e.g., similar concepts in ontolo-
gies). Besides the work achieved for semantic data integration with the SOQA-SimPack toolkit
(refer to [Ziegler et al. 2006a] and [Ziegler et al. 2006b]), we have, however, not yet addressed
data integration through our iSPARQL framework.
The inductive reasoning capabilities of our SPARQL-ML framework could also be exploited
to classify, for example, semantically annotated, scientific publications (as presented in the Swe-
toDBLP dataset).3 Moreover, future work should definitely evaluate the pros and cons of further
relational learning methods such as the ones proposed by NetKit4 or Alchemy.5 This would help
to underline the usefulness of this kind of learning methods for the Semantic Web.
8.3 Concluding Remarks
Whatever further explorations will reveal, we firmly claim that the use of similarity reasoning
through similarity measures will be foundational for a large number of Semantic Web and other
research tasks. We hope that this works’s discussion of the syntax and semantics of iSPARQL can,
therefore, provide a foundation for the use of these measures.
Last but not least, given the usefulness and the ease-of-use of our novel inductive reasoning
approach, we believe that SPARQL-ML could serve as a standardized approach for data mining
(knowledge discovery) tasks on Semantic Web data.
1http://www.wsmo.org/
2http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/sawsdl/
3http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/projects/semdis/swetodblp/
4http://www.research.rutgers.edu/˜sofmac/NetKit.html
5http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/
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A
Query Prefixes
PREFIX pf: <java:ch.uzh.ifi.ddis.pf>
PREFIX bom: <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/evoont/2008/02/bom#>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX grounding: <http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.1/Grounding.owl#>
PREFIX opus: <http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/projects/semdis/opus#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX ph: <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/ph/2006/08/ProcessHandbook.owl#>
PREFIX process: <http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.1/Process.owl#>
PREFIX profile: <http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.1/Profile.owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX service: <http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.1/Service.owl#>
PREFIX simont: <http://www.example.org/SimOnt.owl#>
PREFIX simpack: <java:ch.uzh.ifi.ddis.pf.simpack>
PREFIX sml: <java:ch.uzh.ifi.ddis.pf.sml>
PREFIX smo: <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/sparql-ml/>
PREFIX som: <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/evoont/2008/02/som#>
PREFIX swrc: <http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology#>
PREFIX vom: <http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/evoont/2008/02/vom#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
Listing A.1: Query prefixes used in this thesis.
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